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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNlY OF BANNOCK

MANDY L. VALENTINE,

Plaintiff • Appellant,

)
)
)

)
)
)

vs.

Supreme Court No. 44350

)
)

DAN VALENTINE,

)
)

Defendant - Respondent on Appeal,

)
)
)
)

_________

CLERK'S RECORD

Appeal from the District Court of the Sixth Judicial District of the State of
Idaho, in and for the County of Bannock.

Before HONORABLE Robert C. Naftz District Judge.
For Appellant:
Peter M. WeJls
May, Rammell &. Thompson, Chartered
P.O. Box370
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-0370

For Respondent:
Jeffery Wayne Banks
Smith & Banks, PLLC
2010 Jennie Lee Drive
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404
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Sixth Judicial District Court • Bannock County

Time; 10:13 AM

ROA Report
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User: OCANO

Case: CV-2013-0001516-DW Current Judge: Rick Camaron
Mandy L Criddle vs. Dan Merrill Velentine

Mandy L Criddle vs. Dan Merrill Valentine
Date

Code

User

4/24/2013

LOCT

KENDRAH

Clerks

Rick Carna roli

NCDC

KENDRAH

New Case Filed - Divorce, With Minor Children

Rick Carnaro/i

PETN

KENDRAH

Petition For Legal Separation- by plaintiff Mandy
Criddle, prose

Rick Carnaroli

SMIS

KENDRAH

Summons Issued

Rick Carnaroll

JPRJ

Joint Prohibitive Order IRCP (65(G} - ISSUED

Rick Carnaroli

OAPW

KENORAH
KENDRAH

Order to Attend Focus on ChUdren & Silver
Linings- Set for: 6/4/18 @ 6:00 PM

Rick Carnaroli

XCRE

KENDRAH

Rick Carnaroli

KENDRAH

Certain Court Records Exemption Rule 32(g)
imposed
Filing: B1a - Divorce with children Paid by:
Mandy Valentine Receipt numb,r: 0013596
Dated: 4/24/2013 Amount: $137.00 (Cash) For:

JENNEFER

Family Law lnfonnation Sheet Filed- Chifdren:

Rick Camaron

FLIS

Judge

Rick Carnaroll

Husband's other child:

JENNEFER

Doeument sealed
Acceptance of Service~ Defendant Dan Valentine Rick Carnaroll
accepted service of summons & comlalnt on
4/24/13

JDMT

JENNEFER

Decree of Separation- S/ Camaroli on 5ll/13

Rick Carnaroli

CSTS

JENNEFER

Case Status Changed: Closed

Rick Camaron

MARLEA

Filing: 82a - Motion to reopen or modify divorce Rlck CarnaroJi
with children Paid by: JEREMY D BROWN
Receipt number. 0026717 Dated: 8/15/2014
Amount: $154.00 (Check) For. Valentine, Dan
Merrill (defendant) .
Verified Complaint For Divorce- Dan M Valentine Rick Carnaroll
through attorney Brown.
Rick Camaron
Summons Issued

4129/2013

5/8/2013
8/15/2014

KENDRAH

8/20/2014

9/11/2014

SMJS

KENDRAH

OAPW

KENDRAH

Order to Attend Focus On ihe Children and Silver Rick Camaron
Linings Class On 9/16,12014 @6:00 PM.

ATTR

KENORAH

Defendant: Valentine, Dan Merrill Attorney
Retained Jeremy Brown

Rick Carnaroli

FLIS

KENDRAH

Family Law lnfonnation Sheet Filed/ Minor
Children-

Rick Carnaroli

AFFO

KENDRAH

Document sealed
Affidavit Of Service- Summons, Verified
Complaint For Divorce, Order to attend focus on
the children, Open letter to parents served to
Mandy Valentine 9/212014.

Ri~k Carnaroli
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Case: CV-2013-0001516-0W Current Judge: Rick CamaroU
Mandy L Criddle vs. Den Merrill Valentine

Mandy L Criddle vs. Dan Merrill Valentine
Date

Code

MARLEA

9/16/2014

PAPC
DNAC
9/19/2014

10/6/2014

10/23/2014

10/28/2014

10/29/2014
11/20/2014

KROMRIEL
KROMRIEL
MARLEA

ANSW

10/2/2014

User

KENDRAH

ATTR

KENDRAH

HRSC

NICHOLE

Judge
Miscellaneous Payment: CO--Parenting Class
Paid by: Criddle, Mandy L Receipt number:
0030203 Dated: 9/16/2014 Amount. $35.00
(Cash)
Plaintiff attended Parenting Class

_Rick Carnaroli

Rick Carnaroli

Defendant did not attend Parenting Class-reset Rick Camaroli
for 10/28114
Filing: 11 - Initial Appearance by persons other
Rick Carnaroli
than the plaintiff or petitioner Paid by: Mark
Petersen Receipt number: 0030607 Dated:
9/19/2014 Amount: $136.00 (Check} For:
Criddle, Mandy L (plaintiff)
Answer And Counterpetition· Mandy L Valentine Rick Carnaroll
through attorney Petersen.
Plaintiff: Criddle, Mandy L Attorney Retained Malk Rick Carnaroli
R Petersen
Notice Of Hearing- Hearing Scheduled (Motion Rick Carnaroli
10/28/201410:30 AM}· Dan Valentine through
attorney Brown.
Motion Verified Motion For Temporary Order
Rick Camaroli
Specifying Oates Of Visitation· Dan Valentine
through attorney Brown.
Affidavit Of Dan Valentin 9/30/2014~ Dan
Rick Carnaroli
Valentine through attorney Brown.
Affidavit In Support Of Objeciion To Motion For Rick Camatoli
Temporary Orders- Mandy Criddle through
attorney Petensen.
Rick Carnatoli
-Objection To Motion For Temporary OrdersMandy Criddle through attorney Petersen.
Rick Carnaroli
Hearing result for Motion scheduled on
10/28/2014 10:30 AM: Interim Hearing Held

MOTN

KENDRAH

AFFD

KENORAH

AFFD

KENDRAH

OBJT

KENDRAH

INHD

NICHOLE

DNAC

LINDA

Defendant did not attend Parenting Class

MEOR

NICHOLE

ORDR

NICHOLE

Minute Entry and Order Isl J Camaroli 10/28/14 Rick Carnaroli
{parties are ordered to participate wfth family
court services for mediation; pretrial set
3/2/15@10am with trial 3/12/15@9am; counsel
for dfdt shall prepare order)
Order for Referral to Family Court Services Isl J Rick Camaroli
Carnaroli 10/29/14
Substitution Of Counsel· Peter M Wells of May, Rick Carnaroli
Rammell & Thompson, Chartered, and Mark R.
Petersen, of Snake River Law, PLLC, and hereby
stipulate and give notice to the court and all
counsel herein that In all further statges of
proceedings herein, that Peter M Wells will
appear as counsel of record fo Plaintiff Mandy
Criddle.

KENDRAH

iI1

I
I
I

i1
I

I

!

!
t

Rick Carnaroli
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Case: CV-2013-0001516-DW Current Jucfge: Rick camaroll

Mandy L Criddle vs. Dan MerriU Valentine
Mandy L Criddle vs. Dan Merrill Valentine
Date

Code

User

11/2012014

ATTR

KENDRAH

11/24/2014

NOTC

KENDRAH

Judge
Plaintiff: Criddle, Mandy L Attorney Retained
Rick Camaron
PeterMWells
Notice Of Change Of Assignment Of MediatorRick Carnaroll
Sally Beitia has been assigned as mediator to this

case.
KENDRAH

Temporay Orders- ls Camaroli 11/21/2014.

12/2/2014

KENDRAH

12/15/2014

KENDRAH

Reply To Counterpetitlon- Dan Valentine through Rick Carnaroli
attorney.
Case Status Report Mediation,. Reffered by
Rick Carnaroli
Family court services, one or both parties failed to
schedule mediation session.
Notice Of Service- Plaintiffs First Set Of Discovery Riok Carnaroli
Requests to Defendant Dan Valentine through
attorney Banks On 12123/2014.
Notice Of Assignment Of Mediator- Brent Mo~an Rick Carnaroli
has been assigned as mediator to this c:ase.
Motion For Reconsideration~ Mandy Criddle
Rick Carnaroli
through attorney Wells.
AffldaVit Of Mandy Valentine In Support Of Motion Rick Carnaroli
For Reconsideration.. Mandy Criddle through
attorney Wells.
Rick Carnaroll
Memorandum In Support Of Motion For
Reconsideration- Mandy Criddle through attorney
Wells.
Notice Of Hearing- Hearing Scheduled (Motion Rick Carnaroli
03/09/2015 01:30 PM)- Mandy Crlddle through
attorney Wells.
Rick Carnaroll
Notice Of Service- Respondents Response to
Petitioners First $et of Interrogatories and
Requests for Proouctlon served to Jeffery Banks.
Certificate Ot Service And Notice Of Compliance Rick Carnaroli
With Rule 401 Mandatory Disclosures- Mandy
Criddle through attorney Wells.
Memorandum In Support Of Motion To Set Aside Rick Carnaroli
Pursuant To l.R.C.P. 60(b)(5)&(6)- Mandy Criddle
through attorney Wells.
Affidavit Of Mandy Valentine In Support Of Motion Rick Carnaroli
To Set Aside- Mandy Criddle through attorney
Wells.
Motion To Set Aside Pursuant To IRCP 60 85&6· Rick Carnaroli
Mandy Criddle through attorney Wells.
Rick Carnaroli
Notice Of Hearing· Mandy Criddle through
attorney Wells.
Rick Carnaroll
Continued (Motion 03/1112015 03:30 PM)
Rick Carnaroll
Amended Notice Of Hearings- Mandy Criddle
through attorney Wells.

ORDR

12/23/2014

NOTC

KENDRAH

1/16/2015

NOTO

KENDRAH

2/512015

MOTN

KENDRAH

AFFD

KENDRAH

MEMO

KENDRAH

HRSC

NICHOLE

NOTC

KENDRAH

2/17/2016

2/19/2015-

2/20/2015

2/23/2015

CERT

KENDRAH

MEMO

KENDRAH

AFFD

KENDRAH

MOTN

KENORAH

NOTC

KENORAH

CONT

NICHOLE
KENDRAH

NOTC

Rick Carnaroli

i

·I
I

\
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Case: CV-2013-0001516-DW Current Judge: Rick Carnaroli
Mandy L Crlddle vs. Dan Merrill Vatentine

Mandy L Criddle vs. Dan Merrill Valentine
Date

Code

User

2/24/2015

MOTN

KENORAH

NOTC

KENDRAH

MOTN

KENORAH

ORDR
NOTO

KENDRAH

OBJT

KENDRAH

MEOR

NICHOLE

2/27/2015

3/2/2015

KENDRAH

KENDRAH
NOTC

KENDRAH

MEMO

KENDRAH

3/4/2015

NOTC

KENDRAH

3/5/2015

HRSC

NICHOLE

Judge
Motion To Continue Trial- Mandy Criddle through Rick Carnaroli
attorney Wells.
Notice Of Hearing- Mandy Criddle throughRick Carnaroli
attorney Wells.
Motion To Shorten Time- Mandy Criddle through Rick Carnaroli
attorney Wells.
Order To Shorten Time- s/ Camaroli 2/27/2015. Rick Carnaroli
Notice Of Service- Petitioners Answers To
Respondents First set Of lnterrogatori~ And
Requests For Production Of Documents was
sel'Ved to Mandy Criddle through attorney Wells.
Objection To Motion To Continue Trial~ Dan
Valentine through attorney Banks.
Minute Entry and Order Isl J Carnaroll 3/2/15
(court heard argument on plntrs motion to
bifurcate decree and plntfs motion to continue
trial; court DENIED motions; matter remains set
for trial; plrrtfs motion to reoonsfder & motion to
set aside shall be heard 3J11/15@3:30pm)
Petitioners Pre-Trial Memorandum- Dan
Valentine through attorney Banks.
Notice Of Service- Respondents first
supplemental response to Petitioners First Set of
Requests for Production of Documents was
served to Dan Valentine through attorney Banks.
Plainitts Pretrial Memorandum~ Mandy Valentine
through attorney Wells.
Notice Of Service-- Petitioners supplemental
answers to respondents first set of Interrogatories
and requests for production of documents served
to Mandy Valen~ine through attorney Wells.
Hearing Scheduled (Court Trial 03/12/2015

Rick Carnaroli

Rick Carnaroli
Rick Carnaroll

Rick Carnaroli
Rick Camaron

Rick Carnaroli
Rick Carnaroli

Rick Carnaroli

09:00AM)

MEMO

KENDRAH

AFFD

KENDRAH
OCANO

3/10/2015

3/11/2015

HRHD

BRANDY

3/17/2015

MEOR

NICHOLE

Memorandum In opposition To Motion For
Rick Camaron
Reconslderation- Dan Valentine through attorney
aanks.
Affidavit Of Dan Valentine- Dan Valentine through Rick Camaroli
attorney Banks.
Notice of Servioe; Respondenfs Second
Rick Camaron
Supplemental Response to Petitioner's First Set
of Request for Production of Documents; Peter M.
Wells, Attorney for Plaintiff, Mandy Criddle.
Rick Carnaroli
Hearing result for Motion scheduled on
03/11/2015 03:30 PM: Hearing Held motion to
set aside
Minute Entry and Order /s/ J Carnaron 3/17/15
Rick Camaroti
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Case: CV-2013-0001516--0W Current Judge: Rick Camaroll

Mandy L Criddle vs. Dan Merrill Valenttne
Mandy L Criddle vs. Dan Merrill Valentine

.i 1
I

Date

Code

KENORAH

511/2015
5/8/2015

User

JOMT

KENDRAH

I

Judge

I1

Findings Of Fact, Conclusion of Law & Order- sf Rick Carnaroll
Carnaroli 511/2015.
Judgment And Decree Of Divorce- sf Carnaroll
Rick Carnaroli

I
1

5/8/2015

I

~

KENDRAH

Case Status Changed: closed

5/20/2015

HRHD

KENDRAH

5/21/2016

MOTN

KENDRAH

MOTN

KENDRAH

AFFD

KENDRAH

MEMO

OCANO

MOTN

OCANO

AFFO

OCANO

HRSC

NICHOLE

CSTS

NICHOLE

Hearing result for Court Trial scheduled on
Rici< Carnaroli
03/12/2015 09:00 AM: Hearing Held
Motion To Alter Or.Amend Judgment- Mandy
Rick Camaron
Criddle through attorney Wells.
Motion to Reconsider- Mandy Criddle through
Rick Carnarou
attorney Wells.
Affidavit Of Mandy Valentine- Mandy Criddle
Rick Camaron
through attorney Wells.
Memorandum of Attorney Fees and Costs; Jeffery Rick Camaron
W. Banks, Attorney for Respondent, Dan
Valentine
Motion to Amend Judgment and Decree; Jeffery Rick Camaroli
W. Banks, Attorney for Dan Valentine
Affidavit of Jeffery W. Banks: Jeffery W. Banks, Rick Camaroll
Attonrey for Dan Valentine, Defendant
Notice Of Hearing- Hearing Scheguled {Motion Rick Carnaroli
06/29/2015 01:30 PM) Mandy \lalentin through
attorney Wells.
Rick Carnaroll
Case Status Changed: Closed pending clerk
action
Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of Any Rick Carnaroli
File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid by:
May, Rammell & Thompson Receipt number:
0018800 Dated: 6/412015 Amount: $10.00

5/27/2015

6/2/2015

OCANO

6/4/2015

t

Rick Camaron

CSTS

l

1

(Check)
OBJT

KENDRAH

6/1112015

NOTC

OCANO

6/16/2015

HRVC

NICHOLE

HRSC

NICHOLE

6/18/2015

NOTC

KENDRAH

7/6/2015

INHD

NICHOLE

Objection To Fees And Costs- Mandy Valentin
through attorney Wells.
Notice of Hearing; Plaintiff's Motion to Appeal
shall be heard on 6~29-15 at 1:30 pm. ; Peter M.
Well&, Attorney for May, RammeU & Thomspon,
Chtd.
Hearing result for Motion soheduled on
06/29/2015 01:30 PM: Hearing Vacated
Notice Of Hearing~ Hearing Scheduled (Motion
07/06/201510:00 AM)- Dan Valentine through
attorney Banks.
Amended Notice Of Hearing- Mandy Valentine
through attorney wens.
Hearing result for Motion scheduled on
07/06/201510:00 AM: Interim Hearing Held
cross motions to amend

1

Rick Carnaroll
Rick Carnaroli

Rick Carnaroli
Rick Carnaroli

Rick Carnaroli
Rick Carnaroli
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ROA Report
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User: OCANO

Case: CV-2013-0001516-DW Current Judge: Rlck Carnaroli
Mandy L Criddle vs. Dan Merrill Valentine ·

Mandy L Criddle vs. Dan Merrill Valentine

Date

Code

User

OCANO

7/6/2015

OCANO

Judge
Objection to Motion to Reconsrder; Jeffery Banks, Rick Camaroli
Attorney for Dan Vaientine, Defendant
Objection to Motion to Alter or Amend Judgment~ Rick Carnaroli
Jeffery W. Banks, Attorney for Dan Valentine,
Defendant

7/13/2015

MEOR

NICHOLE

Minute Entry and Order Isl J Camaron 7/13/15
(court heard oral argument on cross motiOn to
amend decree and will liksten to audio of
settlement agreement that was recited for the
record and took the matter under advisement)

Rick Carnaroli

8/4/2015

STIP

NICHOLE

Stipulation for Substiluion of Counsel; counsel
stipulate the law firm Hawley Troxell Ennis &
Hawley, LLP be substituted for firm Smith &
Banks)
·

Rick Carnaroli

8/24/2015

OCANO

Rick Carnaroli

8/26/2015

OCANO

9/18/2015

OCANO

Robert C Naftz:

APDC

CAMILLE

Amended Judgment and Decree of Divorce;
srgned Judge Carnaroli on 8·2~15. Cert of
Mailing dated 8-28-15 to all parties.
Decision and Order on Post·Trial Motions; It is
Hereby Ordered that an amended judgment and
decree of divorce shall issue with certain
amendments made consistent herewith. Signed
Judge CarnaroU on 6-24-15.
Filing: L2 • Appeal, Magistrate Division to District
Court Paid by: Peter Wells Receipt number:
0029925 Dated: 9118/2015 Amount:$81.00
·(Check) For: Criddle, Mandy L (plaintiff)
Appeal Filed In District Court; aty Peter Wells

CSTS

CAMILLE

Case Status Changed: Reopened

CAMILLE

Issues on Appeal;

Hearing Scheduled (Oral Argument 04/2512016 Robert C Naftz
01:30 PM)
Order of Appeals/ J. Naftz 11-4·15; transcripts of Robert C Naftz
proceedings held 7-6-15 and 3-12·15 before
Honorable Rick Carnaroli to be prepared by court
transcriber; transcriber shall estimate the cost and
mall to 1he parties; appellant shall pay estimated
fee for preparation of transcripts within 14 days
after filing of notice of appeal and appellant shall
pay balance upon completion; transcript to be
lodged within 35 days of payment of estimated
fee; notice of lodging shall be filed; parties have
21 days to file any objections to transcripts;
appellant's brief to be lodged within 35 days after
transcript filed; respondent's brief filed within 28
days from service of appellant's brief; any reply
prief filed within 21 days foltowlng service of
respondent's brief; oral arguments set 4-25-16 at
1:30 pm;.

10/2/2015

10/23/2015

HRSC

NICOLE

11/6/2015

ORDR

NICOLE

Rick Carnaroli

Rick Camaron

Robert C Naftz

aty Peter Wells for Appellant Robert C Naftz
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User: OCANO

Case: CV-2013-0001516-DW Current Judge: Rick Carnaroli
Mandy L Criddle vs. Dan Merrill Valentine

Mandy L Criddle vs. Dan Merrill Valentine
Date

Code

User

11/6/2015

NOTC

NICOLE

Notice of Estimated Fee for Preparation of
Transcript filed by Linda Larsen

Robert C Naftz

12/2/2015

NOTC

NICOLE

Notice of Lodging; transcripts of March 12, 2015
court trial and July 6, 2015 hearings lodged with
the court

Robert C Naftz

12/30/2015

NOTC

NICOLE

Notice of Lodging {filing) of transcripts: transcripts Robert C Naftz
are considered settled

2/3/2016

NOTO

NICOLE

Notice of Lodging of Appellant's Brief filed by
Peter Wells

OCANO

Filing: B2a - Motion to reopen or modify divorce Robert C Naftz
with children Paid by: May, Rammetl &
Thompson Receipt number: 0006910 Dated:
3/1/2016 Amount $154.00 (Check} For. Criddle,
Mandy L (plaintiff)

PETN

OCANO

Petition to Modify; Peter M. Wells, Attorney for
Mandy Valentine

Robert C Naftz

SMIS
FINF

OCANO

Robert C Naftz

OCANO

Summons Issued
Family Case Law Information Sheet

3/2/2016

BRFS

NICOLE

Document sealed
Appellee's Response Brief filed by Jeffrey Banks Robert C Naftz

3/23/2016

BRFS

TAMILYN

Appellanrs Reply Brlef-by Peter Wells

4/2512016

OCHH

NICOLE

NICOLE

6/9/2016

ADVS
MEMO

Hearirig result for Oral Argument scheduled on Robert C Naftz
04/25/2016 01:30 PM: District court Hearing Hele
Court Reporter: Stephanie Davis
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: less than 100 pages
Robert C Naftz
Case Taken Under Advisement

3/112016

6/23/2016

7/6/2016

OBJT

APSC

Robert C Naftz

Robert C Naftz

Robert C Naftz:

NICOLE

Robert C Nal'tz
Memorandum Decision and Orders/ J. Naftl
6-6~16; district court affirms magistrate's decision
as it relates to the setting aside of the Decree of
Separation, award of separate property through
the Divorce Decree and the characterization of
employer-paid health care premiums; case
remanded to Judge Camaron; s/ J. Naftz 6-S-16

OCANO

Memorandum of Costs; Jeffery W. BAnks,
Rick Carnaroli
Attorney's for Appellee Dan Valentine
Rick Camaroli
Objecllon to Memorandum of Costs; Peter M.
Wells, Attorney for Mandy Valendne
Filing: L4 - Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to Rick Carnaroli
Supreme Court Paid by: May, Rammell &
Thompson Receipt number: 0022953 Dated:
7/2012016 Amount: $129.00 {Check} For:
Criddle, Mandy L (plaintlff)
Robert C Naflz
Appealed To The Supreme Court

OCANO
OCANO

7/18/2016

Judge

TAMILYN
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Case: CV-2013-0001516..0W Current Judge: Rick: Camaroli
Mandy L Criddle vs. Dan MerrHI Valentine

Mandy L Criddle vs. Dan Merrlll Valentine

Date

Code

User

7/18/2016

NOTC

OCANO
OCANO

7/20/2016

OCANO

CINDYBF

7/29/2016

MISC

OCANO

8/11/2016

OROR

OCANO

9/9/2016

CERT

OCANO

KENDRAH

9/13/2016

9/16/2016

Judge
Rick Camaron
NOTICE OF APPEAL; Peter M. WeUs for
Appellant Mandy L. Valentine.
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF APPEAL Signed and Rick Carnaroli
Mailed to counsel and SC on 7-20-16.
Remit1itur; The District Court having ruled on this Rick Carnaroli
case on 6-9-16 and having remanded the case
back to the Magistrate Judge for reconsideration
on issues stipulated to by the parttes' and having
affirmed the remaining issues on appeal and no
appeal having been filed, the fuling of the District
court ls therefore deemed final. Signed Judge
Robert C. Naftz on 7-11-16.
Rick Carnaroli
Refund for wrong filing charged-$81.00 ck
#90349 to May, Rammelf & Thomson.
Received Notice of Appeal, Clerk's Record Due Rick Camaroli
9-30-16. Due to Counsel on 8-25--16.
Rick Carnaroll
Order for Costs: It Is hereby ordered that
Petitioner, Mandy L. Valentine, Shall pay 1he law
firm of Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley, LLP the
sume of $106.00 and Judgment shall. Immediately
be Issued thereon. Signed Judge Robert C. Naflz
on 8-10-16.
Certificate Of Mailing: Order Mailed to all parties Riok Carnaroli
on 8-11-16. BP
Rick Camaroli
Supplemental And Amended, Findings of Fact,
Conclusions of Law & Order- s/ camaroH

JOMT

KENDRAH

9/12/2016.
Amende~ Chnd Support Judgment- sf Carnaroli
9/12/2016.

CSTS

KENDRAH

Case Status Changed: Closed

MISC

OCANO

CLERK'S RECORD ONLY (CO) received in Court Rick Camaroli
Records on 9-16-16. Mailed Counsel Letter for
Cost of Clerk's Record on 9-16-16.

Rick Carnaroli
Rick Carnaroli
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Mandy-Valentine
84 7 West 100 North
Blackfoot, ID 88221
Petitioner, Pro Se

RICK CARNAROLI

IN THE Dl~[CT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDlClAL ()[STRICT OP tHE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK .
.

MANDY VALENfINE,

.

Petitioner,

vs.
DAN VALENTINE,

)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO.

(J'l·la\·~· \<5\le·\.AJ,.J

PETITION FOR LEGAL SEPARATION

fee Categoey,

Bl

Fee Amount,

$137.00

}
}

Respondent.

COMES NOW the Petitioner, Mandy Valentine, and for a ca~se of action against the
Respondent, Dan Valent;ine, complains, states, and avers as follows,
1.

Petitioner has been a resident of the State ~f Idaho for more than six weeks immediately

preceding the filing of°this Petition.
2.

I

Respondent has been a. resident of the State of Idaho for more than six weeks

immediately preceding the filing of this Petition.
.

3.

.

The parties were married on December· 28, 2005, at Idaho Falls, Bonneville County,

f

Idaho, and ever since said date have been and now are husband and wife.
4.

I
Il Il

.
.
.
Within the calendar year hnmedia.tely preceding the date of this Petition, irreconcilable

.! '
I

I
I

f

I

PtmroN' l'OR LEGAL SEl'AllATJON
MANDY VAU'NflNE V, DAN VAL1N't'INE

_,,u.1,i • ur'1.J.
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l

!

\> •.

i

l.

\

I'

differences have arisen between the parties; that they have few. if any. commo_n interests
making it impossible for them to continue living together.
5.

Two (2) children hi:tve been born as issue of the marriage of the parties hereto, namely,

6.

The parties should be awarded joint legal custody of the parties' minor children. Due to

the young ages of the minor children. among other things, it is ht the best interest of said
children that the Petitloner have primary physical custody of the children. The Respondent
I

should have reasonable rights of visitation at reasonable times and places as the parties' may
agree. In the event the parties cannot agree on reasonable visitation. it should be ordered that
Respondent have custody of the minor children on alternating weekends from 6,00 p.m. Friday
until 6,00 p.m. Sunday, alternating holidays, and for a period of six non-consecutive weeks
during the summer.

7. .

Petitioner has not participated in any other litigation concerning custody of these

children in a court of this or any other state.
8.

The Petitioner has no knowledge of any custody proceeding concerning the parties'

a

minor children in court of this or any other state.
9.

The Petitioner has no knowledge of any other person not a party to th.is proceeding who

has physical custody or claims to have custody or visitation rights with respect to the parties'
minor.children. ·
.

1O.

.

This court has jurisdiction to make a child custody determination of this action because

Idaho is the "home state" of the children as aefine4 by ldaho Code§ 32-1102(5).
11.

The children presently reside at 84 7 West 100 North. Blackfoot, Idaho, and have resided
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with the Petitioner and Respondent at said address since each of the children's respective births.
12.

I

.I

That Respondep.i should be ordered to pay child support for the benefit of the parties'

minor children in the amount of six hundred eight-nine dollars and zero cents ($689.00) per
month which is a reasonable amount of child support and il'J substantial compiiance with the

I

Idaho ChUd Support Guidelines.
13.

I
·1

That ~aid amount of <;:~ild support should be due on the first day of each month

following the entry of Decree of Legal_·Separl:ltion as and for chil~ support for the benefit of the
parties' minor children until each said child reaches the age of 18 and has graduated from high

school

or until each said child reaches the age of 19, or is otherwise emancipated, whichever

occurs first.
a.

Said child support should be paid through Departmen1 of Health & Welfare,

Idaho Child Support Receipting Services, P.O. Box 70008, Boise, ID 83 707-0 I 08.

b.

That the support order ma.y be enforced by autQmatic and immediate income

withholding pursuant to Title 32, Chapter 12, Idaho Code.

14.

NOTICE OF AUTOMATIC AND IMMEDIATE INCOME WITHHOLDING
This suppprt order is enforceable by automatic and immediate income
withholding as of the effective date of this order under Chapter 12, Title $2,
Idaho Code. This automatic ~d imm~te income withholding order shall be
issued by the Department of Heal1h and Welfare or other obligee to your
employer or other person who pays income· to you. without additional notice to
you.
As further s_upport for the parties' minor children, Respondent cumntly has health

l

'

I

II
J

i

insurance through his employment and as a result Respondent should be required to maintain
existing insurance or provide healih, vision, dental, hospitalization, and accident insurance for

I

the benefit of the children and provide Petitione.r with a copy of the policy, identification cards.
and the necessaey forms needed for filing claims. That both parties should be responsible to

I
l
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I

provide insuran~e if the same is·available to either throµgh their employment afa reasonable
. cost as defined by Idaho Code §82-12 I 4B(l l }, Each of fhe parties should pay the cost of any
and all medical, orthodontic, de~tal, mental counseling, and optical expense not covered by
· insurance on the· foIJowing proportions 34% Petitioner and 66% Respondent. That the

i

f

maintenance of insurance and payment of medic~ expenses should continue until each chi~
reaches the age of 18 and has graduated from high school or until each said child reaches the
age of 19, or is otherwise emancipated, whichever occurs first.
Pur&lWlt fo the Idaho Child Support Guidelines. Section 8lc)(2). any claimed health care
expense for fhe children (whether denominated as psychiatric. psydlological speci1d
education, addiction treatment, or counseling in any form, and including regular
medical. or dental care). whether or not covered by insurance. which would result in an
aqtual out-of-pocket expense to the parent who did not incur or co:nsent to the expense
ofover $500.00, must be approved .in advance, .in writing, by both parties or by prior
court order. Relief may be granted by the Court for .faiJure to comply under
extn,ordinary circumstances. and the Court may in its dlscretion apportion the Incurred
expense in some percentage other than that in the exisfulg support order, and in so doing,
may consider whether consent was unreasonably requested withheld,

or

15.

The Court shall issue a Qualified Medical Child Support Order under Section 11. 69 of

the Employee Retirement Income Sepurity Act of 1974, as amended (ERISA}, notifying the
parties that _failure to pay their share of the premium of such health insurance coverage may
result in either party directly enforcing the Court's Order to provide health in~unmce coverage,
without further notice to the other, sending a certified copy of said order requiring health
inaurance coverage to the party's employer by certified mail, retum receipt requested. The
enforcing party shall attach a notarized statement to accompany a certified copy of the
aforesaid Order, stating that the Ordcir is the latest order addressi:ng health insurance co~age
entered by the Court. The Court shall require the offending party's employer to enroll the
children in the health insurance plan as provided without regard to any ~quired premium for
PlllmON FOR LEa.tLSEl'ARATION
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said health insurance coverage of the employee's dependents from the employee's income or
·wages. The Court shall retain jurisdiction to amend any order as may be necessazy to establish
or maintain a Qualified Medical Child Support Order under Section 1169 ERISA. Furthermore,
the parties shall be required to execute any and all appropriate documents to insure that the

a

terms of Qualified Medical Child support Order are duly adhered to and honored.
NOTICE OF MEDICAL SUPPO.ln' ORDER
Failure to provide medical insurance coverage may remlt in the direct enforcement of a
medical siipport order by either the obligee or the Veparlmet1t of Health & Welfare. A
national medical support notice will be sent fo your employer, requiring }'t>Ur employer
to enroll the child in a health benefit plan as provided by Sections 32-I214A through
32-I 214K, Idaho Code, and applicable rules of the Department.
NOTICE OFLIEN
Pursuant to Idaho Code § 7-1206 and Idaho Code § 45-.1.901. et seq. the sup~rt order
should be enforced by the filing of a statewide lien upon all. reiu and personal property
of fhe Obllgor if the delinquency in the support obligation is equal to $2000.00 or eo
days of support, whichever is IC$8.

16.

All money paid under the child support judgment should be paid to State of Idaho,

Child Support Receipting, PO Box 70008 Boise, Idaho 83707, or such other entity as may be

required by law or court order.
2010 HEALTHCARE REFORM ACT
The Affordable Care Acf requires plans tu1d iBsuen that offer dependent coverage to
make the coverage available until a child reaches the ase of 26. Both married and
unmarried children qualify for this co\fC!'ag,e. This rule applies to all plans in the
individual market and to new employer plans. II also applies to existing employer plans
unless the adult child has another offer of employer based coverage (such as through
his/her job}, Besinning in 2014, children up to age 26 can stay on their parent's
employer platt ~ven if they have another offer of com-age through an employer.

17.

In the event the parties fil~ a joint tax return, ftnY tax refund should be divided equally,

and any tax obligation should be paid equally.

18.

During the course ofthe marriage the parties h4:ve retained certain items of separate

property. These various items of property, should remain the separ~te property of the party
- PmTION FOIi ~tGALSEPllllAnON
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unless distributed otherwise herein;
19.

The parties have acquired community property during the marriage, -Which should be

divided between the parties as set forth below,

a.

Respondent should be awarded,
i.

1

. one-half of the dishes, silverware, pots. pans, small kitchen appliances,

towels, linens, food storage. videos, DVDs. family p~otographs. cleaning equipment, offl.ce .

I

supplies, holiday items, and home decor; .
ii.

Large wooden table and 10 wooden chairs;

iii.

Two bar chairs;

iv.

Sony flat screen tv;

v.

Refrigerator;

vi.

Stove•

vii.

Maytag Washer and Diyer;

viii.

2 upright freezers;

1

'

2 blue Couches;

x.

LMge TV (downstairs);

xi.

Large TV cabinet (downstairs);

xii.

Large Printer;

xiii.

Desktop Computer with connected equipment;

xiv.

Queen Bed with Frame;

xv.

Master Bedroom furniture;

xvi.

Pilates machine;

xvii.

bedroom furniture downstairs in oldest son's room;

II
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xviii. Undha.us vacuum;
xix.

Green rocking chair;

xx.

Brown Banana Chair;

xxi.

2 white swivel rockers;

xxit

All vehicle ·parts, motors, transmissions. etc;

:xxiii. Lawn Mower,
xxiv; All personal properly of the Respondent's oldest son;

· xxv. All vehicles not specifically awarded to Petitioner, subject to indebtedness
thereon;
xxvi. All funds in any and all of Respondent's separate bank accounts; ana
xxvii. ~n jeweley, clothing and personal effects of the Respondent.

b.

Petitioner .should be awarded,
i.

one-half of the dishes, silverware, pots. pans, small kitchen appliances,

towels, linens, food storage, videos. DVDs, family photographs, cleaning equipment, office
supplies, holiday items, and home decor;
ii.

Small tv stand;

Ui.

Two (2) blue banana chairs;

iv.

Blue &. Green Sofa;

v.

Tan Sofa;

vi.

Two (2) end tables and coffee tab1e;

vii.

Queen Bed and Frame;

viii.

Guest Bedroom furniture;

ix.

Food Saver;

Pl:1'!110# FOR LEGAL St7ARATION
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x.

Canning equipment and jars;

xi.

Green Hutch;

xii.

Floor Iamp;

xiii.

Small Computer Desk;
.

.

xiv. . Laptop computer, subject to indebtednes,5 thereon;
xv.

Misceilt.1neous knick..knacks

xvi. - 2004 Buick Regal subject to indebtedness thereon;

xvii.

AU funds in any and all of Petitioner's separate bank accounts;

xviii. all jewelry, clothing and personal effects of the Petitioner; and

xix.

l

Any and all other property not specifically awarded to Respondent

herein.
20.

Respondent should be awarded the re~ property identified as T2S RS4E SEC T-10306,

Bingham County, Idaho and more commonly known M 84 7 West -100 North, Blackfoot. Id!lho
subject to indebtedne,5s thereon. Petitioner should execute a Quitclaim Deed with in fourteen
(14) days from the date of the parties'Decree of Separation.
21.

Petitioner should be entitled to one-half of the equity from the sale of the home if s~d

sale occurs within five (5) years from the elate of the parties' Decree of Separation.
22.

Petitioner should be Trustee of all property and belongings for 1he parties' minor

children including but not limited to, furniture, clothing. sports equipment. financial accounts,

and toys.
23.

The parties have acquired certain indebtedness which should be assumed and paid as

set forth below1
The Petitioner Should Pay,

PmmoM l'ORl.EGALSEPARAnoN
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a.
b.

. Dell Financial Account obtained in February, 2013 and
Student Loans in Petitioner1s name.

· · The Respondent Should Pay,

24.

a.

Westmark Credit Union first Mortgage;

I:>.

Westmark Credit Union Second Mortgage; a.nd

c.

Capital One Credit Card obtained in April, 2013.

Both parties should exert eve:ry affirmative effort to have the other party's name

removed ~d released from those obligations they have been required tc, assume wd pay,
including those of which the other party is unawa~. and each should hold the other harmless
from any claim arising out of the failure of the party to pay those obli~fions herein assumed.
25.

The parties hereto may enter into a Separation and Property Settlement, Child Custody

and Support Agreement, which. if entered, should be submitted to the Court for approval and
metger into any Decree of Separation entered herein.

if not, the allegations and claims of this

Petition should control.

26.

Each party should pay their own attorney fees and couq costs.
WHEREFORE. Pe~itioner prays for Judgment against the Respondent as follows.

I.

The parties be legally separated

and financially and economically independent of one ·

another;
2.

That the parties have joint legal and physical custody of their minor children. That

. Petitioner be awarded primary physical custody of said minor children and Respondent be
awarded reasonable rights of pa.renting time as set forth in the foregoing Petition.
3.

That with respect to child support, any support order entered herein should be

·enforceable by ~ncome withholding under Chapter 12. Title 32, Idaho .Q)de. Whenever there is

i
1

!

j
.I
f
!
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· an arrearag~ at least equal _to the support payment for one {1) month, a ~ndatoey income
withholding <.:rder should be issued by the court to Respondent's employer or other person who

pays Respondent income, without prior notice to Respondent. It should not be necessary for
Petitioner to apply for support enforcement services under Title IV-D of the Social Security Act

(42 U.S.C. 651 et seq.) To obtain enforcement of any support order entered herein by means of

income withholding.
4.

As further support for the parties' minor child, hospitalization, he~th, optical, dental,

and accident ·insurance for the benefit of the parties' minor children be provided and pay~ent
of the expenses not paid by said insurance be made as more particularly set forth in the
f?l'egoing ~etition.
5.

In the event the parties file a joint income tax return, any refund or obligation shall be

divided as more particularly set forth in the foregoing Petition.
6.

The community property of the parties should be divided between the parties as more

particularly set forth in the foregoing Petition.
7.

The separate property items of the parties be confirmed in them as more particularly set

forth in the foregoing Petition.
8.

The parties be ordered to assume and pay the community financial obligations as more

particularly set forth in the foregoing Petition.
9.

Both parties be ordered to exeri every affirmative effort to have the oi~er partts name

remove and released (orm cer1ain obligations,. and each indemnify and hold the other harmless
from any claim a.rising out of the failure of the party to pay those obligations herein assumed as
more particularly set forth in the foregoing Petition.
10. .

For such other and further relief as the court may deem just and equitable in its
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discretion.
DATED this_ day of April, 2013.

VERIFICATION
STATE OF IDAHO

)
1SS.

COUNTY OF BANNOCK

}

l, Mandy Valentine, being first duly swom, depose and $tes as follows,

That I am the Petitioner in the foregoing Petition to Modify Decree of Divorce, that I

have read the contents thereof and the statements therein contained are true and correct as I

verily believe.
.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this

--·--···

1!:Lday April. 2013.
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Mandy Valentine
847 West 100 North
Blackfoot, ID 83221
Petitioner, Pro Se
IN TiiE DISTRlCT COURT OF TiiE SIX1H JUDICIAL DISTRJCT OF THE
SI'ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FO~ THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
MANDY VALENTINE,

Petitioner,
vs.

)
)
)
)

CASE NO., CV-2013-I616-DW

DECREE OF SEPARATION

)
DAN VALF:NTINE,

Respondent.

)
)
)

THIS MATIER HAVING been presented to the Honorable Rick Carnaroli, Sixth District

Magistrate. As a result of the agreement reached between the parties, Plaintiff is entitled to the
relief prayed for in her Complai.nt, as amended by the Property Settlement Agreement attached
hereto.
Now, therefore, based upon the (iles, records of and tes~ony herein.
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGFD AND DECREED as follows,

1.

That the parties' are ~eretofore legally separated and financially and economically

independent of one another.

DPBOF 5EPARATION
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That every term 8l'l.d. condition of the Stipulated Separation Agreement dated the 2411i

day of April, 2013, is hereby approved.

S.

The terms and conditions of said Agreement. a copy of ~hich is attached hereto. axe

herewith e~~ered as a jud~e;u;:;; co:.
DA1ID !hi,

7 day o f ~
Sixth District Magi~~ate Judge

DECREZorBEPARAnoN
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I. HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

_j_ day of~2013; I.caused the above document to

~e sent to the following entities 23 indicated.
Mandy Valentine
847 West 100 North
Blackfoot, ID 83221

•

U.s. Regular Mail

D

Facsimile Transmission
E-mail
Hand I;)elivery

(]

D

•

Dan Valentine

970 C McKinley

D

Pocatello, ID 8320 I

0
D

State of Ida.ho
Child Support Receipting
P.O. Box 70008

Boise, Idaho 83707

•
0
D
D

U.S. Regular Mail
Facsimile Transmission
E-mail"

Hand Delivery
U.S. Regular Mail
Facsimile Transmission
E-mail
Ha,nd Delivery

CLERK/Deputy Cler.

DllCIIF.I OF S!PAIIAT!ON

BANtlCCK COUNNC'.Mi:No., CV .2015-16 I 6-DW
0
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Mandy Valentine
847 West 100 North
Blackfoot, ID 83221
Petitioner, Pro Se
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SJX'I'ij JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF IBE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE c9uNTY OF BANNOCK
MANDY VALENTINE,

)

)
)
)
)
)
)

Petitioner,

vs.
DAN VALENTINE.
Respondent.

••• •• :i- ••

CASE NO.,

STIPULATED SEPARATION AGREEMENT

J

I

.)

. f

PARENTING AND PROPERTY SETILEMENT AGREEMENT

COMES NOW, Petitioner, Mandy Valentine, Pro Se and Respondent, Dan Valentine, Pro
Se, do hereby agree and stipulate as follows.WITNESSETH,

:. . : .

WHEREAS, the parties were married one to another on or about the 23rd day of

December, 2005, and have been husband and wife since that time; and
WHEREAS, the parties are now the natural parents of two minor children namely;

STIPUJ,AT.Ell'S111'.WTION'A~
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WHEREAS, the parties have acquired.certain property and incurred certain
indebtedness; and .
· WHEREAS, the parties are desirous of entering into a Parenting and Property Settlement
Agreement divi~ing their properly and distributing their debts;
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of lhe mutual covenants

and agreements

hereinafter contained. the parties agree as follows,
1..

Except as provided h~rein, the parties have divided between them, to their mutual

satisfa~tion, the personal effects, household furniture and furnishings, and all other articles,
tangible and intangible of personal property which heretofore ha.ve been used in common.
2.

That Petitioner is entitled to a legal separation from Respondent on the grounds of

irreconcilable differences, pursuant to IDAHO CoDB ·§32-616.
PARENTING AGREEMENT
l.

That the parties shall each be awarded the joint legal and physical custody of the

parties' minor children but that Petitioner shall have the primary physical residential custody

of said minor children with any and all secondary physical custody to be awarded to
Respondent as the. parties may mutually agree.
.
.
2.
In the event that the parties are unable to mutually agree on Respondent's secondary
physical custody, Respondent shall be awarded the following minimal secondary custody
alternating weekends from 6,00 p.m. Friday until 6,00 p,m. Sunday. altem~ting holidays, and
for a period of six non-consecutive 'weeks during the summer.
CHJLD SUPPORT ·
1.

Respondent shall be required to pay child support in mi amount consistent with the

Idaho Child Support Guidelines, pursuant to Affidavit of Inoome attached hereto and

STIPULA'.J'ED SEPAMT!ON AGREJ:MEN'r
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incorporated herein by reference, the amount Respondent ~hall pay is the sum of six hundred
eighty-nine dollars and zero cents ($689.00) per month beginnii:isJune. 2013.
.

.

2. ·1

·

That said amount of child support shall be due on the first day of each month beginning

Jun~. 2013 as and for child support for the ben.efit of the parties' minor children un~l each said
.

.

child reaches the age of 18 and has graduated f ~ high school or until each said child reaches

the a.ge of 19, or is otherwise emancipated, whichever occurs first.
a.

Said child support slto~d be paid through Department of Health & Welfare.

Idaho Child Support Receipting Services, P.O. Box 70008, Boise, ID 83 707-0 I 08.
b.

That the support order may be enforced _by automatic and immediate income

· withholding pursuant to Title 32, Chapter 1~. Idaho Code. .

NOTICE OF AUTOMATIC AND IMMEDIATE INCOME WITHHOLDING
This support order is enforceable by automatic and immediate income
withholding as of the effective date of this order under Chapter 12, Title 32,

Idaho Code. This automatic Md inuuediate income withholding order sha.U be
issued by the Depart~ent of Health and Welfare or other obligee to your

employer or other person who pays income to you, without additional notice to
you.
3.

As further support for the parties' minor children, Respondent currently has

health insurance through his employment and as a result Respondent should be required to
maintain existing insurance or provide health, vision, dental. hospitalization. and accident
insµrance for the be~efit of the child and provide Petitioner with a copy of the policy,
identification cards, and the necessary forms needed for fifing claims. That both parties should
be responsible to provide insurance if the same is available" to either through their employment

S'fll'ULA'l'EP SU"°ARA'l10N AOR!lt:MENT
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at a reasonable cost as defined by Idaho Code §32-1214B(11). ~h of the parties should pay
·the cost of any and all medical, orthodontic, dental, mental counseling, and optical expense not
. covered by insurance on the following proportions S4% Petitioner and 66% Resp·ondent. That
the ~intenance of insurance and payment of medical expenses should continue until each .
chilq reaches the age of 18 and ha., graduated from high school or until each said child reaches

!

./

I

the age of 19, or is otherwise emancipated. whichever occurs first.
Pursuant to the Idaho Child Support Guidelines. Section 8(c}{2), any
c1aimed health care expense for the ~hildren (whether denominated as
psychiatric. psychological, special education, a.ddiction treatment, or
counseling in any form, and including· regular medical or dental ~are).
whether or not covered by insurance, which would result in an actual
out-of-pocket expense 10 the parent who did not incur or con~ent to the
expense of over $500.00. must be approved in advance, in writing. by
both parties or by prior court qrder. Relief may be grant~ by the Court
for failure to comply under extraordinary circumstances. and the Court
may in its discretion apportion the incurred expense in some percentage
other than that in the existing support order, and in so d(,)ing, may
consider whether consent was unreasonably requested or withheld.
4.

The Court shall issue a Qualified M~cal Child Support Order under Section 1169 of

the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 19 74, as amended (ERISA), notifying the
.

'

parties that failure to pay their share of the premium (?t such health insurance coverage may
result in either party directly enforcing the Court's Order to provide health insurance coverage,
without further notice to the other, sending a certified copy of said order requiring health
insurance coverage to the party's einployer by certified mail, return receipt requested.· The .

.i
;

!

enforcing party shall ~ttach a notarized statemenf to accompany a certified copy of the
.

.

aforesaid Order, stating that the Order is the latest order addressing health insumnce coverage

STll'UI.A'l'lll> SEPARATION AGREEMENT
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entered by the Court. The Court shall require the-offendi~g party's ~mployer to enrolJ ·th~.

children in the health -insurance plan as provided without regard to any required premium for
said health insurance coverage of the employee's dependents from the employeeJs income or
wag~. The Court shall retain jurisdiction to amend any order as may be necessary to establish

or maintain a Qualified Medical Child Support Order under Section l I 69 ERISA. Furthermore,
the parties shall. be ~quirei:I to execute any and all appropriate documents to insure that the
terms of a Qualified Medical Child support Order are duly adhered to and honored.
NOTICE OF MEDICAL SUPPORT ORDER
Failure to provide medical insurance coverage may result in the direct
enforcement of a medical support order by either the obligee or the
Department of Health&. Welfare, A national medical support notice will
be sent. to your employer, requiring your e~ployer to e~ll the child in a
health benefit plan as provided by Sections 82-l 214A through 321214K, Idaho Code, and applicable rules of the Department.
NOTICE PF LIEN
Pursuant to Chapter 12, Title 7, specifically Idaho Code§ 71206(1)(2)(3) and Chapter 11, Title 45, specifically, Idah9 Code§ 45190 l (e), the support order should be enforced. by the filing of a statewide
lien upon all real and personal property of the Obllgor ff the delinquency
in the support obligation is equal to $2000.00 or 90 days of support,
whichever is less.
5.

AU money paid under the child support judgment should be paid to State of Idaho,

Child Support Receipting, PO Box 70008 Boise, Idaho 83707, or such other entity as may be

required by Jaw or court order.
2010 HEALTHCARE REFORM ACT

The Affordable Care Act requires plans and issuers that offer dependent
coverage to make the coverage avm1able until a child reaches the age of
26. Both married and unmarried children qualify for this coverage. This

ST1PUM1!P S.EPAR,\1lol'/ AGll.t:FMEKI'
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rule applies to all plans in the individual market and to new employer
plans. It also applies to existing employer plans unless the adult child has
another offer of employer based coverage (such as through his/her job).
Beginning in 2014, children up to age 26 can stay on their parent's
employer plan even "if they have another offer of coverage through an
employer.
TAX EXEMPTION

6.

'

.

In the event the parties file ajoint tu retum. any tax refund shall be divided equally,

and any tax obligation should be paid equally. In the event the parties' file separate tax returns.•

any tax refund shall be the sole and separate property of the filing party. Respondent shall be
entitled to claim the parties' minor children for tax purpo.,es.

I

WORK RELATED CHILDCARE

1. .

. j

The parties further agree that each of the parties shall be responsible for their pro rate

share of any work related childc~re i~curred for the benefit of the parties' minor children, not
provided by a family member 34% Petitioner and 66% Respondent. Mother and/or Father shall
provide the other parent with verification of the incurrence of said work related childcare
(

expense by way of receipt and the non-incurring party shall reimburse the incurring party the

prospective share within fifteen ( I 6) days of the delivei:y of said receipts. That said
contribution for childcare shall begin for each party June, 2018.
PARENTAL CONDUCT

1:

Petitioner and Respondent shall conduct themselves in a manner which is in the best

interests of the minor. children to-wit,
· a.

Direct Communication, The parents will not use the children as a messenger or

make him feel responsible for any mjsunderstandings which may arise between the parents. ·

8'!ll'llLAT1lD SllPARAnaH MRJ:Wl'.NI'
Ml.NOV VAL'flNTINJ; Y, DAN VALl:N'l'lN&
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b.

-,

Care, While the children are in the physical custody of either parent, that pa.rent

shall provide the children with, (1) regular and nutritious food; (2) clean and appropriate
clothing. (3) sanitary and reasonably private living and sleepitl$ quarters, including l>u, not
limited a separate bedroom from the parent; (4) appropriate medical examinations and

treatment; and (6) guidance and counseling in worldly a.nd spiritual matters.
. c.

Supervision, While the children are in the physical custody .of ei~h~r parent, that

parent shall petsorially supervise and control the conduct and activities of the children ·except
when they are at school or in known or usual recreational activities, or in the immediate care
of another competent person.
d.

RestrairitB." The parents, and any other persons. under 1heir direction and control,

shall not do, attempt, or threaten_ any act to injure, mistreat. vilify, malign, defame, or molest "the
other parent, either child, or any person lawfully supervising e~ther child. Nor shall either
pare~t attempt,_ or condone any attempt, directly or indirectly by any artifice or subterfuge
.

.

.

!

.

whatsoever, to estrange the minor children from the other party, or to inju.re or impair their

·I

love and affection for the other paren~.

e.

Telephone calls, Each parent shall be entitled to telephone communication with

the children at reasonable ·times, frequency and duration, and ihe other parent will respect

their children's right to privacy during such telephone conversations.
.: f.

Mail, Each pa.rent shall be entitled to oorresporid with the children through· the

mail, and the other parent shall not read, censor, or otherwise interfere wi~h such

correspondence.
g.

Neither parent shall discuss financial issues regarding child support with the

child.

S'm'UUt.11iD Sti'ARA'l'ION AGll!tllMEl'tr
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h.

Each of the parties shall be responsible for picking up the' children at the start of

.

'

their custody period and shall be responsible to transport ·said children in a safe and lawful
manner using child care seats and/or restraints as required by law.
i.

Each party shall also be required to obtain or maintain a valid driver's license

prior to exercising any overnight custody.
j.

Each parent shaII be required to refrain from all- use of illegal drugs at all times

and· from the use of illegal drugs, tobacco, or excessive alcohol while the children are in his or
her custody or control, and should ensure that no other person uses illegal drugs, tobacco,.or
excessive alcohol in the presence of the children.

le.

Each party shall inform the ~ther of his or her actual residence address and

telephone numbers and each shall inform the other of the location where the parties' minor

.

.

children will be in that person's care and custody including a telephone number and travel
I•

•

itinerary in the event that either party intends to travel with the children overnight or longer.
I.

Each party shall be responsible to be punctual in the exchange of the patties'

minor children and each shall contact the other in advance if there is an emergency or problem
with the exchqe time or location.

m.

Each of the parties shall advise the other of their intent to Ieav:e the children with

a childcare provider including the name, address; and telephone number of the provider.

n.

The parfie.s shall cooperate in maintaining the children's current schedule for

eating, sleeping and bathing.

1.

Both parties recognize that each and every child of the parties' has the foJJowing righ~s,

STlFUI.ATl!D SBPARATIClll AGlllll!AtllNT
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a,

The right to a continuing relationship with both parents to the ability of either

parent while taking into consideration the parent's physical or mental limitations,
b.

The right to be treated as an important human being with individual and unique

feelings, ideas, and desires.

c.

The right to continuing appropriate care and guidance from bot~ parents in

spiritual, emotional, and worldly things to the ability of either parent while taking info

consideration the parent's physical.or mental limitations.
· d.

The right to know and appreciate what is good in each parent without one

parent degrading the other.
e.

The right to express Jove, affection. and respect for ea.ch parent without having

to stifle that love because of fear of disapproval by the other parent.
f.

The right to know that the pa.rents' decision to separate was not the

responsibility or fault of the ~hild.
g.

The rJght not to be a source of argument between the :parents.

h.

The right to honest answers to questions about the changing family

relationships.
i.

The right to be able to experience regular and consistent contact with both

parents and to know the reason for cancellations or changes in plans.
j.

The right to have a relaxed, secure relationship with both parents without being

placed in a position of manipulation by one parent against the other.
k.

The right not to be used as. a messenger or a means of communication between

the parents.

8TJPUIATED SEPAltA'llON AGREEMFM'
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1.

i

'

The .t,"ight to be protected from adult on,y legal matters regardi:n& the parent's

separation.
m.

The right to be a child and e:njoy a stress free, interrogation free, enjoyable,

_normal childhood.
PROPERTY St:ITLEMENT AGREEMENT

2.

The parties agree that the personal property has been divided between the parties.

3.

Respondent shail be awardc4 the real property identified as T2S R34E SEC T-10306.

Bingham Coull:tY, Idaho and more commonly known as 84 7 West 100 North. Blackfoot, Idaho
.

'

subject to indebtedness thereon. Petitioner shall execute a Quitclaim Deed with in fourteen
(14) days from the date of the parties' Decree of Separation. Petitioner and the parties' minor
children shall he allowed to remain in the real property until such time as Petitioner and the
parties~ minor children relocate for Petitioner to attend school on or about August 26, 2013.
4.

Petitioner shall be entitled to one-half of'the equity from the sale of the home if said sale

occurs within five (6) years from the date of the parties' Decree of Separation.
5.

Petitioner shall be Trustee of all property and belongings for the parties' minor children

including but not limited to, furniture, clothing, sports equipment, and toys.
6.

The parties further agree that the indebtedness of the parties shall be divided as follows,
That Petitioner Shall Pay,

a.

DeU Financial Account obtained in February, 20 I 3 and

b.

Student Loans in Petitioner's name.

That Respondent ShaII Pay•.
a.

Westmark Credit Union First Mortgage;

b.

Westmark Credit Unton Second Mortgage; and

STlpUIJ,T£D S~ARATION Ac•ErMENT
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c.

Capital. One Credit card obtained in April, 20 I 3.

MlSCELLANEOUS
7.

.VOLUNTARY AGREEMENT, The parties hereto agree that they have entered into this

agreement without undue influence. fraud. coercion, m"isrepresentation or for any other like
cause.
8.

WAIVER. The parties further acknowledge waiver of the reporting of the trial, notice of

hearing, required presence a~ said hearing, and making of Findings of Fact and Conclusions of
Law.

9.

MERGER1 The part1es hereby merge this Parenting and Property Settlement Agreement

as part of the Decree of Separation.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have set their hands:-·- -....

DATED, 4- '2.S- 2013,

STATEOFIDAHO

)
I

County of Bannock

SS,

)

I, Mandy Valentine, being first duly swom, deposes ~ states as follows,
That I am the Petitioner in the foregoing Pllmtting 1111dProperly Setf/ement Agreement,
that I have read the contents thereof and the statements therein contained are true and correct

as I verily believe.
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SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this

·~

,·

... ~. -~•.

·

2.C\ day ~f April, 2013.
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~
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Sl'ATEOFIDAHO

I

County of B8.11l1ock

Commission Expires,

:l ·

.

SS.

)

I. Dan Valentine being first duly sw~m. deposes and states as follows,
That I am the Respondent in the foregoing Parenting andPropty Scttl~ent
Agreement, that I have read
. the.contents thereof and the statements therein. contained are true

and correct as I verily believe.

Dan Valentine, Respondent

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this Z.~ d~y of April. 2013.
1,,\\\\UHIIJ1J1111i1,.
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NOTARYPUIC FOR IDAHO
Residing at Fr1t 711, I tr
,
Commission Expires, J ...,ze,-/f
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.en.ED .

r·tt~R~OCt< C0t1'·ry

Jeremy n. Brown., 1SB #6610
LAW OFFICE OF JEREMY D.. BROWN
P.Od1ox 578
Blackfoot, Idaho 83221
Telephone: (208) 785-0340
jeremy@djdbrovmJaw.com

' ...... r\

OF THE COVFiT'

2114 AUG I 5 PH 2: 28

ev_J1: cl.iRK. - ·
OEPury

Attorney for Defendant/Petitioner

IN THE DISTRICt' COURT OF'THE SEVENTIH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF ]1fE STA~fE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE ~OUNTY OF BAJ\J'NOCK
. MAGT.STRA.TE DIVIS JON
MANDY C. VALENTINE,

Case No. CV-2013-1516-DW
Plaintiff;'Respondent

rs.

I VERIFIED COMPLAINT FOR

DAN VA LENTINE.

I

I DIVORCE

____1_Jefe_nd.~~Petition,_e_r.___.__J
COMES NOW~ Defendant/Petitioner. Dan M. Valentine (hereinafter "DAN')). and for his
· Complaint against Plaintifli'Respc111dent, Ma.ndy C. Valentine (hereinafter ;,MA.NDY''), states

tmd uileges as follows:
I..
That for mow than sh: full weeks prior to com1mmrement of this action. DAN

a!1-j

MANDY have been rc.sidents of the Srate of Idaho, DAN cu1Tet1tly resides h1 Bingham Counr.y
and MANDY c.tm-ently resides fo Latah Co1U1t)'.

l'
'

II.
The partie~~ 1.=1,·ere mar:-led on Decemhe:· 23, 2005, in Bonneville County.

1 - Verified.Complaint for Divmce
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III.
l;'w,o children were born as issue of the maiTiage of the parties. ·'ECV" who is four years
oJd, and "IMV'' who is two years old.

I
I
1

IV.
On May 8, 2013,

a

Decree of Separation was. entered that established the parties as·

:financially
and
economicaHy
of one another, divided the-. community property
rt.nd .
.
.
. independent
.
.
debts, established clliJd support. and set forth a custody and visitation_ scheduli~g .relating to the
two minor children. The Court has continuing jurisdiction of thjs matter pw·suant to ldallO ·Code

V.
The Decree .of Separation awa1·ded the parties joint legal and physi..:a) custody of
the ctiildren \\'ith MA.lv7DY having primary physicaJ Cllstody subject to DAN's visitation.

DAN was awarded visitation on i:llternating weekends from 6:00 p.m. Fdday until 6:no

p.m. ~unday 1 alternating holidays, and for a period of six. non~consecutive weeks during
the summer.
VI.
After entry of the Decree of Separation, MANDY moved from Blackfoot, Idaho,
to Mos<~·OW. Idaho. rende1ing the visitation schedule un-,vorkable ..M~l\NDY has also .
rle.nied DAN visitat]on wit11 the children unless it occurs in Moscow, Idaho.

VII.

MANDY' s relocation consfjtutr.s a substantial and materia I change in

cir<.~umstanccs since ent1y of the Decree of Separation. In conjunction with granting DAN

2 --Verified Complaint for Divorce
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a divorce, the Court should modify the custody and vishation schedule, with MANDY

continuing to exercise primary physical custody subje?t to DAN's visitation as foIJows:
A.

Until such time as "EGV". enters ·the first grade, DAN should have the

children from the first weekend in June until the last weekend of August; with MANDY
having one week of visitation in.July upon fourteen (14) days written notice. During the.
remaining months of the year, DAN should have one (1) week of visitation with the
.

.

children every sixth week. Major Holiday~ should be divided as provided in Paragraph

VlLB.2. below.
B.

When "~CV" enters the first grade, Dan sho'uld have visitation with the

children as follows:
0).

,·.;~, ~·

Extended Weekends. DAN should have visitation on any school

year holiday or teacher work day resulting in an Extended Weeken~. Generally
Extended Weekends occur in relation to Labor Day, Columbus Day, Martin
Luther King Jr. Day. and President's Day.
(2)

M_ajpr_Hg,liqa.u.

The: parties. should split visitation during the

major hoUdayst defined as begfrining on the first full day after school recesses and

continuing tmtil the last fuil day_before school re~onvenes.
Thanksgiving Break. DAN should have visiiation in even

(a)

.numbered years

and MANDY shall have visitation in odd numbered

years.
Christmas Break. The parties should exchange the children

(b.}

on De.cember .26th, of each year with DAN .hav.ing the first half of..
.

. .

3 --· Verified Com.plaint for Divorce
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the _break in odd numbered years and MANDY having the first half ·

of the ·break in even numbered years.
\

(c)

.Spring Break. DAN should have visitation in (?dd numbered

years and MANDY shoufd have visitation in even numbered years.
(3)

Summer Break.

\

DAN's visitation should begin three (3} qays

after school releases for the summer and continue untiJ one (I J week before school

reconvenes. MANDY should be ·rulowed one (1) week of visitation during the
.

.

monlh ofJuly,-upon·fourtee.11 (J4) days wiitten notipe to DAN.

vm.
.

.

The parties should meet in Boise, Idaho, for all custody exchanges. Exchanges
*b.ou.id occur a.t 5:00 p.m. on the designated day unless the parties mutually agree to
another time in advance.

I

II
I
\

·ix.
Neither party should be allowed to reside 'Yjth the children outside the Stat~ of
Idaho without the agreement of the parties or pdor approval from the. Court.

I
I

I

X.

\

The Court should require both DAN and.MANDY to provide fourteen {14) days
· written notice to the other party prior to removing the children from the State of Idaho
and to provide contact information: for the child during any such absence from the state.

· Xl.
The Court should enter an order with child support calculated consistent with the·
Idaho Child Support Guidelines and which sets forth the adjusted child.support obligation
4 -- Verified Complaint
fol'. Divorct1
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I

when the minor children reach the age of eighteen (18), or in the event the minor chil~ren
are still pur~uing a high school educa.tion, the age of nineteen (19) or the date the· children

discontinue th e~r high .school .education. whichever first occurs.
XII.
The Court should ord~r the party who is able to provide health insurance tluough
'

.

'

their employment at the lowest cost to do so, and require that each party pay ~eir prorata share: pursuant to. the Idaho Child Support Guidelines, of any out of pocket

heallhcttre expense.
Any claimed health care expemes tor ·the children (whether denominated. as
psychiatric., psychologlcal~ special education, addiction treatment, or counseling in aliy
ib;f.m, atid including regufa.r medical or dental care), whether or n~t covered by insurl':µlce,
-~foh wouJd result. in an actual out of pocket expense to .the parent who did not incur or
·consent to the expense of over $500, must be app.roved in advance, in writing. by both
parties or by prior court order. Relief may be granted by the court for failure to comply
under extraordinary circumstances! and the. court may in its discre~ion appoqion the
ii~curre~ expense in some percentage other than that in the ex_isting support ordel'. and in
doing, may consider whether consent was unreasonably requested or withheld.

XIII.
DAN should cominue to claim the minor chiiqren a.c; his dependent 'for state and

federal income tax purposes.

5 -- Verified Complafrit for Divorc-t!
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XIV.
The Court should continue to order t~e parties to divide work related child care
.

.

costs, with each party responsible for their pro"rata.share. DAN should not be responsible
for child care costs i.ncurred while MANDY attends school unless the Court makes
findings consistent ·with I.R.C.P. 6(c)(6) Sectio~ 8(a) and those. costs are Jimitetl to the
hours that MAN1)Y is attef!ding school.

xv.
Irreconcilable differences_ hav~ arisen during the marriage, which are substantiaJ
reasons for not continuing the same.
XVI..

WHEREFORE:DAN prays for Judgment as follows:
1.

l

For a Dec.iree of Divorce from MANDY on the .grounds of .irreconciJahJe
dlfferences;

1-

I
·····,

2.

For. relief consistent with the foregoing Complaint; and

3.

For such other and fhrther relief as the Court deems appropriate.

DATED this day of August 13, 2014.

LAW OFFICE OF JEREMY D. BRO'vVN
.... ~ ..

~
Attorney for Defendant

6 ··· Verified Complain.t for pivo1t·-e
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VERiflCATlON

STATE OF IDAHO

)
) ss.
)

County of BINGHAM

DAN VALENTINE, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes .and states:
That he is the Defendant/Petitioner in the above-entitled· action; that he .has read the
foregoing Verified Complaint for Divorce, and based upon his infonnation and belief. the
allegations contained therein are true and complete.
~~~-··

. Dan Valentine ·

·

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this day of August 13. 2014.

-

.I

~IL~·~

!

·-+--~ - - .,__.,_,_....,___.......... __

Notarv Public for 1dah
My c~rnmission expires ...l.:cJ 7-Jpff2_

.

7 ·- Verified Comnlaint for Divorce·
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Mark RPetersen (!SB No. 6988)
SNAKE RIVER LAW PLLC
Attorney at law
P0Box4984

Pocatello, ID 83205-4984
208.406.9885
1.888.560.8785 {fax)

IN THE l)ISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DIST~ICT OF THE
STATE OF JDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
Magistrate Division

MANDY L CRIDDLE
Petitioner(s),

vs:
DAN MERRILL VALENTINE
.Respondent{s).

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-2013-1516-DW

t~\1j

ANSWER AND COUNTERPETITION

~rfJ

t) .

COMES NOW, Petitioner/Counter-Respondent, Mandy L. Valentine ("Mother"), by and
through her attorney of record Mark R Petersen, and in response to Dan M. Valentine's
("Fath er") Verified Complaint far Dhlorce, admits, denies, and states as follows:

FJRST DEFENSE
The Petition fails to state a cause of action for which the relief prayed for may be
granted.

SECOND DEFENSE
Respondent denies all allegations in the Petition not expressly admitted herein.·

ANSWER
1. Petitioner, Mandy L. Valentine ("Mother"), dei:aies each and every allegation not
specifically admitted herein.

.
.
2. Answering Paragraph I of the Complaint, Mother specifically denies that she currently

resides in Latah County, Idaho. Mother admits the remainder of the Paragraph.
3. Answering Paragraph II of the Complaint, Mother admits the same.
4. Answer-ing Paragraph Ill of the Complaint, Mother specifically denies that the parties-'

.

minor child, "IMV" Is two years old. The parties' minor chUd, "ECV" was born In 2009 and "IMV"

ANSWER ANOCOUNTERGAIM ro CclMPLAIII/T FDR.DIVORCE
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was born in 2011.
5. Answering Paragraph IV of the Complaint, Mother admits the same.
6. Answering Paragraph V of the Complaint, Mother admits that Father was awarded
visitation on alternating weekends from 6:00 p.m. Friday until 6:00 p.m. sui:iday, alternating
holidays, and for a period of six.non-consecutive weeks during the summer but states that this

schedule was awarded IF the parties were not able to agree on visitation.
7. Answering Paragraph VI of the Complaint, Mother denies the same.
8. Answering Paragraph VII ofthe Complaint, Mother denies all of Paragraph VII and

each of its sub•parts.
9. Answering Paragraph VIII ofthe Complaint, Mother denies the same.
10. Answering Paragraph IX ofthe Complaint, Mother denies the same.

11. Answering Paragraph X of the Complafnt, Mother denies the same.
12. Answering Paragraph XI of the Complaint, Mother admits the same.
13. Answering Paragraph XII of the Complaint, Mother admits the same.
14. Answering Paragraph XIII of the Complaint, Mother denies the same.
15. Answering Paragraph XIV of the Complaint, Mother specifically admits that the
parties should divide child care costs b.ased on their pro rata shares, but denies that these costs
should be limited to work~related costs only,
16. Answering Paragraph XV of the Complaint, Mother admits the same.
RESERVATION OF AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES

17. Respondent has not conducted discoverv in this action and, therefore, expressly
reserves the right to amend this Answer to add additional or supplemental defenses, or to file
and serve other responsive pleadings, allegations, or claims.

WHEREFORE, the Petitioner prays that the Verified Complaint for Divorce be dismissed
and that an Order be entered with the terms and provisions requested by Petitioner as set forth
in her Counterpetition below.
DATED September 19, 2014.

ANSWER AN/J COVNTEIICtA/M TO CoMP/.AINT FOR DIVORCE
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COUNTERPETmON

COMES NOW, ·Petitioner, Mandy L. Valenti.ne ("Mother"), as and for a Counterpetition
against Dan Valentine ("Father"}, and without waving any separate defenses, affirmative
defenses, or counterclaims, states arid alleges as follows:
1.-Mother currently resides in Downey, Bannock County, Idaho. ADecree of Separation
was entered on May 8, 2013, dividing community property and debts, establishing child support
and child care obligations, in addition to custody and visitation relating to the parties' two
minor children. The Court has contlnuingjurisdi~ion. of this matter pursuant to Idaho Code§
32-11-?02 ..
2. Father currently resides In Bla.ckfoot, Bingham County, Idaho.

3. The parties were married on December 23, 2005, and since that date have been, and
are now, husband and wife.
4. The partie~ are the natural parents of two minor children bom of the marriage,

namely: ECV (4 years old} and IMV {3

years old}.

·

5. Mother should be granted a divorce from Father on the grounds of adultery and
Irreconcilable differences, pursuant to I.C. § 32-604 and § 32-616, which have made the

legltlmate objectives of the mctrriage Impossible, and which prevent the continuance of said
marriage.
6. FQllowing the granting of a decree of divorce, Mother should be restored to her
maiden name of Criddle, if she so chooses. ·

7. Neither party is In the milltary service of the United States of America, nor is either
entitJed to any benefits of the Servicemembers Civil RelJef Act of 2003, as amended.

8. Lesal and PhysJcat Custody: Both parties arefrt and proper parents to care for and

parent the minor children. Neither party has a history. of domestic violence,
Therefore, it ls in
.
the best interests of the minor children that the parties be awarded joint legal and joint

physical custody of the minor children listed herein, with Mother having primary custody of the
children subject to the Father's periods of visitation as agreed upon between the parties; or, in
the event the parties cannot agree to the division of parenting time, the Father should have the
following periods of visitation: .
ANSWER Al\lD COUNTERCLAIM TO COMPLAINT FOR DNORCE
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a. Father's Visitation. Father should have custody of the minor children on the
s~cond and fourth weekends of every mon!h beginning Friday at 6:00 p.m. and
continuing until Sunday at 6:00 p.m.

b. Summer Break: Father should have six (6) non-consecutive weeks in the
summer as the parties can mutuaJly agr~e. In the event the parties are unable to agree,
Father should have the first and second weeks in June and August and the second and
third weeks in July. Exchanges should occur at 6:00 p.m. on the designated exchange

day.
c. Thanksglvfng: In .even-numbered years, Father should have custody of the
parties' minor children be,inning Wednesday, the day befQre Thanksgiving., at 6:00 p.m.

and continuing until Sunday at 6:00 p.m. In odd-numbered years, Mother should have

custody of the
. parties' minor children beginning Wednesday,
. th.e day before
Thanksgiving, at 6:00 p.m. and continuing until Sunday at 6:00 p.m.

d. Christmas/New Years: In even..numbered years, Mother should have custody
'

of the parties' minor children beginning December 23rd at 6:00 p.m. through December
27t11 at 6:00 p.m. Father should have custody from December 2]1h at 6:00 p.m. through

January ·1st at 6:00 p.m., at which time he should return the minor children to Mother.
In odd~numbered years, Father should have custody of the parties' minor children
beginning December 23rd at 6:00 p.m. through December ?'71h at 6:00 p._m. Mother

should have custody of the parties' minor children from December 27th at 6:00 p.m.
through Januarv 1-~t at 6:00 p.m.
e. Additional Custody Provisions. The folfowing provisions should be ordered in
rela.tlon to the visitation schedule between the pa.rents:
(1) The holiday schedule should take precedence over regularly
scheduled weekend visitation times.
(2) Unless otherwise agreed, the part,es should each pick up the chiJdren
fro~ the other parent's residence at the beginning of his/her parenting time and
should be responsible to transport said children in a safe and lawful manner
using child car seats, helmets, safety equipment, and/or restraints as required by
AiVSWEII ANQ COUNTERClAIM TOCOMPtAINT FOil DIVORCE
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law.
(3) The children should spend Mother's Day Weekend with Mother and

Father's Day Weekend with Father.
(4) fn the event occasional scheduling changes need to be made, a
request _for such change will be made at least forty--eight (48) hours in advance.
Requests may need to be refus.ed from time to trme. Neither Parent will
schedule any activities for the children that interfere with the other Parent's

parenting time.
{5) r=or all parenting times, the parties should bear their own
transportation costs fo_r the exchanges.
(6) The parties should arrive on time (no more that ten minutes early or
late} to drop off and pick up the children.
(7} In the ~vent a visitation time is missed, that time should not be made

up at a lat.er date.
f. Telephone Contact. The parties should be entitled to regular telephone

contact with the children. Additionally, Mother and Father will communicate with each
other regarding the children at least once a week via telephone.
g. Child Care - Right of Refusal. In the event childcare is necessary, each parent
should be required to offer the other parent the right of first refusal before seeking
another childcare provider. This should include any time that the biological parent is

unavailable to· personally care for the parties' minor children during his/her parenting
time.
h. Child care Provider. The child care provider_forthe minor children should be
chosen by Mother.
i. Parentrng Rules. In addition to the_provisions outlined in the Stipulated

Separation Agreement contained in the parties-' Decree of Separation the conduct of

the parents in connection with. the care and custody of their minor children should be as
follc;,ws:
(1) When th~ children are enrolled in school (whether pre~school,
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kinderga.rten, or otherwise}, both patents will take responsibility for

I

com·municatingwith the child's school. Parents should remain informed and

I

atten~ conference~ with the children's teachers and other special occasions ..

-~

Major decisions about education should be made by Mother after consultation

!

with Father.
(2) During times in which the p~rent is away from the _children, t.hat

parent should maintain frequent contact with the children by telephone, letter,
j

postcard, video, audio.tape, or other electronic method. Each parent should
encourage the children to communicate frequently with th~ other parent. Each

!\
1

parent wlll help the chlldren to adequately communicate with the other parent

· 1

as needed. Each parent should provide the other with his/her current address
and telephone number to enable each
with ar.ad about
. parent to communicate
.
.

the parties' children, and should promptly update the information whenever a
change in address or telephone number occurs.
{3) Neither parent should question either child about the other parent
and will not speak negatively about the other parent any time either child can
hear. Each parent should communicate directly with the other and not through
the children. Each parent will focus conversations with the other on the best
interests of the children. _
(4) Neither parent should compromise the safety of the children at any
time.
(5} Each parent should not operate a vehicle when impaired by alcohol or
· drugs when either child is in .the vehicle. Each parent should refrain from all use

of Illegal drugs at all times and from the use of alcohol twenty~four (24) liours
prior to and while either child is in the parent's custody or control. Each parent
should ensure that no other person uses illegal drugs or excessively uses alcohol
in the home while any,mlnor children are present.
(6) Each parent should ensure that no sexually explicit content, i.e.,
-

'

magazines, videos, photographs, websites, etc., are viewable by or stored within
AN~WEll Af,/r, Caurm;RCI.AIMTO CoMPLAINTFO/i DIVORCE
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reach _of the parties minor children.
(7) Each parent should encourage love and affection between the
children and the other parent. Neither parent should do anything, nor permit
any other person residing in their household, or interacting with the parties'
children to do anything. which would alienate the children from the other parent
or distort the children's opinion of the other parent or _impair the children's love
and respect for the other parent.
.

.

(8) Each parent should have the children ready and promptly available for

all custody exchanges. The·children should be exchanged with sufficient clean
clothing appropriate for ordinary activities. E"ach parent should arrive on time
(no more than ten (10) minutes early or late) for each custodial exchange.

(9) Each parent should deliver the children's personal belongings at the
same time the children are exchanged. Due to the young age ofthe parties'

.

children the respqnsibility to "remember the children's personal belongings and
school supplies is the responsible of the parent with current custody. Each
parent should assist each child in obtaining and honing the skills necessary to

remember to take each child's necessary personal belongings and school
supplles with them between homes.
(10) Each parent should conduct themselves in a manner which is in the

best interest of the minor children.
(11) Neither parent shi;,uld use either chlld as a messenger or make either
child feel responsible for any misunderstandings which may arise between the
parties•
.(12) When either child is in a parent's physical custody, each parent will

provide the children with (1) regular and nutritious food; (2) clean and
appropriate clothing; (3) appropriate medical examinations and treatment; (4)

sanitary and reasonably-private living and sleeping quarters, Including, but not
limited to, a separate bedroom from the parent and an individual twin size bed
(or larger) for each child; and (5) guidance and counseling in worldly and spiritual
ANSWEWAND COUNTfRC!AIM TO 0JMPLAJNrFOfl DlvORCE
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matters. Each pa~ent should·make proper decisions about the day-to-day care
and control of the children.
(13) Each parent, and any other persons under their direction and

control, should not do, attempt, or threaten to act to injure, mistreat, vilify,
malign, defame, or molest the other parent, the children, or any person lawfuJJy
supervising any chJldren.
(14).Each parent should not discuss financial issues regarding children
support with the children.
{15) Each parent should return all items sent with the children for

parenting time with the other parent in the same or better condition. -If
som~thing is lost or damaged during said parenting time, the parent with whom
the children were during th, time the item was lost or da!'l'laged should replace it
in a timely manner.
9. Child Support. The minor children should be supported by each parent and child
support should be calculated and paid by Father pursuant to the Idaho Child Support Guidelines
beginning the date Petitioner filed his Petition, after a full disclosure of the parties' respective

incomes. Support for the parties' minor children should continue until each child attains the
age of 18 years or becomes emancipated. If the minor children are actively pursuing a high

school .education after they ~ach reach the age of 18 years, the support for said child should
continue until the time that the minor child attains 19 years of age or ceases pursuing a high
school education, whichever occurs first:

a. Payments: All Child Support payments should be paid by the first of the month
to the Idaho Department of Health and Welfare by cash, cashier's check, or as otherwise

'
;

allowed by !aw:

1

b, Payment Processing. All money paid under the judgment should be paid to {or
such other entity as may be required by law or court order}:

I

I
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State of Idaho
Child Support Receiving
P.o. Box 70008
Boise, Idaho 83707

c. Address/Contact Information. Pursuant to J~aho Code §32-1212 and U.S.C.A.
§42-666(c)(2)(a)(J), Mothe·r and FathershouJd be required to notify Child Support
Services of any change of address, telephone number, or employment within ten (iO)

days of said change.
d. Notice of Income WithholdJng: The Petitioner should take notice that an
order to support the ch lldren Is enforceable by income withholding under Chapter· 12,
Title 32, Idaho Code. A mandatory income wlthhofding order n:iay be issued by the
· Court to your employer or other person who pays you income, without prior notice to

you. It is not necessary for a spouse to apply fc;,r support enforcement ~ervices under
Title IV-D of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 652 et. seq.) to obtain enforcement of a
support order by means of income withholding.

d. Tax Exemptions. The right to claim the part~es' minor children as a tax
exemption for the purposes of filing state and federal income taxes beginning with the
2014 tax year and every year thereafter should be determined after a full disclosure of

the parties' respective incomes. Under no circumstances should a third party claim

either child for tax pu.rposes or otherwise. The mother should always be entitled to
claim any earned income credit for the children.

e. Tax Returns. Each parent should provide an unredacted copy of their tax

. i

I

returns to the other party no later than April 30th, each year.
f. Extracurricular Expenses. Each parent should be resP.onsible for their pro-rata

lj
!

share of all reasonable extracurricula_r'activities in which the children choose to
participate, including, but not limited to, cello lessons, soccer, swimming lessons, and t-

.ball.
g. Child Care Costs. The parties should share in the child care costs on a pro-rata
basis that is to be determined upon full dis~losure of the parties' respective incomes.
Payments for childcare should be made directly to the childcare provider by both
ANSWEll AND COIIN1EIIC1.AIM TO COMPLIIJNT FOR 0/VOllCE
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parents according to arrangements made with the care provider. If one parent pays the
childcare provider any portion of the other parent's share of costs, the non-paying
parent must reimburse the p·aylng parent within fifteen {15} days after the paying

I

parent provi.des a copy of the invoice and receipt for the payment. If one. pa rent fails to

l

1

pay their pro-rata share of the childcare costs, the paying parent should be entitled to

'

char~e interest on the balance due from the other parent.
h. Medical Insurance. The children sh,;,uld be provided with health insurance
through the first parent who can obtain insurance through his or her employment, as
long as it is available at reasonable cost through his/her employment. Each parent

should provide the other with a copy of the policy, identification cards and the

necessary forms needed for filing of claims. The parent obtaining insurance should also
provide optical, den~al, ocular, orthodontic, and psychological insurance for the benefit
of the children according to what Insurance provides. The insurance and payment of
medical expenses should continue until each ofthe children attain ~he ag~ of eighteen

or, If they continue their education after attaining the age of eighteen, said insurance
· and payment of medical expenses should continue until he discontinues his education
or reaches the age of nineteen,
.
.whichever. occurs first. All medical expenses of the
children not covered by insurance (including co~pays} should be paid pursuant to the

pro-rata share of the parties, which is to be determined upon full disclosure of the
parties. Payment should be made directly to the medical ca"re provider by both parents.
If one parent pays the medical care provider-any portfon of the other parent's share of

costs, the non~paying parent must reimburse the paying parent within fifteen {15) days
after the paying pa rent p~ovid es a copy of the billing/invoice and receipt for the
payment.

The children should be prpvlded with regular health, opticf;II, and d.ental care.
Each parent should make sure each child takes their prescription medications, if any, as

directed. In emergencies, each parent can consent to emergency medical treatment for
the minor children as_ needed. The· intent is to take care of the medical emergency first
and com mun lcate. with the other parent as soon as reasonably possfble. Each parent
Ail!SWER AWD COUNTEl!CWM TO CoMPLAMIT FOR DIVORCE
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should communicate with each other on maJor health care of the children. Each parent
should instru~t each health care provider for the children to list both par!!;!'nts on the

health records. Non-emergency health car~ decisions regarding medical, dental, optical,
orthodontic, psychiatric, ·psychological, special education, addition treatment and
counselins should be made Mother after consultation with Father. ·

i. Out of Pocket Medical Expenses. Pursuant to the Idaho Child Support

Guidelines, any claimed health care expense for the minor children (whether
denominated as psychiatric, psychological, special education, additional treatment, or
counseling in any form; and incfoding regular medical or dental care), whether or not
.covered by insurance, which would result in an ac~ual out-of-pocket exp.ense to the

parent who _did not incur or consent to the expense of over $500.00, must be approved
in advance, in writing, by both parties or by prior court order. Relief may be granted by
the Court for failure to comply under extraordinary circumstances, an_d the Court may in

its discretion apportion the Incurred expense in some percentage other than that in the

existing children support order, and in so doing, may consider whether consent was
unreasonably requested or withheld.
j. Medical Support c;>rder. !he Court should Issue a QUALIFIED MEDICAL CHILD

SUPPORT ORDER under Section 1169 of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act

of 1974 as amended (ERISA}, notifying the offending party that failure to provide his
share of the premium of such health insurance coverage may r~sult in enforcing party
directly enforcing the Court's order to provide health insurance coverage, without
further notice to the offending party, sending a certified copy of said order requiring
health insurance coverage to the offending party's employer by certified mail, return
receipt requested. The enforcing party should attach a notarized statement to
·accompany a certified copy of the aforesaid order, stating that the order is the latest
order addressing health insurance coverage entered by the Court. the Court should
require the offending paft\t's employer to enroll the minor children in the health
insurj;mCe plan as provided without regard to any required premium for said health
irisuran~e coverage of the offending party's dependents from -the offending party's
ANSWER AND COUJ\111:RaAIM TO CoMPI.All\lTFOR DJ VORCE
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wages income or wages. The Cou!1 should retain jurisdiction to amend any order as

a

may be necessary to establish or maintain QUALIFIED MEDICAL CHILD SUPPORT

.1

ORDER are duly adhered to and honored.

NOTICE OF MEDICAL ENFORCEMENT
This order is enforceable by allowing the· State .of Idaho,
Department· of Health & Welfare or other obligee t.o enforce
medical coverage. That whenever an obllgor parent who has been
ordered to provide health insurance coverage· or l~ts it lapse, the
Department of Heath & Welfare pr other cibligee may seek
enforcement of the coverage order as of the effective date of this

order under Chapter 12, TJtle 32, Idaho Code.
10. Division of Property/Debt. All property and debts have been divided based uppn the
parties' Decree of Separation; however, Father remains in physical possession of multiple items·
awarded to Mother in the Decree. The parties should establish a mutuafly agreed upon time
within the next thirty (30) days in which Mother should be allowed to enter all structures,
vehicles, and areas, without !Imitations, of the marital residence· located at 847 West 100

North, Blackfoot, Idaho in order to obtain all items awarded to Mother. If there is a dispute
with regard to the rightful ownership of the property, then Mother should be entitled to
physical possession until further order of the Court. In the event Father has disposed of any of
Mother or the parties' children's belongings, Father should be obligated to replace or otherwise
compensate Mother for the belongings disposed of to the parties' mutual satisfaction or order

of the Court..
11. The parties' real property has yet to be fisted or sold. The parties should establish a
mutually agreed upon time within the next.thirty (30) days in which Mother should be allowed
to enter all structures, and areas, without limitations, of the marital residence located at 847
West 100 North, Blackfoot, Idaho in order to obtain information necessary to begin repairs in

order to prepare the residence for listing and sale. Father should be responsible for all costs
incurred in the repair of the n,sidence •. The parties should work together with a real estate

agent of their mutual agreement, or separate. agents to list and seJI the residence within the
next twelve (12) calendar m·onths with Father covering the cost ofth~ real estate agent(s) and
AN.5W'ER 111110 COUNTERCl.AIM ro CoMPIAI/\JT FOR DIVORCE
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other fees associated with the listing of and sale of the residence.
· 12. Additional Claims/Issues. The foll~wrng claims/issues should also be resolved during

the proceedings: .

a. Father has ·failed to pay his pro-rata share of chHdcare costs incurred to date.
Father should be ordered to pay the balance due and owing within thirty (30) days or
forfeit his share of the equity from the sale of the parties' real property.
b. Father currently maintains the life Insurance policies on the parties' minor
children which were obtalned during the parties' marriage. Father should be required
to Immediately list and maintain Mother and the parties' other child as beneficiaries on
each policy and provide documentation to Mother within fifteen (15) days.
c. Father should be obligated to obtain and maintain a life insurance policy on his
life listing Mother and the parties' minor children as beneficiaries and provide

documentation to Mother within thirty (30} days.
c. Father should be obligated to list and maintain the Mother and the parties'

minor children as beneficiaries on each and every retirement account currently in place
and provide documentation to Mother within fifteen (15) days. Father should further

be required to add the parties' minor children as beneficiaries to any ·and all future ·
insurance policles at the time of enrollm.ent and provide Mother with documentation

within fifteen (15) days
d. Each party should pay their own fees and costs necessitated In this action if
the matter is uncontested. If the matter is contested, Father should be ordered to pay

Mother's attorney fees 1 if any, Jn connection with this matter, pursuant to Idaho Code
§§ 32-704 and 705 and §12-121 a!ld I.R.F.L.P. 901 and 908.

WHEREFORE, Petitioner prays for a judgment against Respondent ~s follows:
1. That Custody be ordered as set forth in the foregoing Counterpetition.
2. That Parenting Rules and Regulations be ordered as ~et forth in the foregoing
Counterpetition.

3. That Chil~ Sup~ort of the parties' minor children shall be calculated and paid pursuant

to the Idaho Child Support Guidelines.
AA/SWEii IWD CcUNTEIICIAIM 10 CoMPLAINT FOR OJVOllct
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4,_ That health and hospitalization insurance for the benefit of the minor children be
provided and payment of the expenses not paid by said.insurance shall be made by the parties
as set forth in the foregoing Cou11terpetition.
·5. That the right to claim the children as an exemption for income tax purposes shall be
determined as set forth in the foregoing Counterpetition.
6. That the parties establish an agreed upon time to allow Mother access to all areas of

the marital residence, without limitation, to obtain any-and all remaining Items awarded to her
.

.

in the parties' Decree of Separation as set forth in the foregoing Counterpetition.
7. That the provisions of the repair and sale of the marital residence be ordered as set
forth in the foregoing Counterpetition.

8. That the provisions of the repayment of the childcare costs be order as set forth in

the foregoing Counterpetition.
9. That all other provisions be ordered as set forth in the foregoing Counterpetition.
10. That all other provisions in the parties' Decree ofSeparation not modified herein be
incorporated into the final decree of divorce.
11. That If the matter is contested, Father should be ordered to pay Mother's attorney
fees and costs in connection with this matter.

12. For such other and further relief as the court deems just and eq·uitable, pursuant to
Idaho Code §§32~704 and 705, Idaho Code §12-121, Idaho Rule of CMI Proced·ure ("I.R.C.P")

54(d)(1}, and I.R.C.P. 54,(~(1) ~nd 12-12,1 and 1.R.F.Li. 901 and ~08.
DATED this

J!/!:aay of September, 2014.
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VERIFICATION
STATE OF IDAHO

:ss
COUNTY OF BANNOCK
· The undersigned, Mandy Valentine, ·being first duly swqm according to law, deposes and
states that:
1. I am the Respondent and Counterc~aimant in the above-entitled matter.
·2, That I have read the foregoing Verified Counterclaim for Divorce and the allegations
·
therein are true and SPU,.ect to· the best of my knowledge, Information and belief.
DATED thjs J:.1::cjay of September 2014.
·
.

~

.......

MARK RPETERSEN
NOTA/?Y PUBLIC
STATE OF IOAHO

Residln at Pocatello Idaho
My Co mission Expires: 04-28-2018

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

d

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
day of September, 2014, I caused the ANSWER ~D
COUNTERCLAIM to be sent to the following individuals as indicated:

·

Jeremy Brown

Attorney at Law
P.O. Box-578
Blackfoot, Idaho 83221
Ei'nalf: Jeremy@jdbrownlaw.com

A
D
D

U.S. Regular Mail
Facsimile Transmission
E-mail
Hand Delivery
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SlXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT oKf,.~, ..Yo
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR BANNOCK COUNTY
·~'1):\,,
t ......
.

.(~:.;;.; ··+.

MANDY L CRIDDLE,
Plaintiff,
ORDER FOR REFERRAL TO
FAMILY COURT SERVICES

~vsDAN MERRILL VALENTINE,
Defendant.

~ IT IS SO ORDERED:
Case Management Screening through Family Court Services. Parties shaH
~ CompJete
participate in a Case Maugernent Screening through Family Court Services, located at 130

f

North (lb Avenue, Suite #F, PocateUo, ID 83201, phone number(208) 236-7432.
. Upon completion ofthe Case Management Screening parties .fillilll. unless excused by
Family Court Services, participate in Mediation within 28 days of the submission of the Case
Management Screening report. Parties may select a mediator by mutual agreement 11nd they
shall notify Family Court Services at the time of the screening, or one shall be assigned by
Family Court Services.
·
If the parties reach an agreement regarding any of the matters to be mediated they shall
reduce their agreement to writing, sign it, and submit the agreement to the court a.long with a
stipulation requesting the court to enter the agreement as a court order.
The cost of mediation shall be shared equally by the parties. Paym.ent is due at the tjme of
the appointment. Please contact the mediator to confmn your appointment five days in advance
of the scheduled date and time.
Failure of either party to comply with this order may result in fhe non-compliant party
being found in conter,ipt, The court may taJce failure to follow this order into consideration in
making future custody decisions.
.

-tAif.lfl ,Ifeither party desires financial assistance for the pa;ment on any of the services recommended by
~th~ Case Management Screening and for Mediation, they shaU contact Family Court Sexvices at
the address listed above to make application for assistance. The appJication process must be
"'- /ompleted before services are rendered.
·
[ JS-No Case Management Screening, send directly to Family Cowt Services for Mediation.
-·
Mediation shall be conducted by:
( ) Family Court Services

( ) Mediator_ _ _ _ _~ - - - -

f

"'>(mediator assigned by Family Court Servic~s

I

, I
I

Order for Referral to Family Court Services
(amended 11/18/10)
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IPTB, Case Manager shall prepare order and appoint an evaluator/ parties stipulate to use

--------Manager

as the evaluator. ·

[ ]

Custody Evaluation, Case

shall prepare order and appoint an evaJuator/parties

stipulate to use .

as an evaluator.

IJ

Attend and complete ( ) an Effective Co-Parenting Program and/or ( } an Individual
Parenting C1ass recommended by Family Court Services.
·

[ ]

Have Supeti'ised Access for visitation for:
(party name) _
per visit _ _ times per week through a provider designated by FamiJy Court services.

[ ]

Complete a Domestic Violence Assessment through Family Court Services.

hours

l'"

~
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
L2:l
'i
.I served a true ~d correct copy of the foregoing ORDER FOR
T SERVICES on the foJlowing parties as directed below:

. I certify that on
REFERRAL TO FAMILY O
Mandy Valentine
847W IOON
Blackfoot ID 83221

U.S. MAIL -Postage Paid First Class
Hand Delivered
Deposited in Cowthouse Drop Box

Mark Petersen
P.O. Box 4984
Pocatello, ID 83205-4984

Dan Men-ill Valentine
847 W lOON
Blackfoot ID 83221

Jeremy D Brown
P.O.Box578
Blackfoot, IP 83221

Family Court Services
624 E Center Street, Rm 220
PocatelJo, ID 8320 I .
Fax #(208) 236-7431

~
D

U.S. MAIL - Postage Paid First Class
Hand Delivered
Depasited in Courthouse Drop Box

f5'
D

Hand Delivered
Deposited in Courthouse Drop Box

~
0
D

U.S. MAIL - Postage Paid First Class
Hm:l Delivered
Deposited in Courthouse Drop Box

D
D

U.S. MAIL - Postage Paid First Class
Hand Delivered
· Deposited in Courthouse Drop Box

f>4.

U.S. MAIL-Postage Paid First Class

Order for Referral to Family Court Services
(am~aed U/18/10)
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certify that on this date a copy of the foregoing Substitution of Counsel was served on
:

the following named persons at the addresses shown and in the manner indicated.
Jeremy Dean Brown
Law Office ofJeremy D. Brown
P.O. Box578
Blackfoot. Idaho 83221

1'1!'

£AU.S.Mail

l]Facsimile
[ ] Hand Delivery

.

DATED th~s 2-0 day of November, 2014.

~
..

=::::::-:......

MAY,LL'l'HOMPSON, CH1'D.

CASE NO. CR-2013-1516- SUBSTITUTIONOFCO~SEL-PAGB2
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Jdfery W. Banks, Esq., ISBN 5307
Mark w. Thompso~ ISBN 9202
SMITH.& BANKS, PLLC
2010 I eunie Lee Drive
Idaho Falls, ID 83404
Telephone: (208) 529-3005
Facsimile: (208) 529-3065
E-Mail: jwbanks@smithbanks.net

I
I

;_

'
~

Attorneys for Respondent

I

1N "rBE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
.
MAGISTRATE DMS19N
MANDY C-VALENTINE,

I

) Case No.: CV-2013-1516-DW .
)

Petitioner,

vs.
DAN VALENTINE,.
Respond~t.

) TEMPORARY ORDERS
)
)
)
}
)
)
)

On October 28, 2014, Respondent•s and Petitioner's moti~ came on for hearing before
this oourt. The co\lrt considered the affidavits of

the parties a.nd the-arguments of counsel._ The

court being fully advised in the premises and good cause appearing therefor,
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED as follows:
l.

Alternating Weekends. Respondent's altemating week.end visitation with the

minor children beginning on Friday, November 7, 2014 until Sunday at 6:00 p.m. and continuing
on the following weekend~:
a. November 21, 2014
b. December S, 2014; ·

TEMPORARY ORDERS·
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c. December 19, 2014;

d. January 2, 201'5";

e. f a.nyary 16, 2015;

I

f. January 30, 2015;

I
I

l

g. February 13, 2015;

·I

I

h. February 27, 2015.
2.

Holidays. The parties shall alternate the holidays as follows:
a. Petitioner shall have ~e minor children November 26, 2014 until November
.

..

21;2014 at 4:00 p.m. Respondent shall have the·minor children on November
27, 2014 ~til November 28, 2014 at ~:00 p.m.
h. Petitioner shall have the minor ~hil~en on December 24, 2014 until 10:00
·a.m. on December 25, 2014. Respondent will have the minor children at

10:00 a.m. on December 25, 2014 until Deceinber 26, 2014 at 6:0~ p.m.
c. Respondent shall have the mmor children on December.31, 2014 at 6:00 p.m.

until January 1, 2015 at noon.
3,

Transportation. The party receiving the minor children shall pick up the children

from the other parent's residence.

4.

Mediation. The parties shall contact Family Court Services and/or agree on a

mediator,
5. .

At this time, the court denies Petitioner's request for a walk~through exchange of

properties, and an order relating to- alleged past due child care. Petitioner may renew these
motions after completing discovery.
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DATED

})~.

tlus'Zd__ dayofQ..tob'er; 2014

j

I
'

Approved as to form and content:

i

Mark R. Peterson

NOTICE OF ENTRY
I hereby certify that I ca.used a true and co1Tect copy of the foregoing document to be
served bythemethod indicated below and addressed to·the followingtbis

21tday ofNovember,

2014.

Mark R. Petersen
SNAKE RIVER LAW
POBox4984
Pocatello,ID 83205-4984

¢"U.S. Ma:il, postage prepaid
0 Hand Delivery
0 Fax 888-560-8785
0 Overnight Mail_

Jeffery W. Banks, 'Esq.

b5·u.s. Mail, postage prepaid

SMITH & BANKS, PILC
2010 Jennie Lee Drive

D Hand Delivery

Idaho Falls, ID '83404

D Fax 208-529-3065
Q Overnight Mail

Clerk

;
;

'

j.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SJXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE \\
.,.;.-~··~.
STATE OF IDAHO~ IN AND_FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK--~. ,;:,

MAGISTRATE DIVISION

·::?
-~~:~': ,:~
-~;':\
c,;
.~·*

·

", n•

MANDY CRIDDLE,

)
)

Plaintiff,

•

,..:..,

-:~:
· ~· .
:,.

.,.. .• 1

)

CASE NO. CV-2013-15163-I?W

)

vs.
DAN VALENTINE,
Defendant.

MJNUTE ENTRY and ORDER

)
)
) _
)
)
)

I

'!

The above-entitled matter was before the court for Trial on March 12, 2015. The Plaintiff was
present with counsel, Peter Wells. The Defendant was present with counsel, Jeffery Banks.
Hearing proceeded before the court. Parties stipulated to waive the rules of civil procedure.
Parties were swom-in and counsel for the Defendant outlined the issues the parties bad agreed ~pan.
The court took a brief recess.
The court reconvened. The court then heard argument on the incomes of the parties for the
calculation of child support and property division. Defendant's EKhibit's "A" ~ugh ''E" were

marked and ADMITTED by stipulation. Plaintiff's Exbibit's #1 through #6 were marked and

I

ADMIITED by stipulation.
At the conclusion thereot the court took the matter under advisement with a decision to be

released at a later date. The parties ~ ordered to continue with the current visitation schedule until
further order of the court.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
DATED: March 17, 2015.

(

Rl

CARNAROLI

SIXTH DISTRICT MAGISTRATE JUDGE
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cc:

Peter Wells, Esq., P.O. Box 370, Pocatello, ID 83204..0370
Jeffery Banks, Esq., 2010 Jennie Lee Drive, Idaho FaUs, fl? 83404

DALE HATCH, Clerk of the District Court
By Nichole Campbell, Deputy Clerk
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTIUd.f1

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY O.F BANNOCK
MAGISTRATE DIVISION.
DAN VALENTINE,
Petitioner.

vs.
MANDY VALENTINE,
Respondent,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CaseNo. CV-20I3-1516~DW

FINDINGS OF FACT,
CONCLUSIONS OF IA W &
ORDER

The above entitled matter came before the court for trial on March 12, 2015. Mandy
Valentine (hereina:fter ''the mother') was present and represented by Peter Wells. Dan Valentine
(hereinafter 'lflle father") was present and represente_d by Jeffrey Banks. At the beginning of the

trial, the parties stipul~d on the record that a numher of issues had been settled and further
stipulated to have the court conduct an Informal Trial pursuant to Rule 713 IFLRP.
Some stipulations of fact were also entered at that time concerning the grounds for the
divorce, child custody and visitation, and that the parties were waiving any claims against · .
one another for their costs and attorney's fees incurred. H~g proceeded and the court heard
'

.

.

evidel'.lce on the issues of chiid support, pro rata sharing of child care costs,. and personal property
division after which 1he case was submitted ~or decision. The parties waived the entry of

ftndings of fact and conclusiQns oflaw. The court took the JUatter under advisement.
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· the parties. The parties are at odds on issues that the court must decide which may generate an
appeal. Now, based upon a preponderance of the evidence, the court enters the following

I

findings of fact and concI usions of law:

I

.FINDINGS OF FACT
1.

!

The mother and children are currently residents of Bannock County, Idaho. At the time

the father fil~d his complaint they were residents of Latah Co.unty, Idaho. At aJI times material
to this ac~ion, the father has re~ded in Bingham County, Idaho. Verified Complaint for Divorce,
filed August 15, 2014.

2.

The parties were married in Idaho Falls, Bonneville County, Idaho on December 23,

·2oos. The natural children of the parties are E.C.V., age 5 and I.M.V., age 3. Irreconcilable
differences exist between the parties that preclude continuation of the marriage.
3.

There is currently a temporary child custody and visitation order affecting these parties

and their children. Temporary Order;jiled November 24, 2014.

4.

The parties have now stipulated and agreed that it is in the best interests of the minor

children that they be permitted to relocate with the mother to Moscow, Idaho where she intends
to attend law school and that the fath~r shall have specified visitation. The specifics of custody
and visitation time are set forth in Schedule A which is attached hereto.

S.

The parties separated in 2013. The parties' Stipulated Separation Agreement and Decree

of Separation se.t forth the partiest agreement to divide their property and debt provided for child
custody and child support. The parties• decree of separation states in pertinent part:

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED as follows:
I. That the parties are ... fifumcially and economically independent of one another.
2. That every term and condition of the Stipulated Separation Agreement dated the
241h day of April, 2013, is hereby approved.
3. The terms an~ CODCQtions of said Agreement, a copy Of Which is attached hereto,
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.

are herewith entered as a judg.men~ of the court." Decree ofSeparation, filed
May 8, 2013 (emphasis supplied).

The terms of the Decree of Separati..on are clear and unambiguous.- A final judgment was
entered.
6.

The parties' original Stipulated Settlement Agreement is attached to the Decree of

SeJ?aration filed with and en~ered by the court.· With respect to the division of property ~e

parties separation agreement states in pertinent part as follows:

WHEREAS, the parties are desirous of entering into a Parenting and Property
-Settlement Agreement dividing their property and distributing their debts;
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements
·hereinafter contained, the parties agree as foJlows,
Except as provided herein, the parties have divided between them,
to their mutual satisfaction, the personal effects, howiehold furniture
and furnishings, and all other articles, tangible and lntangib)e of
personal property which heretofore have been used in common.
Stipulated Selllement Agreement, filed May 8, 2013, p. 2 (emphasis.
supplied).
'

***.
The parties agree that the personal property has been divided between
the parties. Stipulated Settlement Agreement, filed May 8, 2013, p. 10
(emphasis supplied).
The terms of the Stipulated Settlement Agreement are clear and unambiguous. With respect to
personal property division, the language· of the agreement speaks in the past tense and states that
the division ofthe parties• personal property has be~ accomplished.

The •eement contains no

'

listing of personal property designating which party was to receive which items of personal
property.
7.

The father filed his petition seeking joint legal and joint physical custody of the children

with specified visitation for the children with him. He sought a child custody order that would
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allow the children to remain in Moscowt Idaho with the mother. Verified Complaint for Divorce,

filed August 14, 2014. 7.

. The father.alleged that "[o]nMay 8, 2013 a Decree of Separation was entered that

established the parties as fmancially and economically independent of one ariother, divided the
community property and debtst established child ·supportt and set forth a c~tody and visitation
schedule relating to the two minor children." Verified Complaint for Divorce. para. IV, p. 2.
8.

The moth.er answered and.admitted the allegations of paragraph IV of the father's

complaint. Answer and Counterclaim to Complaint for Divorce, para. S: p. 2, filed September

I

19, 2014.
9.

i

The mother's oounterclaim states .that "[a]ll property and debts have been divided based

.1
upon the parties' Decree of Separation; however Father remains in physical poss!!ssion of
multiple items awarded to Mother in the Decree•.. '' Answer and Counterclaim to Complaint for

Divorce. paragraph JO, p. 12.
10.

The father answered and he admitted the allegations of paragraph 10 the motherts

counterclaim. Reply to Counterpetition. para. 2, p. 3, filed December 2, 2014. However, as a
preface to the admission that the partiest property'had been divid~ the fath~r asserted.the
.affirmative defense of res Judicata to address the mother's attempt to undo the division of
property under the Decree of Separation. Reply to Counterpetition, Sixth Defense, p. 2, filed

December 2, 2014.

11.

The case was set for.trial to commence on March 12. 2014. Minute Entry and Order,

filed October 28, 2014.
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When the mother's answer and counterclaim were filed, she was represented by Mark

Peter.so~, Attorney at Law. Within two months, her ~~rrent legal counsel, Peter M. Wells
appeared as counsel of record. Substitution ofCounse(ftled November 20, 2014.

13.

The mother never moved to amend her answer .and counterclaim prior to trial. Instead,

she asked the court to reconsider the Decree of Legal Separation that was entered almost twentyone months earlier. ·Motion for Reconsideration, flied February 5, 2015. The mother attempted
'

.

.to collaterally attack the Decree of Separation which is a final judgment and the admissions

already made in the pleadings by both parties with respect to the division of their property.
Affidavit ofMandy Valentine in Support ofMotion fo.r Reconsideration, filed February" 5, 2015.
14. · The mother sought to have her motion for reconsideration heard three days before trial.
Notice ofHearing. filed February 18, 2015. The father opposed the motion. Me,:norandum in

Opposition to Motion/or Reconsideration; Affulavit ofDan Valentine; filed March 5; 201S.
IS.

The mother then filed a motion to set aside the Decree of Separation. Motion to Set Aside

I
'

Pursuant to JRCP 60{b)(S}&(6); Memorandum in Support of Motion to Set Aside Pursuant to

I
I

JRCP 60(b)(5)&(6); and AjJidavit ofMandy Valentine in Support ofMotion to Set Aside,filed

February 20, 2015; The motion to set aside was noticed for hearing on March 9, 2015. Notice

_,

ofHearing, filed February 24, 2015.

16..

The mother next moved to continue the trial date. Modon to Continue Trial; Motion for

Order Shortening Time; and Notice ofHearing, filed Febr~ 24, 201S. The court entered the
proposed order shortening time for notice of the hearing for the motion to continue trial. Order
Shortening Time, flied February 27, 2014. The motion to continue was noticed for hearing on

March 2, 2015. Notice ofHearing. filed February 24, 2015. The father opposed the motfon to
continue trial. Objection to Mo{ion to Continue Trial,flled February 27, 2015.
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17.

. On March 2, 2015, the court denied the Mother's motion io continue the trial date.
.

.

Minute Entry and Order, filed March 2, 2015.
18.

There is already an order establishing child support established by the parties through.

their Decree ofS~paration that requires the father to pay the mother $689.00 per month that

.

commenced June 1, 2013. The parties util~d the Idaho Child Support ~delines in setting· the
father's child support obligation. The father is current in the payment ofhis· child support.
19.

The mother is not pregnant. It appears tliat she has been the.·primary care provider for the

children. She does not have anyone residing in her home with her and the children. The father is
apparently dating. He does not have anyone else residing in the home with him.
20.

The mother is not presently employed and intends to focus her attention on her education

and on the children's needs. Exactly how she provides fmanc~aily for the children beyond c~ld
support payments made by the father is not known. The evidence does not show how she pays
her bills, what her bills are, or how she .financially maintains her household.
21.

The father remains in the fonner marital home in Blackfoot, Bingham County, Idaho.

22.

Neither party seriously questions the suitability of the home each provides for the

children while in the othert~ cu~tody.
23.

Neither party serfousiy questions the parenting ability or the ability of the other to care

for the children during_ their respective cust?dial and visitation times.
· 24.

There was no evidence of domestic violence in ei~r parent's home.

25.

A complete division of the parties' community property was accomplished in and through

the parties• separatjon agreement. ·
26.

The father's gross actual annual gross income is $37,481.00. He earns $18.01 per hour

working fulltime for Spudnik. Exhibit A. The mother argued that his annual gross income
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should be in excess of $56,000.00. She sought to add his voluntary overtime earnings from
Spudnik. She also sought to ~d the extra compensation he earns from working the fall harvest,
but failed to provide any evidence to show what his extra earnings are. The mother also sought

to have the court add to his gross annual income for purposes. of child support calculation, bis
employer's costs for his employee health insurance which is reported in Box I2b on his W-2

Wage and Tax Statement pursuant to the Affordable Care.Act. She argued that the employer's
contribution for health insurance should either be considered gross income or a fringe bene~t of
his employment. Exhibit B:
27.

The mother's gross annual income is $25,200.00. The mother stipulated that this should

be her imputed gross annual income based on her most recent employment as a paralegal in
Pocatello in 2013. Exhibit 1. The father sought to impute a greater income to her based on an
estimate that she was capable of earning $14.00 per hour as a paralegal.
28. · The father's annual cost of medical and vision insurance for the minor children is
$2,760.00. He does not carry dental insurance for the children- at this time. The mother has no
health insurance available to her through employment at this time.
29.

The parties stipulated and agteed that the father should cl~m tpe dependency exemptions·

for the minor children on his income tax returns.
30.

The terms of the parties• child custody agreement allow the father approximately 116

.overnight visits with the children. The rest will be spent with the mother. Therefore, the
children will spend approximately 32% of the overnights with the father and 68% of the
overnights wi_th the mother.
. 31.

Based upon the parties' gross annual income figures of $37,481.00 for the father and

$25,200 for the·mother, the father earns 60% and the mother earns 40% of the of the parties'
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combined gross ~ual income and-that thes~ are the appropriate percentages ·to use for sharing
work and school related child care and for sharing unreimbursed health care. expenses incurred
for the benefit of the .minor children.
32.

The mother and the father like1y will incur work and schpol related child ~e expenses

when the children are in their respective care and custody and visitation periods. The father
asserts that the mother should _not be allowed to incur fulltime school related child care .expense
because she will not be attending law school on a full-time basis. She wi11 be taking three
instead of five courses. In addition, one of the children will be atten~ng kindergarten on a halfday basis.
33.

It is not in the mother's financial best int~tsto find the most expensive child care when
.

.

she will be required to pay 40% of that expense while attending law school, unemployed or parttime employed, and caring for two young children. The proposed child care programs at the
Universi~y of Idaho child car~ program and the potential after school program as an altemative
for ECV are reasonable choices for-child care. No evidence suggests otherwise. The monthly

expense she has proposed totaling betweenapproxim.ately $880.00 and $1,260.00 per month for
two children in a combination of part and full-tiine child care, or full-time child care is not
unreasonable in terms of cost.

LEGAL STAND ARDS TO BE APPLIED
The children's welfare and best interest is of paramount importance in detennining
custody of children. Hoskimon v. Hoskinson, 139 Jdaho 448. 80 P.3d 1049 (2003). It has long
been the law of the State ofidaho that the best interest of the children is the sole matter with
which the court is concerned and their custody is of supreme importance regardless of the claims
or the personal desires of the parents and even the wishes of the child must yidd to the
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detenniruition of what is best for the child's ~imate good. Gustaves v. Gustaves, 138 Idaho 64,

57 P.3d 775, (2002),· Poesy v. Bunney, 98 Jdaho 25~, 561 P.2d 400 (1977),· Larkin v. Larkin, 85
Idaho 610, 382 P. 2d 784 (1963); Tobler v. Tobler, 78 Idaho 218, 299 P.2d 490 (1956).

. . The legislatur~ has provide~ by statutet a non-exhaustive list of factors for the trial court
to consider when de~ing what is in the best interest of a child:
(a) the wishes of the child's parent or parents as to his or her custody;
· (b} :the wishes of the child as to bis or her custodian;
(c) the jnteraction and interrelationship of the child with his or her parent or parents. and .
his or her siblings;
(d) the child's aqjustment to his or her home. school, and community;
{e) the character and circumstances of the individuals involved;
(f) the need to promote continuity and stability in the life of the child; and
(g) domestic violence as defined in section 39M6303, Idaho Code, whether or not in the
presence of the child.
·
LC. 32-717.

The trial court must avoid considering irrelevant factors, av:oid assigning too much
weight to any particular factor, and base its fmdings upon substantial and competent evidence.
Dymttro v. Dymitro, 129 Idaho 527, 927 P. 2d 917 (App. 1996)

.

Custody is committed to the discretion of the trial court. Roberts v. Roberts, 138 Idaho
401, 64 P.3d 327 (2003).

Court approval of a relocation of children with one ofthe parent.s to a new community
that is distant from the community where the children have been residing and where one parent
will remain must be premised ·on the best interests of the minor children.. Lamont v. Lamont,
Idaho Supreme Court Opinion No. 42588,filedApril 21, 1015.

Setting a visitation schedule rests mthe discretion of the trial court. Miller v. Mangus,
126 Idaho 876, 893 P.2d 823 (App. 1985).
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The prepo~derance of the evidence standard applies to custody and visitation
determinations. Hoskinson v. Hoskinson, 139 Idaho 448, 80 P.3d 104? (2003).
J'he court may select a custody schedule different than that proposed by either of the
parties, Milliron.v. Milliron, ·116 Idaho 253, 255-56, 775 P.2d 145 (App. 1989).
The court Ina)'. consider bonding between the parents and the children. Weiland v.
. · .Ruppel, 139 /daho 122, 124._ 75 P.3d 176 (2003).

It is appropriate for the court to consider the parents' work schedules t_md the need for
third-party child care in a child custody detennination, ·to the extent that such circumstances
affect

the well-being of the child.

It can be one of many factors that assist the trial court in ·

tailoring a custody _order that best serves and promotes the welfare of the child. Silva v. _Silva,
142 Idaho 900, 905-06, 136 P3d 371 (App. 2006).

Parties who enter stipulations are bound thereby. R,atllffv. Ratliff. 129 Jdaho 422, 425,
925 P.2d 1121 (1996).

It is 'well established in Idaho that when construing a party's settlement agreement,
normal rules of contract constmction apply. See, Wolford v. Wolford 117 Jdaho al. 785 P.2d
625 09901; Bf>encer-Steedv. Spencer. 115 Jdaho 338, 766P.2d 1219 (1988) ..
The determination of a contract•s meaning and legal effect are questions of law to be
decided by the court where the contract is clear and unambiguous. Galag Outdoor Advertising

Inc. v. ldaho Tranmortation Degartw,ent. 109ldaho 692, 710P.2d 602 (1985).

In determining whether a contract is ambiguous, this Court ascertains whether the
contract is reasonably subject to conflicting interpretation. The court must look to the tenns of
the parties' agreement and must detennine if the contract is ambiguous on its face, or by

examining the four comers of the contr!lct d<.>cument. This is a question of law.that applies
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equally to divorce contracts. "The court will not add to the teimS of RD ~biguous: contract or
make a .better agreem.~nt for the parties than. they themselves have been satisfied to make."

Simolot v.• Simolot. ·1091daho 92, 94, 7~5 P.2d 1047 (1985).·
In the Sixth Judicial J?istrict for the State of Idaho. the Idaho Family Law Rules of
Procedure were adopted and are to be applied in family law cases filed on or after July I J 2014.

Sixth Judicial District Administrative Order 2014-1, adopted April 23; 2014.
Under the Idaho Rules of Civil Proc~dure, "[a]n application to the court for an order shall

be by .motion which ... shall be made in writing, shall state with particularity the grounds
therefore including the number of the applicable ntle, if any, under which it is filed, and shall set
forth the relief or order sought.;, Rule 7(b)(l) JRCP.
.
.
A motion for reconsideration of any interlocutory orders of the trial court may be made at

any time before the entry of final judgment, but not later than fourteen (14) days after entry of
the finaljudgment. Rule 1l(a)(2) /RCP.
On motion and upon such terms as are just, the court

may z:elieve a party or bis legal

representative from a final judgment, order or proceeding for.the following reasons:

"'*""
S.

6.

. .. it is no longer equitable that the judgment should have prospective application;
or
any other reason justifying relief from operation of the judgment,

a

The motion shall be made \Vi.thin reasonable time...

This rule do~ not limit the power

of the court to: (i) entertain an independent ac~on .to relieve a party from a judgment, order or
proceeding, or (ii) to set aside, as provided by law, within one (l) year after judgment was
entered, a judgment obtained against a party who was not personally served with swnmons and
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petition either in the state of Idaho or in any other jurisdictionJ and who has failed to appear in
said action, or (iii) to set ~side a judgment for fraud upon the court.

I

Rule 60(b) JRCP.

·l;

'

Child support awards rest in t4e sound discretion of the trial court. Margairez v. Siegal,
I37 lda~o S56, 558, 50 P.Jd I 051 (App. 2002).
The Idaho Child Support Guidelines must be utilized to determine the appropriate amount
of child support for minor children. Rule 126 IFLRP formerly Rule 6(c)(6) /RCP.
For purposes of these Guidelines, Guidelines Income shall include: (a) the gross income
of the parents and (b) if applicable, fringe benefits and/or potential income; less adjustments as
set forth in subdivision() of this rule.

Gross Income Defined. (I) Gross income. (i) Gross income includes income from any
source, and includes, but is not limited to, income from salaries, wages, commissions,
bonuses, dividends, pensions, interest, trust income, annuities, social security benefits,
workers' compensation benefits. unemployment insurance benefits, disability insurance
benefits, alimony, maintenance, any veteran's benefits received, education grants.
scholarships, other financial aid and disability and retirement payments to or on behalf of
a child....
(ii) Compensation received by a party for employment in excess of a 40-hour week shall

be excluded from gross income provided the party demonstrates and the Court finds: (l)
the excess employment is voluntary and not a condition of employment, and (2) the
excess employment is in the nature of additional~ part-time employment or is
employment compensable as overtime ~y by the hour or :fractions of the hour, and (3)
the party's compensation structure has not been changed for the purpose of affecting a
support or maintenance obligation, and (4) the party is otherwise paid for full-time
employment at least 48 weeks per year, and (.5) child support payments are calculated
based upon current income. This provision is intended to benefit those who already work
a full-time job and undertake voluntary, additional employment. It is not intended to
benefit self-employed individuals who may work more than 40 ~ours per week, those that
may be seasonably employed in more than one job (none of which is full time), those
who may be employed in excess of 40 hours per week for part of the year, but are not
employed full time for most of the year, nor those whose employer regularly requires
overtime as part of their employment.

Rule 126(F}(l) IFLRP.
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(b) Fringe Benefits Defined. Fringe benefits received by a parent in the course of
employment, or operation or a trade or business shall be counted as income if they are
significant and reduce personal living expenses. Stich fringe benefits might include a
. company car, free housing, or room and board.

I

Rule l26(F}(2) IFLRP.

I
I
I

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
Based upon the foregoing fmdings of fact, .applying the legal standards above, the court

'

· enters the following conclusions of law:

I.
The court has jurisdiction to enter a decree of divorce in this matter. The mother was a

I

resident of Idaho for six weeks prior to filing her complaint. The State of Idaho is the "home
state" of the children. Venue is proper and this court has jurisdiction to enter a decree of divorce.
child custody and child support orders in this matter because the children hav~ returned to
Bannock County from Latah County, Idaho and the parties have not contes1ed venue. The
parties should be divorced from one another on the basis of irreconcilable differences because
there is nothing left of their relationship to rebuild their marriage on.

2.
The mother's pretrial .motion that seeks reconsideration of the Decree of Legal Separation
is based upon Rule I l(a)(2) IRCP. The Decree of Legal Separa'tion was entered on May 8, 2013.

It became a final judgment o~ June 19~ 2013. She sought reconsideration of a judgment that was
entered prior to July l, 2014, so citation to and application of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure
instead of the Idaho Rules of Family Law Procedme is proper for this motion. However, she
sought reconsideration under the wrong role.
The mother's motion is based upon Rule 1I(a)(2)(B). She does not cite Rules 59(e) or
60{b) IRCP in the motion for reconsideration. She is seeking reconsiderati.on of a fmal
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. judgment, not an interlocutory ord~ of the court. "A motion to the court for ari order ... shall
state with particularity the gi'owids therefor including the number of the applicable civil rule,
if any, under which it is filed ... ,, Rule 7(b}(J) IRCP (emphasis supplied). The mother cites the

court with specificity to Rule '1 l(a)(2)(B). To paraphrase her motio~ the ~other seeks to
reopen the property division accomplished by the parties through the Decree of Legal Separation,
approximately twenty months after .the judgment was final. In the divorce proceeding, she wants
the court to rewrite the final judgment entered previously in the legal separation proceeding.
· "A motion to reconsider of any order of the trial court made a:fter entry of final judgment

may be filed within fourteen (14) days after entry ofjudgment Rule 11 (a)(2)(B) JRCP. The
motion was filed many months too late under this rule. The motion for reconsidera~on_ does not
cite a proper rule for its basis and therefore must be DENIED.

3.
The mother's motion to s_et aside the _Decree of Separation is similarly flawed. Under
Rules 60(b)(S) or (6) the court concludes that the motion to set aside is untimely. The motion to
set aside is neither an independent action, nor a motion to set aside brought within orie (1) year
'

.

.

after the judgment was ent~red. The motion to set aside was brought almost two (2) years after
the final judgment was entered. The motion was essentially made on the eve of trial and was not
brought within a reasonable time.

4.
The parties' decree of separation clearly states that the terms and conditions of said
Agreement, a copy of which is attached hereto, are herewith entered as a judgment of the
court." The Stipulated Settlement Agreement states that the parties' perso~ property has been
divided. The personal property is neither listed nor identified. The mother complains that the
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father still. has sonic of .the property she was supposed to receive.
The agreement and the. order is
.
a finaljudgment. Moreover, the agreement and order is clear and unambiguous and the court
cannot rewrite the agreement for the parties, or amend the final judgment.

5.

· A child support
order was established in the legal separation proceeding brought by the
.
.

mother. The father was ordered to pay $689.00

per month for child support. He is cU1Tent in the

payment of his child support payments under the order. The parties' respective gross annual
incomes do not support a child support order that requires a similar amount of child support from
the father. See, Schedule B attached hereto. The father should pay child support in the monthly

sum of $513.00 commencing August 15, 2014. He shall be entitled to retroactive adjustment and
credit for any overpayments he may have made since that date.
The father's gross rumuaJ income is easily calculated at $18.01 per hom working full.
time for Spudnik. His voluntary overtime pay must be excluded from gross income. His ex1ra
earnings working another job during harvest season must be ex9luded. Rule J26(F}(l)(ii)

IFLRP.
The father's group health insurance benefit is not gross income either. The Affordable
Care Act did not create a new category of gross annual income. Since the adoption of the Idaho
Child Support Guidelines, this court cannot imagine that any employer that was providing group
health insurance benefits could not have provided information that detennined its cost to provide
its employees a group health insurance benefit. Under Rule 126(F){l)(i} IFLRP and unde~ the

rule that proceeded it, Rule (6)(c)(6) IR.CP, neither employer provided group health insurance
benefits, nor any similar benefits are considered gross income.
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Similarly, the Affordable Care Act did not create a new class of fringe benefits.· One~
again, employers have been providing group health care -insurance for their employees prior to
the enactment and implementation of the Affordable Care Act. The mother seeks to have the
co~ classify the employer's contribution for group health care insurance as a fringe benefit.
Agail4 this is a novel argument, but employers' group health insurance contributions have more
· than likely always been capable of calculation and the Affordable Care Act did not make them
any more capable of calculation. The Affordable Care Act simply requires the employer to
provide the costs on an employee's W-2 Fonn in order to verify compliance of the employee
.

.

with the health insurance requirements of the act. Additionally, health i~urance is not

substantially similar to the examples of fringe benefits contained in the.rule.. See, Rule 126(F)(2}
IFW.

a

The mother is unemployed as result of choosing to attend law school. 'She last earned
$25,200.00 as a full-time paralegal_. She has never.earned more. The father speculates that she
could_ earn more. He asserts she coul~ earn as much as $14.00 per hour as a paralegal. The

mother stipulated that for purposes of child support calculation; she should be assigned her last ·
known wage from 2013. The court concludes that $25,200.~ is what she is capable of earn~g
As a result, the father's gross annual income of $37,481.00 compared to the mother's gross
annual income of $25,200.00, results in the father earning 60% of the parties' combined gross
annual income and the mother 40%.
The mother will require child care. Her choice to place the children in full-time child
·care is based
she was able to find at the University of Idaho and in Moscow. The fact
. upon·what
.
'

that she will be a part-time student does not really reduce her need. for fuIUime child care. She
needs time to study outside of her classroom hours. Her plan for child care is reasonable and the
\
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father should share in the school related child care costs she incurs on a 60o/o/40o/o pro-rata basis.

i'

Since the mother will have 40% of the child care expense, she will certainly be motivated to keep
such costs to a·minimum. The mother will be able to attend schoolt study and to more closely-

attend to the children when they' are in her care if she utilizes full-time child care. The parties
shall ~change child care invoices and shall reimburse each other within30 days of receipt of
child care invoices from one another.

The parties stipulated that the father should claim the children as dependents on his
annual income tax returns and that makes sens~ because he will receive the greatest benefit as he
is the only parent employed at this time. Commencing with the tax year 2015, Petitioner Dan
Valentine shall be entitled to claim the children as dependency.exemptions for income tax
purposes. Mother shall complete IRS Form 8332 releasing the dependency exemptions to the
father.

7.
The parties are the par~ts of two (2),minor children, age four and years of age. I.C. 32717 grants the court the ability to "give such direction for the custody, care and education of the
child of the parties as may seem necessary or proper in the best interests of the children." It
appears that the best interests of the minor children require a child custody order that comports
with the agreement of their parents. The parties agree on how to share joint legal and physical
custody of their children over a great distance. There .are hundreds of miles between Moscow,
~daho and Blackfoot, Idaho. The children apparently have established bonds and relationships
with both of their parents. The mother has served as a primary care taker for the children and has
had primary care and custody of the children since the parties separated. The father has not been
absent from the chitdren•s lives, but has allowed the mother to assume a primary role. By theit
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agreement, the father receives the opportunity to maintain a significant relationship with the
children despite the distance i~volved.
It is clear that the wishes of the parents do not differ. This is the rare relocation case.
when and where the parents -can reach an agreement. The co1.1q con~ludes that the wishes of the
parents are consistent and assist the court in determining the children~s best interests. LC. 32·
717(1).

The court concludes that children are too young for the court to give much weight to their
. wishes. It is doubtful that they can commwiicate their wishes or WJ.derstand what their wishes
may be. The court con~ludes as a matter of law that the wishes of the children do not greatly
assist the court in determining their best interests in this case. LC. 32-~17(2)..
The interaction and i~terrelationship ofthe children with their parents, family and
siblings favors primary custodial time with the mother and the agreed visitation schedule with
the father. Both parents are capable of exercising custody. The schedule of visitation should be
that be that which is attached as Schedule A unless altered by mutual agreement of the parents.
LC. 32-717(3).

The children's adjustment to home, school and community favors custody with the ·
mother. The court concludes as a matter -oflaw that the mothers home is a proper place for the
child to primarily reside. The father's home is an appropriate place for the children to have

substantial visitation time. The children have not started school. They know Moscow and
Blackfoot, Idaho as places where they have resided in their young lives. LC. 32-717(4).
The character and circumstances of the individuals involved gives the court

very little

concern. It was refreshing to hear the parents not interject numerous negative observations about

.i

one another. The father agrees that the mother is a good mother. The mother agrees that the

r

;
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father is a good father. The court concludes as a matter oflaw that character and circumstances
of the individuals involved leads the court to conclude that joint legal and physical -0ustody with

the child to have visitation with the father consistent with the schedule set forth in Schedule A
· hereto will serve the best interests of this children. LC. 32-717(5).
The court next looks to the need to promote continuity and stability in the lives of the
children. There is no evidence that the children are not doi.ng well in the·care ofthe mother or in
the care of the father. An order.granting both parents joint legal and joint physical custody along
with the parenting provisions attached hereto as Schedule A promotes about as much continuity
and stability in the children's lives as one could hope for. Under the terms of Schedule A hereto,
neither parent will be excluded from participation in the children's lives. LC. 32-717(6l.
There were no allegations of domestic violence bet~en these parties. The presence of
domestic violence is a factor upon which the court cannot draw any conclusions in this case. The
court finds that neither parent was or is a habitual perpetrator of domestic violence. 1 C. 32-

!

717[l).

'i
The guidepost for custody decisions is the "best interest of the children". The standard

of proof applied as to all factual issues was a preponderance of the evidence standard. The court

.turned to Idaho Code 32-717 for guidance and the court considered the evidence and all relevant
factors. The court exercised its discretion and concluded as a matter of law that the best interests
of the children will be served by ~ jomt legal and joint physical custody order in accordance with
the provisions set forth in Schedule A
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8.
There is sufficient evidence to modify child support so that the father's monthly child
support obligation com.ports with the Idaho Child Support Guidelines: His ob.igation should be
$513.00 per month·conunencing with the date of his petition August 15, 201_4.

ORDER
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED"AND DECREED that:
1.

The bonds of matrimony now existing between the Petitioner and the Respondent are

dissolved on the grounds 9f irreconcilable differences and the Petitioner is awarded an absolute
decree of divorce from the Respondent
2.

The Petitioner and the R~spondent are awarded joint legal and joint physical custody of

their minor children. The Respondent is awarded primary physical custody of the minor children
and the Petitioner is awarded visitation with the child in accordance with Schedule A hereto.
3.

Commencing August 15, 2014, child support shall continue to be paid by the Petitioner in

the monthly sum of $513 .00 in accordance with the Idaho Child Support Guidelines.
4.

The Petitioner and the Respondent have previously been awarded the personal property

now in her or his possession.

S.

The Petitioner and the Respondent previously.divided their debts incurred prior to May 8,

2013, in their legal separation agreement. Each party shall assume any debt incurred by that

party since May 8, 2013, the date of:the parties' legal separation. Each party is ordered to pay
those debts as or before they become due and hold one another.harmless therefore for any further
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CERTIFICATE·OF MAILING
I hereby certify that on the

_l3_c1ay of May, 2015, a true copy of this Order was

mailed postage pre-paid to:
PeterM. Wells
· Attorney At Law .

P.O.Box37Qt

Jeffrey W. Banks
SMITH & BANKS.
2010 Jennie Lee Drive
Idaho Falls~ ID 83404

.

Pocatello, ID 83204~0370

Idaho Child Support Receipting
P.0. Box 70008
Boise, ID 83707-0008

Magistrateferk
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·SCHEDULEA

--

.The custody and visi~ion schedule shall be as follows until ~er order of the court;

,.
,',.

,-

1. -The father shall have one (1) extended weekend. visitation w~th the children per

month in Moscow, Idaho,
. •...

2. On or before August 1, each year, the father shaµ provide a list of his proposed
extended weekend visits to the mother. The list shall be based upon the Moscow

"'i•'.

public school schedule.
- · 3. The fath~r 1s extended visits shall occur in Moscow, Idaho and will not be in excess of
four (4) consecutive overnights•

.... ·· ..
.....

,",

'.

,'

4. The parties shall share equa,ly in the father's out-of-pocket costs for gasoline and in

~

'-·.

r'

his motel rooin costs. If any damage should occur t? the motel room, the father shall
· be solely responsible for any costs associated th~w.i.th.

•

•'

::

', ,,
+'

•

·_

••••

..

:

5. During spring
break from schoolt Thanksgiving and:. Cbristmas, the parties shall meet
'
'

. .,
.. ~ ... . .....

to :exchange

~

.

' ~

:

••••

'

Tlllle Zone MST, so any re:f;'erence to time of day '.shall be MST. The father shall

. ·. ..

.

,+

.· - -= ..·· -· ..
··: ·.'

...

:·: :
.

·- ....

·. ! .-·· _·•', .

.· - ....··- .·· . .
.

,,

··,•

. ··-· .. .,. . . - .
~

,•

·.

.......

:.

;.

', .: .

-=·.' .. ·.·

: .··· .
,,

parties sluJ).1 CS:Ch be respo~ble for theh- own re~ective transportation and room

costs, if any ass~ia~ with theso visits.
6. The father shall be entitled to every spring break hpliday commencing at 6:00 p.m.

MST on the day the children are released f:rom schqol and ending at 2:00 p.m. MST
on the Sunday before they return to school. 7. In ye~s that end in an. odd number, the mother shall be entitled to the July 4 holiday

_·. holiday, The parent with custody for the July 4 hol~day shall have the children from
6:00 p.m. MST July 3 through 6:00 p.ni. MST on July S.

.': ..

..._!' ·,:

.provide fourteen {14) days w:lvance notice if he is gomg to cancel his visitation. The

. . arid in·th_e years that end in.an even number the fatlier shall be entitled to the July 4

.....·
.. ·...

the children in Ontariot Oregon. On~io, Oregon is in the Mountain

.

.;

{

·: ..

,·

8. In years that end in an odd numbei\ the father shal~. be entitled to. the Thanksgiving
.
holiday and in the years that end in an even number the mother shall be entitled to the
Thanksgiving holiday. The parent.with custody for the July 4 holiday shall have the
children from. 6:00 p.m. July 3 throuah 6:00 p.m. July 5.
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9. Every y~ar the father shall ~lebrate Christmas withi the ~dren from 6:00 p.m. MST

,l

on the day school is dismissed for the break until 6:~0 p.m. MS! on December 26.

.:..:\:::/} ·_'. ~--> -. -_ ...
. ·_ ...• :.····.1. ,•

. .. .

10. In the summer months, the fathe~- shall have visitatipn _with the children commencing

·.·.

at 6:oo· p.m. "MST on the 10th day after the childli,en are released from school and

.

,•'•

ending at 6:00 p.m. MST 10 days
before they schoo~. commences in the· fall.
..

..

11. If the ~othot plans to be in the southeast Idaho ~ visiting her family, she may

. :' ;

transport ·the_ children to Blackfoot for an ex~e Ob'!iating tp.e need to meet jn
.· ..

Ontario, Oregon. The mother is entitled to up to 2 weekend visits per month in the

.

·:

•,.

."'.

·:;:\: :: :· ...

.

mon~s of June, July and Augus~ She shall be solrlY responsible for her travel and
.lodging expenses to enjoy those visits, She shall provide 14 days advance notice of

__

·_

... _.
·.. ·, .

··.

.

·:·· ..·.:

her i~~ention to visit and so long as ers visit

•,.

,-

wi¥ not interrupt activities already

planned for the children she shall be entitled to visit.:
12. If the father p~ans to be in the M~co~, Idaho area, he may transport the ·children to
.Moscow for an exchange obviating the need to m~t in Ontariot Oregon. The father
may upon 14 days advance notice mange for ad41lition visits with the children in

....,,·,

:,.• .. ....
_

.

...

.:

•',,•

..

·.·

~

. ...
:··
.

Moscow during the school year. He shall be solely responsible for his travel and

'

lodging .expenses to enjoy those visits. He shall ~vide 14 days advance notice of

. '.·
_;

.-·,.

. :

his intention. t~ visit and so long as his visit will not interrupt activities already

'·

~·· ..- . .

',

-·

... .

planned for the children he shall be entitled to visit•

.: ··.:
",:"•
.

. ::'
•,

..
.

~.

13. Mother is always en~tled to Mothers D~y with~ children and F~er is always

.

,,

entitled to Father's day with the children•

.. .:

:;

··· ..•, .

14. B0;th ·p3l'ellts shall have and provide opportunity ~or the children and the distant

: ·_.· ....

p~nt. to .communicate by phone, Skype. Fa~. OizmoPal, or other electronic

. .:

: . : ...

. ..

communication device every Wednesday and Sunday evening. The children may use

.

'

.... -··· .·· ..
.

·.

•.

.

GiZ010Pal any time to contact either parent and neitlJ.er parent shall disable GizmoPal.
The use ·of GizmoPal shall not unreasonably interfetp with custodial time and the use

.~ .~·

:.···· ·.,·

. ,·.
-...... .

....',i

1S. 'The parties shall adhere to the terms of their Legal Separation Agreement with respect to
.

.

paretttal conduct and said terms are incorporated herqin by reference and as if fully set
forth as an order of this court.

• .•

.

.... ,

:;::::~: __ ": .. ..•· :· ;.,
_

·/.:'

'

.. ~:

•.: ~

.

.;~-/.: /:,<: ·:"/ -:.
.. .

l

l

of the ·GizmoPal shall not be unreasonably withheld•

-

. :. ... . . ~ : : .. . ...
-···

i
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Case Summary
Case#:

Embm:

Mm!:w

Dan Valentine

Mandy Valentine

Marital Status:

Single

Single

Party AssocJatlon:

Plaintiff

Defendant

Pareht Information;
Name:

Attorney's Name:
·Attorney's ~bone:

·: ··-:.··
·.: ··:··

ICSG Income:
ICSG Percentage:

37,481.00

25,200.00

59.80%

4~.20%

....- .:~~. ·_-.

.·. ·r:,,:· ..

.-·
..,,• ;· ·,;··
·,··,,;

"

Children lnform·atioo.: ·

• :: •• .- ' :

Child's Name

IMV

Blrthdate·

% with Father

Tax Exemption

CaJc Support Until

32.00%

Father

18th Birthday

32.00%

Father

18th Birthday

... -~.A/28/2011

ECV

10/30/2009

Recap of all Obligations per Month
Monthly Child Support Obligation
Work Related Child Care Costs
Health Insurance Obligation
Travel Expenses
Disability and Retirement Dependency Benefits
Tax Exemption Compensation
.Total of each parent's obll;atlons

Father
478.01
0.00

~1 •

- .:-,•

- ' .--.... '
:;._i·

.•

~

•:

Mot h.:·e_..-~.· :·., \\.'.:-:\:. :. .-:.
0 00
. . '': ~..~·: .

O.Qp;.. .
92A~· _

0.00
0.00
·0.00

d.oo..

0 00

.

..

~

:~ . .:..

1 .. -.

-·

-

t/: : ·.:·.c:.
. . .

.

'

~

·.· -~-. ·.<~
.·-. - ..... ~ ·:.

~.·. .• jt?

127.30

--~---

·_. 605,.31

.

The recommended basic support the Father should pay is 47a·.01 par moiiih ·· ·
(before other costs to be considered by the court).

'. - : -.-. ·.' . ~

- ). :·-

..:

....

I

· The recommende_d adjusted support the Father should
(other costs consid~red by the court included).

.I

pay is 512.85. per month
·
... ~.. - -·

•..
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16. AdditionaJiy, the parents shaJI communicate weekly via email about the children's

.

:

•,•-"

.....·.
•',

.

(

.,,.

:.-- , .. · ..:::
_...... .
···.-. ,--· •. ,',.

activities and the upcoming week's activities. Each .will provide the other with
information about the children's health, education and welfare.
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IN ~E DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL :Q{~TJA,.Cp ,~ 1[81: ~~ {. 1,f'-...

-

STATE OF IDAHO, IN
.

·.f

AND FOR THE COUNTY OF.r~o~.-, _.'tll
i)~--~.i L

! .

MAGISTRATE DIVISION
DAN VALENTINE,
Petitioner., vs.

MANDY VALENTINE,
Respon_dent,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

t. :~-~i

~1··

Case No. CVM2013-I516.DW
JUDGMENT AND
DECREE OF DIVORCE

JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS~

1.

The bonds of matrimony now existing between the Petitioner and the Respondent are

dissolved on the grounds of irreconcilable differences and the Petitioner is awarded an absolute

decree of divorce from the Respondent.
2.

The Petitioner and the Respondent are awarded joint legal and joint physical custody of

the minor children, E. V. and I. V. The Petitioner is awarded prhnary physical custody of the
minor children and the Respondent is a~ed visitation with.the child as set forth in Schedule A
attached hereto.
3.

Respondent Dan Valentine shall pay Petitioner Mandy Valentine child support in the amount

of$513.00
per month for the care, custody, support, maintenance and education of .the lllinor
children
.
.
· of the parties untiJ ea.ch child reaches the age of eighteen (18), or if said child continues his high
school education subsequent to reaching the age of eighteen years, child support payments sh:all
continue until such time as each chi1d graduates from high school or reaches the age of nineteen

. Dei:m: of Divorce
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high school or reaches the age of nineteen years, maITies or otherwise becomes emancipated,
whichever is sooner, pursuant to Idaho Code Sec. 32-706.
.5,

Petitioner shaU be .entitled to a credit for any overpayments previously made under the .

I
·1

parties' Decree of Separation and his monthly child support payments under this order shalf be
reduced by $50.00 per month until the credit has been fully depleted. The adjustments in the
monthly amount to be paid by Respondent and the credit ·he has accumulated since August 15, 2014,
shall be calculated by Idaho Child Support Receipting and reflected in their official records.
6.

Child support payments shall be paid on or before the 15th day of each month, commencing

August 15, 2014, and such payments shall be made through the Idaho Department of Health &
Welfare, Idaho Child Support Receipting Services, P.O. Box 70008, Boise, ID 83707-0108.

The

support order may be enforced by automatic and immediate income withholding pursuant to Title 32,
Chapter 12, Idaho Code:

NOTICE OF INCOME WITHHOLDING
This support order is enforceable by income withholding under Chapter 12, Title 32,
Idaho Code. Whenever there are arrearages at least equal to the support payment for
one (1) month, a.mandatory income withholding order may be issued by the court to
your employer or other person who pays you income, without prior notice to you.

It is not necessary for the obligee to apply for support enforcement services under
Title IV·D of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 651 et seq.) to obtain enforcement of
this support order by _means of income withholding.
NOTICE OF LIEN
Pursuant to Chapter 12, Title 7, specifically I.C. '7-1206(1)(2)(3) and Chapter 11,
Title 45, specifically, I.C; 45-190l(e), this support order shall be enforced by the
filing of a statewide lien upon all real and personal property of the obligor if the
delinquency in the support obligation is equal to $2,000 or 90 days of support,
whichever is less.

Decree ofDivone
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I

I

Petitioner and Respondent shall file a joint tax return for the year 2014 at the sole
expense of the Respondent and the Respondent shall be entitled to any income

tax

refund received.
7.

Beginning in 2015, each party shall~ responsible to· file separate state and

federal income tax returns and the payment of any obligations incidental thereto; any
refund shall be the property of the filing party. Petitioner and Respondent shall file a
.

.

- joint mx return for the year 2014 at the sole expense of the Respondent and the
Respondent shall be entitled to any income tax refund received.
8.

Commencing with the tax year 2015. Petitioner Dan Valentine shall be entitled to claim

the children

as dependency exemptions for income tax purposes.

Respondent shall complete IRS

Form 8332 releasing the dependency exemptions to the Petitioner.
9.

The parties• children are CWTently covered by Petitioner's health insurance, available

through Petitioner's employer. Should the children become ineligible for said health insurance for
any reason, each party shall provide health, hospitalization and accident insurance through his or her
place of employment, whenever such insurance is available at a reasonable rate, for the benefit of the
children. Each party shall provide the other party with a copy of the policy, identification cards and
the necessary forms needed for filing of claims. The parties shaU also provide ocular, orthodontic,
dental, and psychological insurance for the benefit of the partiest mmor children to the extent the
same is available through his employment or other health insurance plan at a reasonable rate. All
health care expenses (includi~g, but not limited to, orthodontic, dental, optical, ll:ledical, counseling,
psychiatric, psychological, addiction treatment, special education, and medication) of the children not
covered by insurance shall be paid pro rata, 60% by Petitioner and 40% by Respondent.

Any claimed health care expenses for the children (whether denominated as psychiatric,

of
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psychological, special education, addictior;i treatment, or counseling in any form, and inc]uding
regular medical or denta] care), whether or not covered by insurance, which would result in and
actual out-of-pocket expense to the parent who. did _not incur or consent to the expen.se of over

$500.00, must by approved in advance, in writing, by both parties or by prior court order. Relief may
be granted by the Court for failure to comply under extraordinary circumstances, and the Court may
in its discretion apportion the incurred expense in some. percentage
other than that in the existing
'

support order, and in so doing, may consider whether consent was unreasonably requested or
withheld. ·There are no unreimbursed claims for medical eJCpense owing by either party to the other.
10. _ The Court hereby issues a Qualified Medical Child Support Order under Section 1169 of

the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 as amended (BRISA), notifying the

Respondent that failure to provide his share of the premium of such health insurance coverage may
result in Respondent directly enforcing the Court·'s order to provide health insurance coverage,
without further notice to the Respondent, sending a certified .copy of said order requiring health
insurance coverage to Respondent'~ employer by certified mail, return receipt requested. Petitioner
.

shall attach a notarized statement to accompany a certified copy of the aforesaid order, stating that
the order is the latest order addressing health insurance coverage entered by the Court. The Court
shall require Respondent's employer to enroll the children in the health insurance plan as provided

without regard to any required premium for said health insurance coverage of the Respondenes
employee's dependents from his employee's income or wages. The Court".shaU retain jurisdiction to
amend any order as may be necess~ry to establish or maintain a Qualified Medical Child Support

Order under Section 1169 BRISA. Furthennore, the parties shall be required to execute any ~d all _
appropriate documents to insure that the terms of a Qualifled M~ical Child Support Order are
duly adh~d to and honored.
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NOTICE OF MEDICAL ENFORCEMENT

I

This order ls enforced by allowing the State of Idaho. Department of Health
& Welfare or other obligee to enforce medical coverage. That whenever an
obligor parent who has been ordered to provide h~alth insurance coverage for
a dependent chila(ren) fails to provide such coverage or Jet.s it lapse. the
Department.of Health & Welfare or other o.bligee may seek enforcement of
the coverage order as of
effective date of this order under Chapter 12.
Title 32, Idaho Code.
'
·

Il

the

11.

Work related and school related child care expense shall be shared on a pro rata basis with_
tp.e Petitioner p~ng 60% and the ~espondent 40% of such expenses.
DATED this£ day of May, 2015.

RICK CARNAROLI,
SIXTH .DISTRICT MAGISTRA
CERTIFICATE OF FINAL JUDGMENT
With respect to the issues detennined by the above judgment or order it is hereby CERTIFIED,
in accordance with Rule 804 that the court has detennined that there is no just reason for delay of the
entry of a final judgment and that the court has and does hereby direct that the above judgment or
order shall be a fmal judgment upon which executjon may issue and an appeal may be taken as
provided by the Idaho Appellate Rules.

DATEDthis

g' dayofMay,'J.OlS'.i7~
RICK CARNAROLI;
SIXTH DISTRICT MAGISTRATE
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that on the

lO day of May, 2015, a true copy of this Judgment was

mailed postage pre-paid to:
Peter M: Wells
Attomey At Layv
P.O. Box 370,
Pocatello, ID 83204-0370

Jeffrey W. Banks
SMITH & BANKS.
2010 Jennie Lee Drive
Idaho Falls, ID 83404

I
!
i

l

I

Idaho Child Support Receipting
P.0. Box 70008
Boise, ID 83707-0008
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SCHEDULE A
The custody and visitation schedule shall be as follows until further order of the court:

l. The father shall have one (1) extended weekep.d visitation with the children per
month in Moscow, Idaho.
2. On or before August I, each year, the father shall provide a list of his proposed

extended weekend visits to the mother. The list shall_ be based upon the Moscow

public school schedule.
3. The father's extended visits shall occur in Moscow, Idaho and will not be in excess of
four (4) consecutive overnights.
4. The parties shall share equally in ijie father's out-of-pocket costs for gasoline and in
his motel room costs. If any damage should occur to the motel room, the father shall

~e solely responsible for any costs associated therewith.
5. During spring bre~ from school, Thanksgiving and Christmas, the parties shall meet
to exchange the children in Ontario, Oregon. Ontario, Oregon is in the Mountain

Time Zone MST, so any reference to time of day shall be MST. The father shall
provide fourteen (14) days advance notice ifhe is going to cancel his visitation. The
parties shall each be responsibl~ for their own respective transportation and room
costs, if any associated with these visits.
6. The father shall be entitled to every spring break holiday commencing at 6:00 p.m.

MST on the day the childr~ are released from school

and ending at 2:00 p.m. MST

on the Sunday before they return to school.
7. In years that end in an odd number, the mother shall ·be entitled to the July 4 holiday
arid in the years that end in an even number the father shall be entitled to the July 4
holiday. The parent with custody for the July 4 holiday shall have the children from
6:00 p.m. MST July 3 through 6:00 p.m. MST on July 5.
8. In years that end in an odd number, the father shall be entitled to the- Thanksgiving

holiday and mthe years that end in an even number the mother shall be entitled to the
.

.

Thanksgiving holiday. The parent with custody for the July 4 holiday shall have the
i

children from 6:00 p.m. July 3 through 6:00 p.m. July 5.
DECREE.
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9. Every year the father ~hall celebrate Christmas with .the children from 6:00 p.m. MST
on the day school is dismissed for the break until 6:00 p.m. MST on December 26.
10. In the summer months, ihe father shall have visitation with the children commencing
at 6:00 p.m. MST on the 10th day

after the children are released from school and

. ending at 6:00 p.m. MST l Odays before they school commences in the fall.
.

.

11. If ~e mother plans to be in the southeast Idaho area visiting her family, she may
transport the children to Blackfoot for an exchange obviating the need· to meet in
Ontario, Oregon. The mo1her is entitled to up to 2 weekend visits per month in the·
nionths of Jwie, July and August. She shall be solely responsible for her'travel and
lodging expenses to enjoy those visits. ~e shall provide 14 days advance notice of

her intention to visit and so long as ers visit will not interrupt activities already
planned for the children she shall be enti~ed to·visit
12. If the father plans to be in the Moscow, Idaho area, he may transport the children to
Mo$cow for an exchange obvia1ing the need to meet in Ontario, Oregon. The fa:tber
may upon 14 days advance notice arrange for addition visits with the children in
Moscow during the school year. He shall be solely responsible for his travel and
lodging expenses to eitjoy those visits. He shall provide 14 days advance notice of
his intention to visit and so long as his visit will not interrupt activities already

planned for ·the children he shall be entitled to visit.
13. Mother is always entitled to Mother's Day with the children and Father is always
entitled to Father's day with the children.
14. Both parents shall have .and provide opportunity for the children and the distant
parent to communicate by phone, Skype, F~ime, GizmoPal, or other electronic

communication device every Wednesday and Sunday evening. The children may use
Gizm.oPal any time to contact either parent and neither parent shall disable Gizm9Pal.
The use of GizmoPal shall not UDreaSJ:.?nably interfere with custodial· time and the use

of the GizmoPal shall not be ll:]ll"easona,bly withheld.
15. The part_ies shall adhere to the tenns of their Legal Separation Agreement with respect to
parenta] conduct ~d said tenns are. incorporated herein by reference and as if fully set
forth as an order of this court.
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16. Additionally, the parents shall communicate weekly via email about the children's
activities and. the upcoming week's activities.

Each will provide the otl?,er with

infonnation about the chi1dren' s health, e4ucatiori and welfate.
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Case Summary

I
I

Case#:

~

Mmb!I:

Dan Valentine

Mandy Valentine

Marita! Status:

Single

Single

Party Association:

Plaintiff

Defendant

37,481.00

25,200.00

59.80%

40.20%

Parent lnfonnation:
Name:

I
'

i

Attorney's Name:

Attorney's Phona:
ICSG Income:

ICSG Percentage: .

'.

::·:·

.. :·

Children Information:
Cfiild's Name

IMV

Blrthdate

o/o with Father

Tax Exemption

Cale Support Until

32.0()0A,

Father

18th· Birthday

32.00%

Father

18th Birthday

-.A/26/2011

ECV

10/30/2009

..

: ;'·;··· ·...... :~. :,·;

.

_

Recap of aJI Qbligatigns per Montb
Monthly Chlld Support Obligation
Work Related Child Care Costs
Health Insurance Obligation
Travel Expanses
Disability and Retirement Dependency Benefits
Tax Exemption Compensation

filb!r

Mgth~r

478.01
0.00

. 0.00

0.00
0.00
·0.00
127.30

92.4,6

. ' _:-::·.?_-~-

. ·_. -:

o.oo
··._
·~· ·.i

O.OP·

.'
•••

··: ·.
·--.··

o.oo.

'

0.0.0·
• •

'1 ~' ~-.'

••Ill!••--

Total of each parent's obllga~ons

605..31

. 9~;4$

-:·:·.:.:.:
. ::- . : ',• .~. ·.

:· . .....: -~ .

The recommended basic support the Father should pay Is 478.0l per ~gn.th·
(before other costs to be considered by lhe court).

;·--

-· ..

The recommended adjusted support the Father should pay Is 612.86- pitr mo,_h
(othet costs considered by the court included).
·
.

';.:
.'-,·:·
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IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTR1CT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
MAGISTRATE DIVISION
MANDY VALENTINE,

')
)

Plainttlt

)

vs.
DAN VALENTINEt

'

'

Defendant
'

)
)
)
)
).
)
)

. ' <J~
,•-...

""

.....

._. in

-

~

~.;..
. v\ '\,

,t.:i,,t

.....-~.... ·:··.~
-

CASE NO. CV-2013-1516-DW~\\

-.

. .
r~\
MJNUTB EN'TRY and ORDE

.

'

The above~entitled matter wwf befo~e 'the coqrt for parties' Cross Motions to Amend the
Decree of Divorce on July 6, 2015. The -Piaintµf appe.med through counsel, Peter Wells. The
Defendant appeared through counsel, Jeffrey Banks. -: ·
Hearing proceeded before the court. ·The court heard oral argument from counsel. At the
conclusion thereot the court the

court took the matter under advisement and shall listen to the

audio of the settlement agreement that was recited for the record to rule on the pending motions
be:(ore the court,

·

IT IS SO ORDERED.
DATED: July 13, 2015

,.. ··. ·..
·i,. .. ,

•

cc:

:-:IUCK-CARNAROLI
.·sIXTH. DISTRICT MAGISTRATE JUDGE
t ..

'

I

Peter Wells , Esq., via fax (208) 234-2961
Jeffrey Banks, Esq., via fax (208)'529-3065 .

II
!

'

'

ROBERT POLEK!, Clerk of the District .Court
By Nichole Campbell, Deputy Clerk .
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TUE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRiCT OF THE

.

20iS A' G·24 P 3: S9
I' y
. . . ..-c._. ___ '

STATE OF IDAHO, IN~ FOR THE COUNTY OFBANNO K
MAGISTRATE DIVISION

vs.
DAN VALENTINE,

i:}EP!.Ji Y CLERK

)·

MANDY VALENTINE,

.Petitioner,

1:) -~-----·--~.•,.........-~ ···- ---·--··

)·
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-2013-1516-DW

AMENDED JUDGMENT AND
DECREE OF DIVORCE

)
Respondent,

)

JUDGMENT rs ENTERED AS FOLLOWS:

1.

The bonds of matrimony now existing between the Petitioµei: and the Respondent are

dissolved on ~e grounds of irreconcilable differences and the Respondent is awarded an absolute
decree of divorce from the Petitioner.
2.

. The Petitioner and the Respondent are awarded joint legal and joint physical custody of

the n:iinor children, E.V. and I.V. The Petitioner is .awarded primary physical custody of the

minor children and the .~espondent is awarded visitation with the child as set forth in Schedule A

attached hereto.
3.

Commencing August 15, 2014. the Respondent Dan Valentine shall pay the Petitioner

Mandy Va1entine child support in the amount of $513.00 per month for the care, custody, support,

.maintenance and education of the minor children ofthe parties until each child reaches the age of
eighteen (18), or if said child continues his high school edm:ation subsequent to reaching the age of
eighteen years, child support payments shall continue until such time as each child graduates from

Decree of Divorce
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high school or reaches the age of nineteen years, marries· or otherwise becomes emancipated.
whichever is sooner, pursuant to Idaho Code Sec. 32-706.

5.

Respondent shall be entitled to a credit for any overpayments previously made under tlie

partiet Decree ·of Separation and his monthly child support payments under this order shall be

reduced by $50.00 per month until the credit has been fully depletaj. The adjustments in the
monthly amount to be paid by Respondent and the credit he bas accumulated since August 15, 2014,
shall be calculated by Idaho Child Support Recejpting and reflected in their official records.
6.

Child support payments shall be paid. on or before the 15th day of each month, commencing

August 15, 2014, and such payments shall be made through the Idaho Department o~ Health &
Welfare, Idaho· Ghild Support Receipting Services, P.O. Box 70008, Boise, ID 83707-0108.

The

support order may be enforced by automatic and immediate income withholding pursuant to ~itle 32,
Chapter 12, Idaho Code:

NOTICE OF INCOME WITHHOLDING
This support ord~r is enforceable by income withholding under Chapter 12, Title 32,
Idaho Code, Whenever there are arrearages at least equal to the support payment for
one (1) month, a mandatory income withholding order. may 'be issued by the court to
your employer or other person who pays you income, witho~ prior notice to you.
It is not necessary for the obligee to apply for support enforcement services under
Title IV-D of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 651 et seq.) to obtain enforcement of
this support order by means of income withholding.

NOTICE OF LIEN
Pursuant to Chapter 12, Title 7, specifically I.e. 1 7-1206(1)(2)(3) and Chapter 11,
Title 45, specifically, I.C. 45-1901(e), this supP.ort order shall be enforced by. the
filing of a statewide lien upon all real and personal property of the obligor if the
delinquency in the support obligation is equal to $2,000 or 90 days of support,
whichever is less.

Decree ofDinrce
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7.

Beginning in 2015, each party shall be responsible .to file separate state and federal

.income tax. returns and the payment of any obligations incident.al thereto; any refund sha]] be
·the property of the fili.ng party. Petitioner and Respondent ~hall file a jo~nt tax return for the

year 2014 at the sole expense of the Petitioner and the Petitioner shall be entitled to any

income tax refund received.
8.

Commencing with the tax.year 2015, Respondent Dan Valentine shall be entitled to claim

the children as dependency ex.emp~ions for income tax purposes. P~titioner shall complete IRS Form

8332 releasing the dependency exemptions to the Respondent.
9.

The parties' children are cutTently covered by Respondent's health insurance, available

th.rough Respondent's employer. Should the children become ineligible for said health insurance for
any reason, each party shall provide health, hospitalization and accident insurance through his or her
place of employment, whenever such insurance is available at a reasonable rate, for the benefit of the
children. Each party shall provide the other party with a copy of the policy, identification cards and
the necessary forms ne~ded for filing of claims. The parties shall also provide ocular, orthodontic,
dental, and psychological insurance for the benefit ofthe parties' minor children to the extent the
.

.

same is available through his employment or other health insurance plan at a reasonable rate. All
health care expenses (including, but not limited to, orthodontic, dental, optical, medical, counselin&
psychiatric, psychological, addiction treatment, special education, and medication) of the children not
covered by insurance shall be paid pro rata, 60% by Petitioner and 40% by Respondent.

Any c~aimed health care expenses for the children (whether denominated as psychiatric,
psychologica~, special education, addiction treatment, or counseling in any form, and including

regular medical or dental cue), whether or not covered by insurance,· which would result in and
actual out-of-pocket expense to the parent who did not inc~ or· consent to the expense of over

$500.00, must by approved in advance, in writing, by both parties or by prior court order. Reliefinay
D11eree of Divorce
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be granted by the Court for failure to co~ply Wlder extra.ordinary circumstances, and the Co.urt.may
in its discretion apportion

the incurred expens? in some percentage other than that in the existing

support orderf and in so doing, may consider whether consent was unreasonably requested or
withheld. There are no unreimbursed claims for medical expense owing by either party to the other.

IO.

· The Court hereby issues a Qualified Medical Child Support Order under Section 1169 of

the Employee· Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 as_ amended (E~SA), notifying the

Respondent that failme to _provide his share of the premium of such health insurance coverage may
result in Respondent directly enforcing

the .Court's order to provide health insurance coverage,

without further notice to the Respondent, sending a certified copy of said order' requiring health

insurance coverage to Respondent's employer by certified mail, return receipt requested.
Respondent shalt attach a notarized statement to accompany a certified copy of the aforesaid orde~,
stating that the order is the latest order addressing health insurance coverage entered by the Court.
The Court shall require Respondent's employer to enroll the children in the health insurance plan as
provided without regard to any required premium for said health insurance coverage of the
Respondent's employee's dependents from bis employee's income or wages. The Court shall retain
jurisdiction to amend any order as may be necessary to establish or maintain a Qualified Medical
Child Support Order under Section 1169 ER.ISA. Furthennore; the parties shall be required to
execute any and all appropriate documents. to insure that the tenns of a Qualified Medical Chi~d
Support Order are duly adhered to and honored.

NOTICE OF MEDICAL ENFORCEMENT
This order is enforced by alfowing the State of Idaho, Department of Health
& Welfare or other obligee to enforce medical coverage. That whenever an
obligor parent who has been ordered to provide healt~ insurance coverage for
a dependent child(ren) fails to· provide such coverage or lets it lapse, the
Department of Health & Welfare or other obligee may seek enforcement of

Deeree of Divorce
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the coverage order as of the effective date of this order under Chapter 12,
Title 32, Idaho Co~.
I 1.

Work related and school related child care expense shall be shared on· a pro rata basis with ·
the Petitioner paying 40% and the Respondent 60% of such expenses.

DAIBD1his'%!(dayofAugust,2015.~

RICK CARNA

LI,

..

SDCTH DISTRICT MAGISTRATE

CERTIFICATE OF FINAL JUDGMENT
With respect to the issues detennined by the above judgment or order it is hereby CERTIFIED,
in accordance with Rul~ 804 that the court has determined that there is no just
for delay of the
entry of a final judgment and that the court_ has and does here:f>y direct that the above judgment or
order shall be a final judgment upon which execution
issue and an appeal may be· taken as
provided by the Idaho Appellate Rules.

~ason

may

DATED !his~day of August,"2015.

~

.

m~~
SIXTH DISTRICT MAGISTRATE

CERTIFICATE OF MAILJ;NG
I hereby· certify that on the

25+la-ay of Augu~ 2015> a true copy of this Judgment was

mailed postage pre-paid to~
Peter M. Wells

Jeffi'ev W. Banks

Attorney At Law
P.O. Box 370,
Pocatello1 ID 83204-0370

2010 Jennie Lee Drive
Idaho Falls, ID 83404

Idaho Child Support Receipting
P.0. Box 70008

Boise, ID 83707-0008
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SCHEDULE A
The custody and visitation schedule shall. be as follows until further order of the court:
1. The father shall have one (1) extended weekend visitation with the children per .

month in Moscow, Idaho.
2. On or before ~ugust 1, each year, th_e father shall p.t'()vide a list of his proposed

e~tended weekend visits tq the mother. The list shall be based upon the Moscow·
public school schedule. .
. 3. The father's extended visits shall occur in Moscow, Idaho and will not be in excess of
four (4) consecutive overnights.
4. The :parties shall share equally in the father's out-of-pocket costs for gasoline and his
mot~l room costs for visi~ in Moscow, Idaho. If any damage should occur to the
motel room, the father shall be solely responsible for any costs associatej:1 therewith.
The fa~er shall provide receipts for gasoline and his motel room. The mother shall
reimburse the father within thirty (30) days of his receipts.
5. DW"ing spring break from school, Thanksgiving and Christmas, the parties shall meet
to exchange the children in Ontario, Oregon. Ontf:lrlo, Oregon is in the Mountain
Time Zone MST I so any reference to time of day shall be MST. The father shall
provide fourteen (14) days advance notice if be is going to cancel his visitation. The
parties shall each be responsible for their own respective transportation and room
costs, if any associated with these visits.
6. The father shall be entitled to the first half of every spring break holiday commencing
at 6:00 p.m. MST on the day the children ate released from school and ending at 6:00
p.m. MST on the Wednesday before they return to school.
7. In years that end in an odd number, the mother shall be entitled to the July 4 holiday

and in the years that end in ·an even number the father shall be entitled to the July 4
holiday. The p_arent with custody for the July 4 ·h~liday shall have the children from
6:00 p.m. MST July 3 through 6:00 p.m. MST on July 5.

8. In years that end in an odd number, the fath~r shall be entitled to the Thanksgiving
holiday and in ·the years that end in an even number the mother shall be entitled to the
.

.

Thanksgiving h~liday. The parent with custody for the Thanksgiving holiday shall
have the children from 6:00 p.m. MST on the Wednes$ly ~e children are released
DECREE
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from school through 2:00
.

p.m. MST on the Sunday before the. children are to return to

school.

9. The parent with custody fortheJuly4 holiday shall have the children from 6:00 p.m.
July 3 through 6:00 p.m. July 5.

I 0. Every year the father shall celebrate Christmas with the children from 6:00 p.m. MST
on the day school is dismissed for the break until 6:00 p.m. MST on December 26.
11. In the s~er months, the father shall have visitation with the children commencing
~t 6:00 p.m, MST on the 101h day after the children are released from school and

ending at. 6:00 p.m. MST 10 days before they school commences in the fall.
.

12. If the mother plans

to: be in the southeast Idaho area visiting her family, she may

transport the children to Blackfoot ·for an exchange obviating the need to meet in
Ontario, Oregon. The mother is entitled to up ·to 2 weekend visits per month in the
months of June, July and August. She shall be solely responsible for her travel and
~odging expenses to enjoy those visits. She shall provide 14 days advance notice of
her intention to visit ~d so long as ers visit will not interrupt activities already
planned for the children she shall be entitled to visit.

13. If the father plans to be in the Moscow, Idaho area, he may transport the children to
Moscow for an exchange obviating the need to meet in Ontario, Oregon. The father
may upon 14 days advance notice arrange· for addition visits with the children in

Moscow dwing the school year. He shall be solely responsible for bis travel and
lodging expenses to enjoy those visits. He shall provide 14 days advance notice of
his intention .to visit and so long as his visit will not intenupt activities already
planned for the children he shall be entitled to visit.

14. Mother is always entitled to the entire Mothets Day-weekend with the children and
Father is. always entitled to Father's day weekend with the children.
15. Both parents shal.l have and provide opportunity for the children and the distant
parent to coinmunicate by phone, Skype, Faoetime, GizmoPal~ or other electronic

communication device every-Wednesday and Sunday evening. The children may use
GizmoPal any time to contact either parent and neither parent shall disable GizmoPal.

The use of GizmoPal shall not umeasonably interfere with custodial time and the use
of the GizmoPal shall ·not be umeasonably withheld

'DECREE
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16. The parties shall a~here to the tenns of their Legal Separation Agreem~nt with respect to

parental C0'1.dU:Ct and said te~s are incorporated herein by reference and as if fully set

forth as an order of this court.
17. Additionally, the parents shal1 communicate weekly via email about the children's
activities and the upcoming week's activities.

Each will provide the other with

information about the children's h-eal~ education and welfare.
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IN THE DISTIUCT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK

....

.

i . ~.,

MAGISTRATE DIVISION

-~.,.....

. .{ ·., :!:~

MANDY VALENTINE,

· .~ ,;.~!

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
')

Petitioner,
VS,

DAN VALENTINE,
Respondent,

• 1+--1

·c..;;.···'

·-

-=;

Case No. CV-2013-1516~DW

~;. . • l
lo.A-

c:>.

..

:,{,'

11'11•,... 1

DECISION AND ORDER
ON POST-TRJAL MOTIONS

A Final J~ent and Decree of Divorce ~as entered in this matter on May 8, 2015.
Both parties filed post-trial motions. On May 21, 2015, the Petitioner Mandy Valentine
'

'

(hereinafter Hfue mother'') filed a Motion to Alter or Amend Judgment and a Motion to

Reconsider. On May 27, 2015, the Respondent Dan Valentine (hereinafter "the father'') filed a
Motion to Alter or Amend Judgment and Decree. On July 6, 2015, the court heard oral argument
of all pending post-trial motions and took the matter under advisement. The court now issues the
. following decision and order.
1. The Father's Motion to Alter or Am.end Judgment.
The father seeksme:rely to have the record clarified. The origin of this case was the mother's
petition for legal separation. On the ldaho repository she was identified as "the Petitioner''. For
some unknown reason, when the father filed for divorce, the Clerk of the Court filed the divorce
action in the case file for the separation action and di not assign a new case number. Even
though the father petitioned for ~ivorce, he was designated on the Idaho Repository throughout
the divorce action as the Respondent.
DECREE
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The court.designated the father as the Petitioner in its de!Jision ~din the Judgment and
Decree of Divorce. The court agrees that it created confusion by switching the designations of
the parties in the court's findings of fact and conclusions of law and in the judgment. Therefore,
.

.

tlie father's motion to am,end is granted and the Judgment and Decree of Divorce shall be

amended accordingly.
2. The Mother's Motion to Alter or Amend Judgment
The mother seeks an amended judgment in several respects. ·In particular she seeks
amendments to Schedule A of the Judgment and Decree of Divorce, the court,s custody and
visitation schedule and terms: There is merit in some of the mother's contentions and none in
others.
First, the court shall on its own motion amend paragraph 4 of Schedule A. Because the
parties seem to need everything spelled out for them, the court finds it necessary to add a thirty
(3 O) day timing provision for reimbursement from the mother to the father for travel expenses

incurred by the 'father for visitation in Moscow, Idaho.
Second, the court shall amend paragraph 6 of Schedule A to reflect the parties' agreement.
The co"!]l't has twice reviewed the recording of the recitation of the parties' settlement"agreement

and the record of the infonnal trial.

~

father's counsel was silent regarding the division of

custody/visitation time during of the children's spring break from school. The mother's collllsel
· stated on the record without objection that the parties had.agreed to divide the children's spring
break equally with the mother to receive
the second half of the
break. The court has amended
.
.
the judgment accordingly.

Thi!d, the court shall amend paragraph 8 of Schedule A to reflect the parties' agreemept.
The custody exchange time at the eitd of the Thanksgiving break should have been 2:00 p.m.
MST at the end of the father's Thanksgiving visits based upon the agreement recited on ~e
DECREE
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record in order to facilitate the return of the children to Moscow at an earlier hour on the night

before school recommences·.

Finally, on its own motion the co~ shall amend_paragraph 12, now 13 of Schedule A to
reflect the parties• agreement. The court does so to clarify that Mother's Day and Father's Day
are ~o be considered weekend visits ~nstead of one day visits.
3. The Mother's Motion to Reconsider.
The court considered all of the argwnents raised in the mother's motion: to reconsider prior to
entry of judgment. This motion raises nothing new. She again argues that the father has ~er
family piano and other items. The father clearly stipulated that she may pick up her piano. If
she has not yet picked up her piano, that failure to sec:ure her property be~ t;he question of when
she is ever going to ~et around to it. Is the father required to store her piano indefmitely? At
what point does her failure to secure her property raise an issue of abandonment? These are not

~ssues for the divorce court anyway and hopefully she has secured possession of her piano by
now.

The mother argues that she is asking for property previously awarded to her. The Legal
Separation Agreement does not list who is awarded what individual personal property items in
the detail advanced by the mother during the divorce proceeding. Her argument is that the
parties had some verbal understandings that the father would bring her some unspecified items of
personal pro~rty following the separation ft!1d prior to their divorce. Enforcing the parties' oral
understandings about the division of property agreed to in their legal separation proceeding
through a re-division divisi9n· of property in~ divorce action is inappropriate

. In essence, she does ask the court to re-divide the property though she argues_ that she does
not. The mother points to the fact that she a.n4 the father resided together in the marital ho~e
after the legal separation. She says she left some things behind in the marital residence that is
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now his home that she couldn't take to Moscow. The mother may have a separate action against
the father to recover personal property. However, in the context of the divorce proceeding. a re·
.

.

division of the property would have been inappropriate and contrary to the language of'the fmal
judgment which inCOl]JOrated the Legal Separation Agreement.
· The mother wants to enter the father's home an~ pretty much engage in an exercise akin to
counting the sheets and towe:ls and dividing them equally. The mother's argwnent makes the
language of the Legal Separation Agreement and the final judgment that incorporates their
agreement with respect to division of property open ended and meaningless. Her motion to
reconsider shall therefore .be denied.
NOW~ THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that an amended judgment and d~cree
of divorce· shall issue with certain amendments made consistent herewith.
DATED this·241h day of Augus~ 201~.

RI CARNAROLI
SIXTH DISTRICT MAGISTRATE
CERTIFICATE OF.MAILING
I hereby certify that on the

+h

.

fA 'b ~ of August, 2015. a true copy of this Order as

mailed postage pre-paid to:
Peter M. Wells
Attorney At Law
P.O. Box 370,
Pocatello, ID 83204-0370
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Peter M. Wells
MAY, RAMMELL & THOMPSON, CHARTERED
216 W. Whitman/P.O. Box 370
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-0370
Telephone: (208)233-0132
Facsimile: (208)234~2961
Idaho State Bar No. 7725
Attorneys for Mandy Valentine
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
:fOR THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
DISTRICT DMSION

I

MANDY L VALENTINE,
CASBNO: CV-2013-1516-DW

'

· Plaintiff/Respondent,

vs.

NOTICE OF APPEAL

~cl·

DAN VALENTINE,

Defendant/Petitioner.

NOTICE I~ HEREBY GIVEN THAT:
'

Category: L(2)
Pee: $81.00

.

The above named Respondent. Mandy L. Valentine, by and through her attorney of
reco~d, Peter M. Wells, of the law firm May, Rammell & Thompson, Chartered, hereby files this
Notice of Appeal to appeal the.Amended Judgment and Decree of Divorce issued by the Sixth
Judicial District Bannock County Magistrate Division datedt August 24th, 2015, to the Sixth
Ju_dicial District Bannock County pistrict Court.
1. .The Defendant has a right ·to ~pp~al this Amended Judgment and Decree of Divorce

pursuant to Idaho Rules of Family Law Procedure Rule. 823 and Idaho Rules of Civil

i

Procedure Rule 83(a).

i

I

'!

i
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2. This appeal is being taken from the· Sixth Judicial District Bannock County Magistrate
Division, Honorable Judge Rick°Camaroli presiding.

3. This appeal is being taken to the Sixth Judicial District Bannock County District Court.
4. The appellant is appealing the Amended Judgment and Decree_ of Divorce entered on
August 24th, 2015 on August 28th, 2015 by the Iiono~ie Judge Rick Carnaroli.
5. The appeal is taken upon matters of fact and law.

6. The t~timony and proceedings in the original trial were recorded by Honorable Judge
Rick Carnaroli's Court Clerk, Nicole Campbell. the recordings are stored in the regular
methodology as dictated by the Clerk of the courts for the Sixth Judicial District.

7. The court's clerk Nicole Campbell is in possession of such recording.
8. Appellant Mandy L. Valentine will identify any and all issues she intends to present at

this appeal within fourteen (14) days, as provided by Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure
83(f)(6).

DAT'.ED this 181h day of September, 2015.
MAY. RAMMELL & THOMPSON, CHARTERED

Attorneys/or Plaintiff/Respondent

WELLS
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CEB,TIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certffy that on this daie a copy of the foregoing Notice of Appeal was served on the
following named person a! the address shown and in the matter indicated.
Jeffery Wayne Banks
Smith & Banks, PLLC
2010 Jennie Lee·Drive
· Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404
Judge Rick Camaroli
Bannock County Courthouse
624 East Center Street
Pocatello, Idaho 83201-

[~.S.Mail

[")"fiacsimile S"'2P7~ ~VS[ ] Hand Delivery

[/u.s.Mail
[ ];Facsimile
M Hand Delivery

DATED this 18th day of September, 2015.

,

I

I
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Peter M. Wells
h".:., ..
MAY, RAMMELL & THOMPSON, CHARTERED
216.W. Whitman/P.O. Box 370
·Pocatello, Idaho 83204-0370
Telephone: (208)233-0132
Facsimile: (208)234-2961
Idaho State Bar No. 7725

. I

· Attorneys for Appeliant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR TIIE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
FOR TiiE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
DIS1RICT DIVISION

MANDY VALENTINE,
CASENO: CV-2013-1516-DW
Appellant,

vs.

ISSUES ON APPEAL

DAN VALENTINE,
J\ppellee.
.

COMES NOW Appellant, Mandy L. Valentinet by and through her ·counsel of record,
.

Peter M. Wells of the law fum May, Ramm.ell & Thompson; Chartered, and hereby submits .her

Issues on Appeal pursuant to I.R.C.P. 83(±)(6)..
1. Whether the Magistrate Court erred in its conclusion that ·Father pays $2,760.00 per
year for health insurance for 1:he Parties~ minor Children.
2. Whether the Magistrate Court erred in its ~culation of the total number of .

ovemights the Children will spend with Father in a given year.
3. Whether the Magistrate Court erred in the calculations of the .percentages of the .
Parties' income· for purposes of determining ~e am.oimt each Party will pay for

uncovered medical costs and childcare costs.
4. Whether the Magistrate Court erred in its refusal to analyze whether the Decree of
.

.
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Legal Separation provided a substantially equal distribution of the parties• property
to Appellant. .

5. Whether_ the Magistrate

Co~ ened _in its refusal to issue an order awarding·

Appellant Mandy Valentine her separate property through the Decree of Div9rce.
6. Whether the Magistrate Court erred in its detennination that the Decree of Legal
Separation was a final judgment that could not be set aside pursuant to l.R.C.P.

60(b)(6).
7. ·Whether the Magis~ate Court erred· in its determination that the health insurance
benefits ~ovided py Appellee' s employer were not fringe ~enefits for purposes of
calculating the parties, incomes under the Idaho Child Support Guidelines.

DATED this

l'-d

c;;2 _.. day of

t)
iddh

I
I

I
l

, 2015.

!

MAY, RAMMELL .& THOMPSON, CHARTERED
Attorneys for Appellant

dZ_Jd-L
___

I

PETER M WELLS

II
!

!

I

I
r

i

• I

1

I
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I certify that on this date a copy of the foregoing Issues on Appeal was served on the
following named person at the-address shown and in the matter indicated.

DATED this

Jeff(;}ty Wayne Banlcs .
Smith & Banks, PLLC
2010 Jennie Lee Drive
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404

[>4 U.S. Mail
[ ] Facsimile
[ ] Hand Delivery

Judge Rick Carnaroli
Bannock County Courthouse
624 East Center Street
Pocatello, ldahQ 832(fl

[\J U.S. Mail

"2- day of

Qd"~

[ ] Facsimile
[ ~ Hand Delivery
• 2015.

z{2.A(. 6(#--

.

Miy, Rammell & Thompson, Chartered

.I
'

.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTHJUDICIAI._.y

~ ... - ~

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK

MANDY VALENTINE,
PlaintiID'Appellarrt,
-vs-

DAN VALENTINE,
Defendant/Respondent.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CaseNo, CV-2013-IS16-DW

ORJ;>ER OF APPEAL

I
The above-entitled matter having been· appealed to the District Court from the Magistrate
Division of said Court, and good cause existing tb.~fore,

!I

!
·I

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AS FOLLOWS:
(1) The Comt determines, pursuant to ld$o Rules of Civil Procedure 830)(2) that:

I

(a) This appeal involves questions of fact as well as law and cannot
be detennined without ordering a transcript.

•

H

(b) Transcripts of the proceedings held July 6, 2015, at 10:00 a.m.
.and March 12, 2015, at
a.m. before the Honorable Rick
Carnaroli, Magistrate Division, should be prepared by the Magistrate

9:·oo

Court Trial Transcriber.

.

(2) Said Trial Transcriber shall forthwith estimate the cost of preparing said transcript and
mail the same to the respective parties herein.

(3) The appellant shall pay the estimated fee (if apPlicable) for preparation of the transcript
as detennined by the transcriber within 14 days after the filing of the notice of appeal, and
the appellant shall pay 1he balance of the fee for the transcrlpt upon its completion. The

Case No. CV-2013-1516-DW
ORDER OF APPEAL
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Transcriber shall prepare the transcript and lodge the same with the Clerk of the Court
within thirty-five (35) days froni the date of payment of the estimated fee. If Appellant is
exempt from making payment, the Transcriber shall prepare the transcript and lodge the
same with the Cle.tk of the Court within tlrlrty-five (35) days from the date of filing of this

Order.
·(4) Included with the transcript. the Clerk of the Court shall mail or deliver a Notice of
Lodging of Transcript to all attorneys ~rd or parties appearing pro-se. Said Notice
shall advise the parties that they have twenty.:One (21) days from the date of the Notice of
Lodging in which to file a,ny objections to the transcript. Any objection made shall be heard
and determined by the trial court; otherwise, the 1:ranscript will be deemed settled after
tw~ty-one (21) days.

of

(S) Within seven (7) days of the sdtlement of the tr~p~ the Clerk of the Court shall file
with the District Court the transcript and any exhibits offered or admitted in the lower court
p~oceedings. Notice of such filing shall be given to all parties or their counsel.
'

'

(6) The Appellant's Brlef shall be lodged with the Court within thirty-five (35) days after
the transcript has been filed with the District Court. The Respondent's Brief shall be filed
within twenty-eight (28) days from the service of the Appellant's Brief. Any Reply Brief
shall be filed within twenty-one (21) days following the service ofRespondent's Brief.
(7) This matter is hereby set for ORAL ARGUMENTS BEFORE THE COURT on APRIL

25, 2016. AT l :30 PM.

.

IT IS SO ORDERED.
DATED 1his

~4-=--__ day ofNovember~ 2015.

~C..~

ROBERTC. NAFTZ
District Judge

Copies to:
Appellant-PeterM. Wells
Respondent - Jeffery Wayne Banlcs
Court Transcriber- Linda Larsen
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MANDY VALENTINE,

)

)

Plaintiff/Appellant, )
)

vs.

Case No.· cv-2013~1516-DW

)

.DAN °VALENTINE,

)

NO!r:CCE 01' BS!l'IMATED FEE 1'0a

)
)

J?RmPARA!l!ION O;a' '!l'RANSCRJ:PT

Defendant/R~spondent.)
Estimate of transcript of the hearings held March 12, 2015
and July 6, 2015, before the Honorable.Rick Carnaroli.
Estimate date:

November 6, ·2015

Estimate Amount:

$162.50 - March 12, 2015 hearing
65.00 - JUly 6, 2015 hearing
$227.50
Less 162.50 - pd October 8, 2015
$ 65. 00

The transcript for the March 12, 2015 hearing was prepared
at the re.quest of counsel for Plainti,ff/Appellant, Mandy
.valentine, and paid for on October. 8, 2015.
Billed To:

Peter Wells
MAY, RAMMEL & THOMPSON, CHARTERED
PO Box 370
Pocatello, ID 83204-0370

Pay to. the order of:

Linda M. Larsen

Send payment to:

Linda.M. Larsen, Transcriptionist
Bannock County Courthouse
624 East Center, Room 220
Pocatello, ·ID 83201

DATED this

6th

day of November, 2015,

/'¥.

Deputy Clerk/Transcriptionist
Bannock·County, Idaho
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CERTIFICATB

or

SERVICE

I HEREBY CER~IB'Y that on the 6th· day of November, 2015 I
served a ·true and correct c·opy of the foregoing document upon
each of the following individuals in the manner indicated.

Peter Wells
MAY, RAMMEL & THOMPSON, CHARTERED
PO Box 370 .
Pocatello, ID 83204-0370
p~te @mrtlaw.net
Jeffery w. Banks
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
2010 Jennie Lee Drive
Idaho Falls, ID 83404
jbanks@hawleytroxell.com
The Honorable Robert C. Naftz
Bannock County Courthouse
624 Ea·st Center
Pocatello, ID 83201
nicoled@banpockcounty.us

D
D
D

181
0
D
0
D

181
D
D
D
D
181
D

U.S. Mail
Overnight Delivery
Hand Delivery
E-mail
Courthouse Box

o.s .. Mail
·overnight Delivery

Hand Delivery
E-mail
Courthouse Box

o. s. Mail
Overnight Delivery
Hand Delivery
E-mail
Courthouse Box
,I

!

I
Deputy Clerk/Transcriptionist
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MANDY VALENTINE,

)
)

Plaintiff/Appellant, )
)
·VS.

)
)

DAN VALENTINE,

Case No. CV-2013-1516-DW
NOTICE OF LODGING .

)
)

Defendant/Respondent.)

Description of the hearings transcribed:

March 12, 2015 Court trial before the HONORABLE RICK
CARNAROLI
July 6, 2015 Hearing on Pending Motions· trial before the

HONORABLE RICK CARNAROLI
Appellant must pay the balance, if any, for the preparation
of the transcript, if applicable, before he/she ~an receive a
copy of the transcript. Any obj'ection to the transcript will be
heard by the Court. Once. the 21 days have passed or the Court
makes a decision on any objections·, the· transcript will be filed
within 7 days, with the parties all being notified of the
filing.
DATED this 1st day of December, 2015.

Deputy Clerk/Transcriptionist
Bannock County, Idaho
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CERTIFICA~E OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CER~IFY that on the lat day of Decernberr 2015 I
served a true and correet copy of the foregoing document upon
each of the following indtviduals in the manner indicated.
Peter Wells
MAY, RAMMEL & THOMPSON, CHARTERED
PO Box 370
Pocatello, ID 83204-0370
pet~@mrtlaw.net

181
0

U.S. Mail

Jeffery w. Banks
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
2010 Jennie Lee Drive
Ida~o Falls, ID 83404
jbanks@hawleytroxell.com ·

181

U.S. Mail

0

Overnight Delivery
Hand Delivery
E-mail
courthouse Box

The Honorable Robert C. Naftz
Bannock County courthouse
624 East Center
Pocatello, ID 83201
nicoled@bannockcounty.us

Overnight Delivery
D Hand Delivery
0 · E-mail
D Courthouse Box

D
D
[]

D
D
[]
0
18}

U.S. Mail.

Overnight Delivery
Hand·Delivery
E-mail

Courthouse Box

Linda M. Larsen
Deputy Clerk/Transcriptionist
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MANDY VALENTINE,

~

·

·,~~iii;;"''' ·A',;:,...,.,,......,.....,_
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)
)

Flaintiff/Appell~µt, )
.)

vs.

)
)

DAN VALENTINE,

)

Casa No. CV-2013-1516-DW

NM'ICB

or

LODGING

)

Defendant/Resppndent,)

:···.

Description o~ the bearin9s transczibed:

March 12, 2015

·cq~~;t;)~i.,~l· befo);_e·:.th~·-HONORABLE

RICK

CARNAROLI
•._.·,.

...

July 6, 2015 Hearing on Pending Motions trial before the

HONORABLE RICK CARNAROLI

......

The above-referenced transcripts wer.~ filed this 30th day of
·~- .

December, 2015, pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 83(0),

at the Bannock county Courthouse in Pocatello, Idaho
DA~ED this 30th day of December, 2015.
;·
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I HEREBY CBJ\Til'J' that on the'30~h day of December, 2015 I
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing document upon
each of the following individuals-in the manner indicated.
Peter Wells
MAY, RAMMEL & THOMPSON, CHARTERED .

PO Box 370

Pocatello, ID 83204-0370
pete@mrtlaw.net
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HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
2010 Jennie Lee Drive
Idaho Falls, ID 83404
jbanks@hawleytroxell,c0m

0 . O.S. Mail
0 Overnight Delivery
D Hand Deli very
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D Courthouse Box

The Honorable Robert C. Naftz
Bannock County Courthous~
624 East Center
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Peter M. Wells
·MAY, RAMMEIL & THOMPSON, CHTD
216 W. Whitman/ P.O. Box 370
Pocatello, ID 83204-0370
"Tel~phone: (208) 233-0132
Facsimile: (208) 234-2961
Idaho Staie Bar No. 7724
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO. IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
DISTRICT DIVISION

CASE NO. CV-2013-1516-DW

MANDY VALENTINE,

PETffION TO MODIFY

Petitioner,

,.

vs.

~~

...

I,!' j-f1f'":;.,.,.,
•• V

DAN VALENTINE,

Fee Category: B(2)
Fee: $154.00

.

I (~ ,~, l'

i..i Ct{

.... •liru--,z
/'w1~

Res .ondent.

Petitioner, MANDY VALENTINE, by and through her attorney of record, Peter M:
Wells of the law finn 0£ Mayt Rammell & Thompson. Chartered, pursuant to Idaho Appellate.
Rule 13(b)(l 1), and hereby petitions the} District. Cowt for an order modifying the Parties'

Amended Judgment and Decree of f?ivorce related t~ the tax exemptions 9nly. This Petition to.
Modify i.s based upon the following grounds and reasons:

1. The Parties were previously marrie,dt but were formally divorced on the

gth

day of May,.

2015 by the Honorable Rick Carnaroli. The Judgment and D~cree of Divorce was later

amended via the Amended Judgment and.Decree of Divorce dated the 241h day of August,.
2015.

2. A timely appeal was filed on September 18, 2015, by Petitie>ner. and this matter is
currently pending before the Honorallle Robert C. Naftz. Oistrict Judge.

'

'
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3. Two Children (herein "Children") were born as issue of the Parties' marriage; namely:
ECV, borp 2009 and IMV, born 20~L
4. The Parties' Amended Judgment and Decree of Divorce states. among other things, that

Respondent, Dan Valentine, ~as e~titled to cl_aim the minor Children as ·dependency
-exemptions for income tax purposes.
5. Petitioner, Mandy Valentine,_ was ordered to complete the 1RS form 8332 releasing the
· dependency exemptions to Respondent, Dan Valentine.
6. During the tax year 20i5, Dan Valentine did not pay any child ·care costs related to the
Parties' minor Children.

7. Mandy Valentine paid all the child care costs for the minor Children during the tax year
. 2015..
8. If Mandy Valentine does sign the IRS form 8332 she wµI be precluded from claiming the

child care tax credit as well as the earned iP-<?ome credit. ·
9. To the best of Petitioner's knowledge and belief, if she signs IRS form 8332 there will be
no yvay for her to claim the child care tax credit or. the earned income credit for the
children, and as a result those credits will be lost for the minor children for tax year 2015.
IO. As a result of the foregoing, Petitioner does get the-most benefit from the tax exemption
and ~erefore should be entitled to claim the tax exemption for the 2015 year and all

future years.

11. Petitioner has had to obtain the services of Mayt Ramm.ell & Thompson. Chartered in
order to pursue this matter. Respondent should be required to pay Petitioner's attorney's

fees and costs incurred in this matter, pursuant to IDAHO CODE §§ 32-704, 32-705, IDAHO
CODE§ 12-121, and,l.R.C.P. Rule 54(e), in the minimum amount

of $1;,;oo and/or such

other fees and costs as may be incurred by Petitioner.
WHEREFORE, Petitioner, Mandy Valentine, prays the Court issue an Order modifying
the Parties' Amended Judgment and Decree of Divorce as follows:
A. That Petitioner,· Mandy Valentine, be entitled to claim the tax exemptions, child care tax
credits, and the earned income credit for State and Federal Income Tax purposes for the

tax year 2015 and all future years for the minor children; and.

CASE NO. CV-2016-1516-DW -PEITI'IONTOMODIFY- PAGE2
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B. In ~11 other respects, the original Judgment and Decree of Divorce, as modified, shall

pending the final decision on the appeal. in this matter!
.remain in full force and·effect
.
DATED this l 91 day of March, 2016.

MAY, RAMMELL & THOMPSON, CHTD.
Attorneys for Petitioner
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·Peter M. Wells
MAY, RAMMELL & THOMPSON, CHTD
216 W. Whitman/ P.O. Box. 370
Pocatello, ID 83204-0370
Telephone: (2Q8) 233.0132
Facsimih;:: (208) 234-2961 .
Idaho State Bar No. 7724
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO. IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
DISTRICT DIVISION
MANDY VALENTINE,

CASE NO. CV-2013-1516-DW
Petitioner,

vs.

SUMMONS

r,v,~ .1,..,.

/ 1 .,

,i; f"

'-''l.'JYI

DAN VALENTINE,

.

C .

.

· NArrz...

Respondent.

NOTICE: YOU HAVE BEEN SUED BY THE ABOVE-NAMED PETITIONER: THE
COURT MAY ENTER JUDGMENT AGAINST YOU WITHOUT FURTHER NOTICE
UNLESS YOU RESPOND WITHIN TWENTY(20} DAYS. READ THE INFORMATION
BELOW.
TO:

DAN VALENTINE
You are hereby notified that in order to defend this lawsuit, an appropriate written

response must be filed with the above-designated court at 624 East Center Street, Pocatello,
Idaho 83201, (208) 236-7351, within t:wenty (20) days after service of this Summons on you. If
you fail to respond the Court. may enter judgment against you as demanded by the Petitioner in
· the Petition to Modify.
A copy of the Petition to Modify is served with· this Summons. If you wish to seek the

advice of or representatio1_1 of an attorney in this matter, you should do so promptly so that your
written response; if any, may be filed in time and other legal rights protected.
CASE NO. CV-2016-1516-DW- SUMMQNS, PAGE I
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An appropriate written response requires compliance with Rule 205 of the Idaho Rules of
Family Law Procedure of the Sixth Judicial District court, and shall also include:

)\
I! '·
i

l.

The title and number of this case;

2.

If your response is a Response to the Petition to Modify, it must contain·

. I

t

admissions or denials of the separate allegations _of the Petition to Modify ·and
other defenses you may claim;

3.

Your signature, mailing address and telephone number, or the signature, mailing
address and telephone number of your attomeyi

4.

Proof of mailing or delivery of a copy of your response to Petitioner's attomey, as
designated above.

To determine whether you must pay a filing fee with your response, contact the Clerk of
the above-named Court.
DATED this Ist day of March, 2016.
DISTRICT COURT

II

f·
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SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT .28\1 t\AR -2

MANDY VAL£NTINE,
Appellant,

·,.,.
:

.. '

-·. -

.~

·-~

'

v.
DAN VALENTINE,
Appellee~

On Appeal from the Idaho Sixth Judicial District Court, Magistrate Divi13ion
CASE NO. CV-2Q13-0001516-DW
.
.
· Honorable Robert C. Naftz, Sixth Judicial District _Court Judge

APPELLEE*S R;ESPONSE BRIEF
Pet.er M. Wells
MAY, RAMMELL & TII01\.1PSON, CHTD.
216 W. Whitman
P.O.Box370
Pocatello, ID 83204-0370
Tel. 298-233-0132

Counsel/or Appellant
Jeffery W. Banks ·
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
20 iO Jennie~ Drive
Idaho Falls, ID 83404
Telephone: (208) S29ft3005
Facsimile: {208) 529~3065
E-Mail: jbanks@hawleytroxell.com
Counsel for Appellee
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Jeffery W. Banks, Esg., ISBN 5307 ·
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
2010 Jennie Lee Drive
Idaho Falls, ID 83404
. Telephone: (208} 529~3005
Facsimile: (20&) 529-3065
E-Mail: jbanks@hawJeytroxell.com
Attorneys for Appellee.
IN THE. DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH J0DICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO. IN At"'ID FOR THE COUNTY OF .BANNOCK

cv..20.13-ISl~DW

MANDY VALENT1NE,

)
)

·case No.:

Appellant,

)

APPELLEE11 S RESPONSE BRIEF

vs.
DAN VALBNTlNE,
Appell~e.

_____

---~--.;.........

)
)
)
)
)
)
__,}

Appe11ee, Dan Valentine, by and through his counsel of record. Jeffery W. Banks, Esq.,
submits the following Brief in response to the Appellant's Briefsubmitted in this appeal.

I.
SUMMARY OFRELEVANT FACTS
On May 7, 2013, the Parties entered.into a Decree of Separation which incorporated a
Stipulated Separation Agreement.· The incorporated Stipulated Separation Agreement, and tlms,
the Decree of Separation provided that all of th~J>arties' personal property was divided among

·-·

them to their satisfaction. Specifically, the Stipulated Separation Agreement signe~ by both

parties provided as follows:
Except as provided .herein, the parties have divid~ between them, to their qiutual
satisfaction, the personal effects, household furniture and furnishings, and all
other, articles, tangible and intangible of personal property which heretofore have
been used in common.

. 4 Appellee's Response Brief
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The Stipulated Separation Ag,:eement also provided a specific section for a. property settlement
agreement. It states in relevant part as follows:
2. The parties agree that the personal property has been divided between the

parties.

After dismissal of a complaint for divorce filed in Bingham County, Appellee· Dan
Valentine filed ~ Complaint for Divorce in Bannock County on August 15,' 2014. Appellant

Mandy Valentine responded· to the Complaint with her Answer and Counter~Petition filed on
September 1, 2014. In her Answer and Counter-Petition, Appellant admitted that the Parties,
Decree of Separation· contained the tenns of the division of the .Parties' personal property.
.

.

~

Contrary to the language of the Decree of Separation which provid~ that the Parties' personal

property had already b_een divided to their satisfactio~ and contrary to her own admission,
Appellant also alleged that Mr. V3:lentine was in possession of certain items th.at should have

been awarded to her under the Parties' division of property in the Decree ofSeparation.
Appeilant filed a motion for reconsideration of the Decree of Separation and a Motion to
Set Asid~ the Decree under Rule 60(b) on the grounds that the Decree of Separation was not a
fiualjudgment The magistrate court heard Appellant's motions on March 1lJ 2015.

An infonnal trial covering limited issues was also held the_ following day on March 12t

2015. Th~se issues included whether Mandy was entitled to recover cel'tain property from Dan

under the Decree of Separation and issues related to child suppo1t calculation (including the
"fringe benefits" and insurance is~ues raised in this appeal).
In bis Findings qf Fact, Conclusions ·of Law & Order signed on May_ 11 201.5, the
Magistrate Court denied Appellant's motion to reconsider and h~ motion to set ~de the Decree
of Separatian on the grounds that such motions were :untimely. The Court also held that the

5 Appellee's Response Brief
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Afford.able Care Act (ACA) did not result· in the reclassification of health insurance benefits as ·"fringe benefits" within the meaning.of I.R. F.L.P.
126(F)(2).
.
After the initial Judgment and Decree ofDivorce ~as issued-~~ May 8, 2015, Appellant
filed her Motion for .&consideration and a Motion

to Alter or Amend Judgment on May 21,

2~15. Appelle~ fi]_ed a Motion to Alter or Amend Judgment on May 27, 2015. After hearing was

held on those motions, the Magistrate issued his Am.ended Judgment and Decree ofDivorce-on
August 24, 2015. The present appeal followed.

n.
ISSUES ON APPEAL

.(Q

Whether the Magistrate erred in its conclusion of the amount paid per year

for health insurance for the Parties' minor Children.

@

Whether the Magistrate erred in its calculation of the total number of

overnights the Children will spend with Father per year, and thus erred in the allocation
of percentage of time spent with each parent for child support calculation purposes.

Q)

Whether the Magistrate erred in determining the respective percentages

· each party will pay for uncovered medical costs.
4.

Whether the-Magistrate erred in refusing to re-open a valid final judgment

and reapportion property amongst the parties.
5.

Whether the M~gistrate erred in determining that Appellee~s health

insurance benefits were not 41fringe benefits'' for purposes of calculating income under

the Idaho Child Support Guidelines.

m. -

STANDARD OF REVIEW

6 Appellee's Response Brief .
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A].1 appeals from the magistrate's division shall be heard by the district court as an
appellate proceeding'. I.R.C.P. 83(b). This Court reviews "the magi~trate rec~rd. to determine

whether there is substantial and competent evidence to support the :i:µagistrate's findings of fact
and whether the magistrat~'s conclusions of law follow from those findings." See Lytle v.

Lytle,

158 Idaho 639, 6401 350 P.3d 340,341 (Ct. App. 2015), r~vtew denied(Ju11e 29, 2015).

The decision to grant or deny relief pursuant to a Rule 69(b) motion is within the
discretion of the trial court. Pullin v. City of Kimberly, 100 Idaho 34, 36, 592 P.2d 849, 851
(1979), An appellate court will not overturn a trial court's discretionary ruiing absen,t an abuse of
. discretion .. Northwest Roofers & Employers Health & Sec. Trust Fund v. Bullis, 114 Idaho 56,
753 P.2d 267 (Ct.Apj,.1988). "If the trial con~ makes findings of fact that are not clearly

erroneous, applle! the proper criteria under Rule 60(b) to those facts, and reaches a
decision that follows logically from application of such criteria to ffl:e facts, found, then the
trial court will be deemed to have .acted within its sound· dbcretion." Ade v. Batten,· 126

Idahp 114,117,878 P.2d 813,816 (Ct. App. 1994) (emphasis added);

IV.
- ARGUMENT

Appellee does not contest the eo:ors alleged in the first, second, and third issues
raised in this appeal.

As to the first issue raised on appeal, as stated in Appellant's Brief, the Magistrate
did state that he would amend the finding on the amo\!llt :tvlr. Valentine paid towards the

c}µldren' s insuranc~·a;,· $60 ·a month, which comes out to the $720 per year stated in
Appellant's B-r:Jef.- See Transcrtpt.,g(July 6, 2015 Hearing on Pending Motions, p. 8'."g·
....,,r-:-

As to

the s~cond issue raised on appeal, Schedule A of the Amended Judgment

and.Decree ofDivorce 4oes provide that the Moscow public schoQl scheduie wilf be used

7 Appellee's Response Btief
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;·

in determining extended weekend visits. Appelle~ _does not contest the percentage of tiin.e ·
allocated to Appellee alleged by Appellan;t (26%).
A.s to the third issue raised on appeal, Appella11t correctly states that 19 of the
Amended Judgment and Decree ofDivorce was not amended to reflect the parties'
'

_mutual understanding as to·the allocation of the children's uncovered medical e~penses.

I

The provision should have instead provided, as Appellant states, for an allocation of 60%

·l

to Dan Valentine ("Petitioner•') and 40% to· Mandy Valentine ("~espondent"). This very

i

issue was also raised by Appellee in his Motion to Amend Judgment and Decree and the
change requested by Appellant is reflected in the proposed amended jud.gmet'lt and decree
submitted by Appellee with his MfJtion to Amend Judgment ·andDecree. See Motion to

Amend Judgment and Decree, p. 3, ,r 8..

App_ellee contests the remaining issues as follows. ·
.

A.

.

THE MAGISTRATE COURT DID NOT ABUSE ms DISCRETION IN

QFUSING TO GRANT APPELLANT'S RULE 60 OR RULE 11 MOTIONS TO
RECONSIDER/SET ASIDE THE DECREE OF SEPARATION AND
REDISTRIBUTE ALREADY DIVIDED PROPERTY
The fourth and fifth issues raised in the Appellant~ Brief are part and parcel of one

another and are therefore considered c:;:olle<..1:ively in this brief. Appellant's fomth and fifth issues
raised in this appe~ is whether the Magistrate .erred in refusing to I'e--Open and/or reconsider
a11d/or set aside the Decree ofSeparation and reapportion an already final property distribution.. .
The Decree of Separatio11 was final ju~ent. Appellant moved Magistrate Court to

modify

01·

re·divide a property division from a final jl.1dgment. The Magistrate Court did not
.

.

.

abuse Iris discretion in refusing to grant Appellant's Rule- 60(b) motion to set aside and/or her
motion to reconsi~er the Decree ofSeparation ·because the D~cree ofSeparation is a valid final

judgment.
8 App_ellee's Response Brief
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· The Decree ~f Separation is a valid. final judgment: · Appellant's Rule 60(b), I.R.C.P,

I

-motion to set aside and her Rule l l(a)(2), I.R.C.P; ~otion to reoo~ider were untimely as a

1·

!

·I

matter of law. The Magistrate Court lacked jurisdiction to reopen an~ redistn'bute a valid, final
property settlement. Lastly, ev~ if Appellant had proper1y brought a valid motion under Rule
.

.

. 60(b), I.R.C.P, she is estopped from requesting review of the Magistrate•s denial of

reconsideration or a set~aside b_ased on the doctrine ofinvited error.
1. ·

TheDecreeofSeparatwnis a ValldFinalJudgment

The Decree ofSeparation (entered on May 7, 2013) is a valid final judgment under Idaho

la"."· In the recent ca,ses of Reed v. Reed, ·339 P.3d 1109 (2014), and Cook v. Arias, No. 41745,
2015 WL 4133726 (Idaho Feb._6, 2015); the Idaho Supreme Court ruled that strict compliance
with Rule 54(a), I.R.C.P. for a judgment to qualify as fmal. However) to so_ften the blow and

remove the possibility of panic and corifusio11 in the short tenn, the Supreme Court ei1tered the
following order on February 12 1 2015:

· Whereas there are a number of judgments that have been previously entered that
do not comply with Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54(a), 6r Idaho Rule of Family
Law Procedure 803;

NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that any judgment;
decree or order entered before April 15, 2015, that was intended to be final
but which did not comply with ldahp Rule of Civil Procedure 54(a), or Idaho
Rule of Family Law Procedure 80-3 shall he treated as a f'mal judgment.

IT IS FURmER ORDERED, that as of April 15, 201S all final judgments mWlt
comply with Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54(a) or Idallo Rule.of Family Law
Procedure 803.
·
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, That this order is to be published in one issue of
The Advocate.
A copy of the order is attached hereto as Exhibit ''A" (emphasis add~).
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In this case, the Decree of Separation (like thousands of .other decrees and ~rders) ma.;y
•

•

•

•

"1

-

•

. not have technically complied with Rule 54(a) 1 I.R.C.P. or the new Rule 803 1 I.R.F.L.P. (which
similarly reqttires that a judgment· begin with the words "JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS

FOLLOWS;" ~ong other things). · Under the tenns of the I4ah.o Supreme Court's February 12~ ·
2015 Order, the Decree of Separation was final even if it did not strictly comply with the words
in Rufe S4(a), I.R.C.P. because it was intended to be final and was entered before April 15,
2015.

In the case of Cook v. Arias, No. 41745, 2015 WL 4H3726 (Idaho Feb. 6, 2015), the
Idal10 Supreme Court addressed t~e issue of i~tent to a final judgment as follows:
In this case, Magistrate Blower did not enter a final judgment tenninating
the parties' marriage. 'The failure to enter a judgment was not an accident,
excusable oversight, or mistake. It was obviously a conscience decision,
albeit a judicial error. Therefore, the nunc pro tune partial judgment
terminating the parties marriage is void.

Id.
In this case, the Magistrate Court appropriately ruled from the in.tent from the four
comers of the document-Appellant l'Uld Appellee intended it to be a final judgment. Appella11t.
prepared all the legal documents. Appellant· (and the Court) used the words: "IT IS HEREBY

ORDERED, ADJUDGED

AND DECREED ·...."

The decree also states that the agreement

should be 11 entered as a judgment of the court." In.the stipulation, she used the terminology that
the parenting and property settlement agreement would be merged as a part of the decree of

· separation. In dividing the real property, Appellant stated that "Appel1ee shall be awarded the

-real property identified as T2S R34E SEC T-10306, Bingham County, Idaho
. . and more·
commonly known as 847 West i 00 North, Blackfoot, Idaho. subject to indebtednes~ thereon.
Appellant shall ex.ecute a Quitclaim Deed with

in fourteen (14) days from the date·ofthe parties'
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Decree of Separation. H Her ~tatement refening to the entry of a quitclaim and awarding the real
property clearly shows the intent of the document to be a final judgment.
Appellant provided the Magistrate Court

with an affidavit in which she claims that the

Decree. ofSeparation was not :mtended to be final. This is parol
evidence and was not ad~issible
.

in this case. The terms in the stipulation are clear

and unambiguous.

Appellanes affidavit

contains parol evidence that is not admissible.. The Magistrate did not err in .determining ~e
intent of the parties from the drafter of the document itself. Appellant draft~d the Stipulation and

Decree.
In the event ·the court believes that the Supreme Court Order dated February 12, 2015
requires an additional showing of intent, then it is the intent of the court that is relevant.· In

Arias, supra, the Idaho S1:1,preme Court referred to Magistrate Judge Blower•s intent in not
.

.

making the judgment final-th~ did not refer to .the intent of the parties. The case that caused
the Supreme Court order, demonstrates that it is the. C..~urt's intent that is determina~ve.

Otherwise, each case could be reopened for parol evi~ce about what the parties intended. This

was clearly not the intent ·of the Supr~e Court. The Magisirate Court signed the Decree of
Separation in this case. The Magistrate Court obviously knew what was jntended by the Decree
.
.
<?f Separation•it was to be a final judgment. The Magistrate signed the Decree of Separation; :.. ,:: . .
which contained language showing it intended for the document to be a final judgment. Further,

the register of acti.ons in the public record shows that the court clo.sed the case after the entry of
this decree. Therefore, the Magistrate Court .di~ not err in.determining that the in~ent is that the

Decree of Separation is a :final judgment.
The .Decree of Separation was filed well before the Idaho Supreme Court's April 15,
2015 cut-off for strict· compliance with Rule 54(a), I.R.C.P.t Thus, it is the intent that should
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govern. Therefore, because the Decree qf Separation was a valid final j~gment. the Magi.s_trate
.

did not abuse }us discretion in refusing to re-open, reconsider, or

set aside

.

the Decree of

Separation.
2.

Because the Decree t?f Separation was a valid, final jnd~ent, Appellant•s
Rule ll(a)(2), I.R.C.P., :motion to r~consider and Rule 60(b) motion were
unti~e1y

-

the timing· for filing a motion for rec00$ideration (Rule.
and Rule- 503.B., I.R.F.L.P), provide mrel~t part a.s follows:

The Idaho Rules goventing

1l{a)(2), I.R.C.P.1

'
:'I

A motion for reconsideration of any interlocatory order of the trial cowt may b~
made at any time before the entry of final judgment but not later than fourteen
(14) days after the entry of the fmal judgment. A motion fur reconsideration of
any order of the trial court made after the entry of final judgment may be made
within fourteen days of the entry ofsu~ order.•.. (emphasis added).· ..
.

faAgrisource, Inc. v, .lohnson, 156 Idaho 903, 332 P.3d 815 (2014}~ the Idaho Supreme
Cowt held that defendant's niotion for reconsideration was impermissible under I.R.C.P.
l l(a)(2)(B), because defendant filed his motion more than fourteen days after the final judgment. .

I!
i

In this case, the Decree of Separation was eµtered on. May 8, 2013. Appellant's motion for

I

reconsideration was filed on February 5, 2015. Appellant~ hel" motion for reconsideration
638 days after tbe entry of Decree ,!f Separation. This exceeds the fourtee11_day limit: Thus,
Appellant's motion was untimely.

Therefore, the Magistrate con-ectly rul.ed in § 2 of bis

'

Findings of Fact and Conclusions qf Law and did not abuse his discretion in refusing to gra11t
appellant's motion for reconsideration.
As for Appellant's motion to set aside under R:u1e 60(b). I.R.C.P.-, and Rule 809,

I:R.F.L.P., provide that ~otions to set aside shall be made within six months, or a reasonable

time. In this case~ APPellant did npt seek to set aside this stipulated decree of separation aside
within a reasonable tune, In.the c_aseof Equitable LifeAssur. Soc. v. Clapier, 121 Idaho 200,824
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P.2d 131 (Ct. App. 1991), the Idaho Court of Appeal confinned the District Court's de11.ial of a

i

motion to set aside the sheriff's sale of real property because it was filed eighteen months ·after

• 1

the date of sale. The court s~ted as fo.llows:
We agree with the District Court that the Clapiers' motion to set aside the
. sheriffs sale subject to the rules stated in Gaskill v. Neal, supra, that suoh a.
motion "must be made promptly and without umeasonable delay/' Moreover,. the
question of reasonableness is ordinarily a quest.ion of fact t.o ..be resolved by the
1rier after both parties haire had an opportunity to address _the i~e.

Id. at203.
Appellant filed her motion to set aside on February 20, 2015 which is 648 days, or more

than twenty-one and a half months after the entry of _the Decree of Separatlon. Thus,
Appellant's motion to s~t aside was not filed within a reasonable time after the Decree was
entered.
Moreover, Appellant does not meet her burden to show that the Magistrate abused his
discretion in detennining that.an unreasonable amount of time had passed. Indeed, "[i]f the trial
court makes findings of fact that ~e not clearly erroneous, applies the proper criteria under Rule
60(b) to those facts, and reaches a decision that follows logicaliy from application of such

· criteria to the facts found, then the trial court wiJ~. be deemed to have acted within its sound
discretion:• Here, the Magistratets finding that the :nearly two· year delay between when
Appellant first became aware of the entry of the Decree ofSeparation and the date of the filing
of her motion was not a 'i"easonable time" for purposes of Rule 60(b) was not clearly erro11eous;
.

.

was 1he result of tb.e proper application of Rule 60(b), I.R.C.P., to the facts, and logically

followed from such application. See Lytle v. Lytle, 158 Idaho 639, 641, 3SO P.3d 340,342 (Ct.
App. 2015), revie_w d~ied (J~e 29t 2015) (noting that "'what constitutes a r~onable time is
judged from the time that th~ party learned of the judgm~t:'). Therefore, the Ma~istrate
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correctly ruled n1 § 3 of his Findings of Fact ahd Conclusions of Law and did not abuse his
discretion

3.

in denying Appellant's motion to set aside.
The. Magistrate lacked jurisdiction to re-open and redistribute an already
final property settlement

Because Appellant failed to satisfy the requirements of a motion for reconsideration .
'

.

under Rule ll(a)(2) or motion to set aside under Rule 60(b), the magistrate lacked jurisdiction to ·

modify the parties' already dis1ri~uted property settlement. It is well:-settl~ that "no jurisdiction

exists ~o modify property provisions of a•.. d(lC.l'ee." V-ierstra v. Vierstra; 153 Idaho 873, 880, 292
P.3d 264,271 (2012); Barley v. ~mith, 149 Idaho 171,.:178, 233 P.3d 102. 109 (2010); McBride

v. McBride, 112 Idaho 959, '961, 739 P.2d 258; 260 (1987). Therefore, because Decree of
Separation was a valid final judgment

and no valid basis existed to set it aside or reconsider it,

the MagistrateJs decision should be affirmed. Accordingly, The Magistrate Court did not commit
an error of law by denying Appellant's motion.
4.

Appellant should be estopped from arguing that the Magi~trate erred under

the Doctrine of Invited Error.
Appellant claims that because she prepared a Decree of Separation that did not comply
with the technical requirement of Rule 54(a)} I.R.C.P., ~ she should be able to now claim that
it isn't a final decree.

"It has long been the law in Idaho th.at one may not snceessfully complain of
errors one has acquiesced In or invited. Errors c011sented to, acquiesced in, or invited
reversible." State v: Owsley, 105 Idaho 836, 838, 673 P.2d 436, 438 (l983)(i11temal
citation omitted). '~Invit~ error II is "[a]n error that a party cannot complain of on appeal
· because the party, tbrough conduct, encouraged or prompted the trial court to make th:e
errop.eous· ruling. 11 BLACK1S LAw DICTIONARY 249 {3rd pocket ed. 2006).

Taylor v. McNichols, 149 Idaho 826,833,243 P.3d 642t 649 (2010) (emphasis added).
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In this case, Appellant has caused any error of which she is complaining. Appellant was
a paralegal and working for a lawyer at the time that she prepared the legal documents. She
c~ot create an error and now use it to her advantage.
B,

THE MAGISTRATE DID NOT ERR IN REFUSING TO FIND THAT
APP.ELLEE,S HEALTH INSURANCE BENEFITS WERE '~RINGE BENEFITS"
FOR PURPOSES OF CALCULATING INCOME FOR PURPOSES. OF THE
IDAHO CHILD SUPPORT GUIDELINES
In ruling·on whether
Appellee's health insurance benefits constituted "fringe
benefits" for
.
.

purposes of calculating child support under I.R.F.L.P. I26(F)(2)~ the Magistrate held:
" ...the Affordable Care Act clid not crea.t~ a 11ew class of fringe benefits. Once again,
employers have been providing health care :tDSLU"ance for thefr ei.nployees prior to the
enactment and implementation of the Affordable Care Act The mother seeks to have the
court classify the employer's· contribution for group health care in.crurance as a :fr.inge
benefit. Again, this is a novel argument, but employers• group health contributions have
more.than likely always been capable of calculation and the Affordable Care Act did not
make them any more capable of calculation. The Affordable Care Act simply requires the
employer to provide the costs on an employee's W-2 Fonn in order to verify compliance
of the employee with the health insurance requirements of th~ act. Additionally, health
insnrance is not substantially similar to the examples of fringe benefits contained in the
rule. See, Rule J26(F)(2) IFLRP."
Findings a1Ul Fact and Conclusions qfLaw, p. 16, ,r 1. In other words, 1here is no indication that ·
the Affordable Care Act (ACA) intended to convert something that was otherwise not considered

a "fringe benefit" into a "mnge benefit." Appellant fails to cite to any authority for his claim that
the Affordable Care Act's individual ma11date converts health insurance.be11efits into a reduction

of personal livjng exp~es. Appellant also fails to cite any reported case findi1:1g that health
.

'

insurance benefits are "fringe benefits', under law. Therefore, in the absence.of any authority to
the contrQrY, the Magistrate's determination that health insurance benefits were not ''fringe
benefits" within the meaning of I.R.F.L.P; 126(F){2) was not clearly erxoneous· and should be
affumed.

v.
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. CONCLUSION
.

i

.

I

Based .upon the foregoing, this Court should affirm the decision of the Magistrate as to
the fourth, fifth, and sixth issues raised by·Appellant on a:PPs:.ili'I"",

DATED this

z..,· day of March, 2015.
I
J

i

i

I
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CERTIFICATE-OF SERVICE
.I hereby certify that I caused a true and correct copy of the foregoi11g docume11t to be
served by the method indicated below and addressed to the following

this L

da:y of March,

2016.

Peter M. Wells·
MAY RAMMELL & THOMPSON
P.O. B·ox 370
.
Pocatello, ID 83204~0370

0 U.S. MaH, postage prepaid .
D Hand Delivery
~08-234·2961
· D Ovemigbt Mail
... rJ"
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COURT MINUTES

2016 APR 2s

cvft2013.;0001s16-DW
.

;i··.·

Mandy L Criddle vs. Dan Merrill Valentine l
Hearing type: Oral Argument

1

.•

.

.·

.PH S: 04

·-i,,.,, .. .. ·

fiO!,fii{iJff·.tf..:.~7,:~i(

Hearing date: 4/25/2016
Time: 1:58 pm

Judge: Robert CNaftz
Courtroom:
Court reporter: Stephanie Davis
Minutes Clerk: Nicole De]oach
Tape Number:Party: Mandy Criddle, Attorney. Peter Wells
Party: Dan Valentine, Attorney: Jeffery Banks

1:58

Oral Argument; reviewed briefs and transcripts; issues #1 thro·ugh #3 are issues
that would need addressed by magistrate court;

Wells - make finding that parties agree that error and order magistrate court to
correct eITors;
Court - division of property is disputed;
Wens -whether or not Valentine's fringe benefit should he cakuiated in child
support guidelines as income is also _in dispute; argument;
Banks - response; was motion filed within reasonable amount ?ftime?; further
argument
Wells - rebutta1 argument;.
Court- take under advisement and issue written decision
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Appellant,

v.
DAN VALENTINE,
Respondent.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CV':'2013-1516-DW
MEMORANDUM DECISION

and ORDER

NATDRE OF THE ACTION
This case comes before this Court pursuant to an appeal entered by Mandy Yalentine
("the Appellant'') of the Judgment and Decree of Divorce dated May 8, 2015, and the Amended
Judgment and Decree of Divorce dated August 24, 201s; issued by Magistrate Rick Camarol[
The Appellant claims the magistrate made numerous eITOrs. Specific~ly, the Appellant argued
the qiagistrate court erred in detennining the amount of health insurance costs to be paid by Dan
v,entine ("the Respondent"), the number of overnight visits th.e Respondent will receive, and
the amounts each party will pay

for uncovered medical and childcare costs. The Appellant

further mmied the magistrate erred by declimng to determine if the Decree of Legal Separation

provided a .substantially equal distribution of property, refusing to awBlli: the Appellant her
separa~e property through the Decree of Divorce, finding that the Decree of Legal Separation
was a final judgm~nt not subject to a motion to set aside, and not determining that the health
insurance benefits paid by the Respondent's employer were fringe benefits for purposes of

calculating child support. (Issues on Appeal, Oct. 2, 2015, 1.)
_ This appeal is brought pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Pro~ure ("IRCP") 83. (Id at 1.)

The Appellant filed a supporting brief on February 3, 2016, which was followed by the
..

Respondent'.s Brief on March .Z, 2016. The Appellant then filed a Reply Brief on March 23,

2016.
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This Court heard oral arguments on April 25, 2016. After being fjJ.lly briefed in the
allegati~ns ofboth parties and the law, this Court now issues. the following Memorandum
Decision and Order.
STATEMENT OF FACTS

On April 24, 2013, ·Mandy Valentine filed a Petition for Legal Separation. Subsequent to
the filing of that petition, the magistrate entered a Decree of Separation ~n May 8, 2013. In that
decree, the court approved each term and condition contained in the Stipulated Separation
Agreement filed contemporaneously with the Decree of Separation.
The Respondent filed a Verified Complaint for Divorce on August 15, 2014. On
September 1, 2014, the Appellant filed an Answer.and Counterclaim. Then, on February 5,
2015, the Appellant filed a Motion for Reconsideration regarding the Decree of Legal
Separation. Fifteen days later, the Appellant filed a Motion to Set Aside the Decree of Legal
Separation.
The magistra~ held h~arings on March 11 and 12, 2015, with regard to the Appellant's
motions and issues regarding recovery of property contained in the Decree of Separation and
child support calculations. The cow,:t took the case under advisement and issued his Findings of

Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order on May 1, 2015. On May 8, 2015, the magistrate issued.a
Judgment and Decree of Divorce.
Both Appellant and Respondent filed post-trial motions asking the court reconsider
and/or alter or amend the judgment. The court held a hearing on those motions on July 6, 2015;
.

.

and thereafter issued an Amended Judgment and Decree of Divorce on August 24, 2015. The
Appellant timely_ appealed.
ISSUES

1. Whether the magistrate erred in its refusal to issue an order awarding Appellant her
separate property through: the J~dgment and Decree of Divorce.
2. Whether the magistrate erred in its determination that the Decree of Separation was a
final judgment that could not be set aside pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure
60(b)(6).

.

3. Whether the magistrate erred in its determination that the health insurance benefits
provided by Respon4ent's employer were not fringe benefits for purposes of
calculating ·the parties' incomes under the Idaho Child Support Guidelines.

MEMORANDUM DECSION and ORDER
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63, 65, 714 P.2d 32, 34 (1986). In construing a contract, the 0 primary objective" is to discover
the intent of the-parties.· "[I]n order to effectuate thls objective, the contract must be viewed as a
whole and considered in its entirety." Bondy v. Levy, 121 Idaho 993, 998, 829 P.2d 1342, 1347 ·
(1992). Co1:1rts must detennine whether a reasonable conflicting interpretation exists.
Delancey, 110 Idaho at 65, 714 P.2d at 34. It is a rule of construction '~at various provisions in
a contract must be construed, if possible, so to give force and effect to every part thereof. Wright
v. Village of Wilder, 63 Id~o 122, i2S, 117 P.2d 1002, 1003 (1941 ); see George v. University of

Idaho, 121 Idaho 30, 36, 822 P.2d 549, 555 (Ct.App.1991).'; Twin Lakes Viii. Property Ass 'n,

Inc. v. Crowley,· 124 Idaho 132,136,857 P.2d 611,615 (1992), "If the court charged with
enforcing a judgment finds the"judgment ambiguo~. it may refer to the circumstances
SlllTOumling the making of the judgment in interpreting it, and may refer to the pleadings and

other p~s of the record in the earli~r case." McKoo~ 146 Idaho at 109, 190 P.3d at 928. The
'~nterpretation of an ambiguous judgment or decree will be upheld on review if it is supported by
substantial and competent evidence." Id.

The magistrate found that the Decree of Separation divided the personal property of the
parties. (Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law & Order at 14.) The court further found that the
Decree of Separation ~ a final judgment and was clear and unambiguous. (Id. at 15.) As such,
-

.

. the magistrate did not merge the D~cree of Separation into the Decree of Divorce. The Decree of

Separation, therefore, ·stands as a contractual property settlement agreement approved by the
magistrate. After careful review of the magistrate's fin<lings, this Court finds that the magistrate
believed he had discretion in determining whether the Decree of Separation was a final judgment.

The magistrat.e further" acknowledged that he had discretion to determine ifthe decree divided the
personal property of the parties, and, if so, whether there was any ambiguity that required further
revi~ of the intent ofthe parties regarding the division of the property. The magistrate acted

within the boundaries of his discretion in making that determination. The findings ~ supported,
and the con~lusions of law demonstrate proper application of legal principles to the facts found.

Therefore, this Court finds that the iµ.agistrate properly applied the appropriate. legal standard to
the facts and made a logical, reasoned decision. This Court finds no error based upon an alleged
abuse of discretion and therefor~ affinns the magistrate's decision.

c.

The magistrate did not err in finding that the Respondent's health insurance
bene(its are not fringe benefits for purposes of calculating income for child support.
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Under the Idah? ~hild Support Guidelines, and now the Idaho Family Law Rules
("IFLR"), gross ·income for purposes of determining income available to a parent to satisfy his or

her child support obligations is defined

as including income from any source.· Idaho Family Law

R. 126(F)(l)(a)(i); Henderson v. Smith, 128 Idaho 444, 451~ 915 P.2d 6, 13 (1996). Although the
defmition of gross income is not exhaustive, the Supreme Court ofldaho has interpreted it ~s
· being a quite expansive list subject. to a broad scope ofinclusive somces of income. Henderson,
'

128 Idaho as 451, 915 P. 2d at 13. Idaho Family Law Rule 126(FX2) define_s a fri1'.].ge benefit as
a benefit received by a parent in the course of their employmen~ That benefit is to be counted as
income ifit is significant and reduces the personal living expenses of the parent. Typical fringe.
benefits include a company car, free housing, or room and board.
The Appellant argues that employer-paid health insurance premiums fit the definition of a
fringe benefit, particularly since the Affordable Health Care Act now requires everyone to carry
health care insurance or incur afin~ial penalty. See 26 USCA 5000A. The magistrate found
that IFLR 126(F)(l)(ii) did not contemplate employer-paid health care premiwns as gross

income. (Findings of Fact, Conclusions· of Law & Order at 15.) The court reasoned that the

.

Affordable Health Care Act did not create ·a new category of gross annual income simply because
the employee1s W-2 fonn contained information relating to the employer's contributions. In
additioD.t the magistrate concluded that employer-paid health care premiullis are not a fringe benefit
as contemplated in IFLR 126(F)(2). The magistrate found that health insurance was not
substantially similar to the examples of fringe benefits contained in the rule.

Awards of child support are committed°to the trial court's sound discretion. Bailey v.
Bailey, 107 Idaho 324,329, 689 P.2d 216,221 {Idaho <;:t.App.1984). They are not, however,
insignificant or worthy only of summary treatment merely because they are discretionary. Id.
''When a judge rules on child support, he dedicates a certain level of future resources to the care·
and development of children. His ruling profoundly affects the standards of living enjoyed by

the children and by both of their parents.'' Id; When detennining child support,.the court must
consider the financial needs and resources of the child and the parents. Nab v. Nab, 114 Idaho
512,516, 757 P.2d 1231", 1235 (Idaho Ct.App.1988). Idaho Code§ 32-706 sets forth the
standards relating to child support. 1 When a trial judge provides no explanation for a

1-§ 32--706.

Child support
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discretionary _decision, the parties and an appellate court must resort to speculation regarding the
decisional process. Id. Sound judicial discretion is reasoned discretion andt as sue~ the reasons
for important discretion~ acts should be stated. Id.
.

This is especially true ~hen adjudicativ~
.

discretion directly affects the outcome of litigation. The requirement to state reasons is
intensified where, as here, the discretionary act.s have been deemed important enough to merit
legislative guidelines. ·
In this case, the magistrate made findings ¢.at a child support order was established

through the legal separation proceeding. Further, the amount ordered was not supported by the
. (1} In a proceeding for divorce or child support, the court may order either or both pareots owing a duty of support
to a child to pay an amount reasonable or necesswy·for bis or her support and education until the child is eighteen
(18) years of age, without regard to marital misconduct, after considering all relevant factors which may include:
(a) The fmancial resources of the child;
(b) The financial resources, needs, and obligations of both the custodial and noncustodial parents which ordinarily
shall not include a pw-ent1s· community property interest in the financial resom'Ces or obligations of a spouse who is
not a parent of the child, unless compelling reasons exist; ·
(c) The standard of living the child enjoyed during the me.rriage;
.
(d) The physical and emotional condition and neecl.s of1he child and his or her educational needs;
(e) The availability of medical coverage for the child at reasonable .cost as defined in section 32w 1214B, Idaho Codej
(f) The actua_l tax benefit recognized by the pilrty claiming the federal child dependency exemption.
(2) If the child continues his high school education subsequent to reaching the age of'eighteen (18) years, the comt
may, in its discretion, and after considering all relevant factors which include those set forth in subsection (1) of this
section, order the continuation of support payments until the child discontinues his high school education or reaches
the age of nineteen (19) years, whichever is sooner.
(3} All child support orders shall notify the obligor that the order will be enforced by income withholding pursuant
to chapter 12, title 32, Idaho Code. Failure to include this provision does not affect the validity of the support order.
The court shall require that the social security numbers ofboth the obligor and obligee be included in the order or
decree.
·
.
(4) In a proceeding for the support ofa child or a minor-parent the court may order the parent(s) of each minor
parent to pay an amount reasonable or necessary for the support and education of the child bom to the minor
parent(s) lllltil the minor parent is eighteen (18) years of age. after considering all relevant factors which, may
include:
. (a) The financial resources of the child;
(b) The financial resources of the minor parent;
.
(c) The financial resources, needs and obligations of the parent of the minor parent;
(d) The physical and emotional condition and needs of the child and~ or her educational needs; and
(e) The availability of medical coverage for the child at reasonable cost as defm=d in section 32-1214B, Idaho Code.
(5) The legislature hereby authorizes and encourages the supreme court of the state ofldaho to adopt and to
periodically review for modification guidelines that utilize and implement the fitctol'S set forth in subsections (1)
tb.\'ough (4) of this section to create a wrlfonn procedure for reaching fair and adequate child support awards. There
shall be a rebuttable presumption that the amount of the award which would result from the app1ication of the
guidelines is the amoµnt of child support to be awarded, Qll]ess evidence is presented in a ~icular case which
indicates that an application of the guidelines would be unjust or inappropriate. If the comt detennines that
circumstances exist to permit. a departure from the guidelines, the judge making the detennination shall make a
written or specific finding on the record that the application of the guidelines would be unjust or inappropriate in the
particular case before the court. When adopting guidelines, the supreme court shall provide that in a proceeding to
:modify an existing award, cl!ildren of the party requesting the modification who are bom or adopted after the entry
ofthe .exis~g order shall not be considered.
·
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parties' gross annual incomes. Thei:efore, the court adjusted the child support order according to
the guid~lines, In ~ddition, the magistrate considered the proposition that employer-paid group
health insurance is a fringe benefit as contemplated by the Idaho Family Rules. In his findings,
the magistrate determined that IFLR 126(F)(l )(ii) pid not cont~plate employer-paid health care
premh.uns as gross income. In addition, the magistrate concluded that employer-paid health care
premiums are not fringe benefits as contemplated in IFLR 126(F)(2). The magistrate found that

health insura.itce was not substantially similar to the examples of fringe benefits contained in tb.e
rule.
This Court concludes that the_ magistrate recognized his discretion regarding the
detennination of child support. In addition, he exercised that discretion by a careful review of the
evidence and by stating his re~ns why a child support adjustment was necessary and why he
would not consider employer-paid healih insurance pretniums to be fringe benefits or gross income.
The magistrate based his decision on substantial and compet.ent evidence and did not abuse bis
discretion. ~refoi"ei this Court affirms the decision of magistrate.

CONCLUSION
This Court, sitting in its appellate capacity, .has reviewed the record made :in the
magistrate court, the briefs submitted by counsel and the oral argwnents. This Court finds that
the magis.trate exercised his discretion· in denying the Appellant's request to set aside the Decree
of Separation, den~ an award of separate property to the Appellant through the Divorce
Decree, and determining that employer-paid health care premiums are not fringe benefits or
gross income. Therefore, this C~urt AFFIRMS the magistrate's decision as it relates to the
· setting aside of the Decree of Separatio~ award of separate property ~ough the Divorce Decree

and the characterization of employer-paid health care premiums.
This Court REMANDS back to the magistrate those issues stipulated to by the parties
!

regarding amounts paid per year for health insurance, calculation of overnight stays with the
Respondent, and the amowit paid by the parties for uncovered medical costs. This case is hereby

I

remanded to the Magistrate Division, the Honorable Rick Carnaroli presiding, for further
proceedings.
IT IS SO ORDERED this June 6, 2016.

-1

~c.~

ROBERT C. NAFTZ
District Judge
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IN TI-IE DISTRICT COURT OP THE SIXTH JUl)ICAL OISTR.lt!Y.F''()F Tlrn
STATE OF IDAHO, fi'.J AND FOR THE COUNTY OF' BANNOCK
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MANDY VALENTll\1.;,

t.li..1; t:J :·

)
)
)

A_ppellant,

)
v.
DA1'.. 1 VA.LENTINE,
Respondent. ·

)
)
)
)
)

!,,,'.~

~

.

(.-t, :,~.~·ti··~

·ME.~ORANDUM Di:CI.SION
. and ORDER

This case comes before this Comt purs~ant to an. appeal entered. by Mandy Valentine
(''the Appellant')oft11e Judgment and Decree.of Divorce dated May 8. 2015, and the Amended.
Judgment and Decree of Divorce dated August 24, 2015, iSS'IJ!3(1 by Magistrate Rick Cmna~oli..
The Appellant claims the magistrate made numerous errors.
SpecificaJly, the Appellant
argued
.

the lllagistrate court erred. in d~te1111i11ing the amount of health insurance costs to be pa.id by Dan.
Valentine ("the Respondentn), the 11w11ber of o·vemight visits the Respondent will. receive, and
1fle _amounts each party will. pay for UILCi.>Vered medical and childcare costs. 'Ine Ap_pellallt

further argued the :magistrate erred by declining to determine if the Decree of Legal Sepal'afiotl.
provided a substa:rttially equal distribution of property, refusing to award the Appellant her
separate i-,ropertythrough 11ie Decree of Divorce, ·findingtlurt the Decree of Legal Separation
was a final. judgment not subject to a motion to set asid~ and not determining .that the hea,lth
ins1.n·ance benefits paid by the Respondent's employer were fripge benefits fur purposes of
calculating child support. (Issu~s on Appeal, Oct. 2, 2015, J.)

··nus appeal is br0ught pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil :Procedure ("IRC~') 83. (Jd. at 1.)
The Appellant filed a supporting brief en February 3, 2016, wlµch v,,,ag followed by the
Respondent's Bri~f on Mm·ch 2, 2016. Tiie Appellant then filed a Reply Brief on March 23,
2016.

!ll!l'iili!!ll!!ll!l!!!!!!!!H! :SW F1al •

£11!!11!!!.!H!!!!
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Thls Cc,urL hc:a.rd oral argm.1.1ents on April 25, 2016. After being fully briefed
in the
.

allegations of bol:h parties and the law, this Court now issues the- followiri.g Memorandum
Dedsicm and Order..

fil.~'.f.tMJ~NTJ)F F!m
On Avril 24, 2013J Mandy Valentfoe filed a Petition for LegEll S~amtion. S-ubsequ.ent to
the filillg of that petitil111, the magistrate entered a Decree of Separation on May H~ 2013. In that

decree, the court apprtwed each term. and comliti.on. contained ill the Stipulated Separation
Agreement filed contemporaneously with the Decree of Separation.

The Respondent filed Er Verified Complaint for Divorce on. August 15 1 2014. On
September l, 2014, t.he Appellaut filed an Answer and Counterclaim
.

.

'l'he11t on February
.

S,

201.5, the Appella11t filed a_ Motion for Rec.onsklerati.on regai:ding the Decree of Legal
Separation. Fifteen days_ later, the Appellant filed a Motion to Set A~de t11e Decree of Legal
Separation.

Tlle magistrate held hearings cm Mal'ch 1I and 12, ~015 1 witb regard to the Appellant's
moti~in.,;; and issues regarding recovery of proparty contained in the Decree of Separation and
child support calculations. The court took the case under advisement and !ssued his "Findings of
Fact~ Conclusions ofJ;,aw and Order on May I, 2015. On May 8i 201.5, the magistra:te issued a
Judgment and Decree of Divorce.
Both Appellant and R.e-spondent filed post-tdal motian.~ asking the court recon..qider
aud/or alter or: amend the judg1nent. The court beld a. hearing on those motions on July 61 2015~
and thereafter issue-d an Amended Jlldgrnent a.t1d Decree of .Divorce on August 24, 2015. The
Appellant timely appealed.
ISStJES

1. Whether the magistrate erred 111 its refusal to issue an order awarding Appellant her
-separate property through th.e Judgment and Decree of Divorce.
2. Whether the magistrate e!'red in its determination that the Decree of Se.pa:.ration was a
final judgment that could not be set aside pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil )lroce<lm·e
60(b)(6).
3. 'A-'hether the magistrate e.rred in itc; detamination that the health insurance benefits
provided by Respon.dei1t's _employer wc.'l"e not fringe benefit-s for Plll'.poses
c.afoulating the pmties~ in.com.es 1.mdet the Idaho Child Support Guidelines .

of

.I!!'!!!!
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t!'l"'W .._..

z!!!!&G
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§.l'Aft'Dt\!Pf QF ~VIE\!
This is au appeal from the magistrate division .. Su.ch appeals are generally heard by the
district cnurt as an appellate proc.eed.i.ng and are governed by the sa:rn.e standards and procedures
used in an. appeal to the"Idaho ~t1preme Court'. IDAHO R. C.'Jv. P. 83(b), 83(u)(1)(2010). When a

di~trict court is sitting in. au appellate capacity u11der Rule 83(u)(l), the proper stanthrd of review
is whether there is substantial and competent evidence in the :rec.ord that supports the
.

.

'

magistrate's finding a.s- a. trial com1. Howard v. Cornell, 134 Idaho .403~ 405, 3 P.3d 528, 530

(2000) (citingShurtlif!, 1• S~urtlfff, 112 Idaho 103tt 1033. 739 P.2d 330,332 (l.987)). See als,-,
Sun Valley8hamrockRes., Jiic'. v, 1i·avelersLeasingC01p.;ll8Idaho 116,118, 794P.2d 1389,
1391 (1990) (Findingira:nd _conclusions made by a tl'ial court that ·are l)ased ~n substantial
although conflicting evidence will not be disturbed on appeal. Such findings \\till not be set aside
unle~s clea:rly erroneo~s.); Hentges v. Hentges, I IS Idaho 192.t 76$ P.2d 1094 {Idaho Ct.App.

lI

1988) (\\ll1e.t'e a district co1~~t sits as an appellate court for the purpose of reviewing a
magistrate's j11dgtnent1 the district COUlt is required to determine whether there is substantial

e,ddence to support the m.ag:i strate 's findings of fact. if those findings are so su:pp011ed, and if

I

t11e oon.cJusions of law demonstmte pr<)per application of Jegal principles to tl1e facts found,· then
the district court will affirm the magistrate~s judgment.). 'Evidence is substantial if a reasouabJe

trier of .tact would accept and rely upon it in determining whether a d~puted point of fact ha.,;

been proven/ Doe J v. Doe, 138 ldaho 893,906, 71 P.3d 1040, 1053 (2003) (quoting Weave.r v.
Millard, l.20 Idaho 692,698,819 P.2d 100, 116 (Idaho Ct.App. 1991)).

11le proper staudard ofreview, therefore, is for this Couit to determine whether there is

substantial. aud competent evidence in the record tliat supports tbe magistrate's findings. and
whether he properly applied the relevant legal princi_ples. lf such evidence can be found, this

Court will not disturb his findings offact and conclusions oflaw on appeal.
lllSCOSSl~~

At {lral argument~ the Appellant and Respondent both stipulated that the magistrate erred
in the following respects:
. 1. in determi11.ing ·the amount paid pet· year for h.ealth insurance for fhe parties~ minor
children;
.!
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2.·

m. calculating the total number of over.nights the children wiil sp~·nd with the R~sponden~
per year causing an error in the allor.:atio11 of percentage of thne spent with each parent
for puiposes of (:a.lculating cbil.d support;

.3. and the pe.1:oentage each parent will pay .for rn1covered medical costs.
Bt1.,:;ed on those stipulations, this Colllt he.reby remands this case to the Magistrate Division,. the

Honorable Rick CarnamU presiding, for. fhr.the.r proce¢ings
on Litmse i.ssues stipulated to by the
.
.

p~:ties. This Memora11d11m Decisi.01'1. and O!d.er ·will address the Appellant's ~emaiuing h.1sues.

The Appellant argues the trial° court erred by 1iot awarding hel' separate pJ'Operty through tl1e
.

.

Juctp-})lent and Decree of Divorce and by not setting aside the Decree of Separation pursuant to
IRCP 60(b)(6). In addition, the Appellant asserts the magiittJ:ate erred by not detem1iuingthat
the health insurance be11.efits paid by the employer were fringe be11.efits fo1· purposes of
calculating· child support.

A

There is substantial and COJnpetent evjdence to support the magistrate's decL~ion to
deny the Appellant's request to set aside the Decree of Separation.

.t

The A.ppel1a.nt argues the magistrate abust".d his discretion by not considt.'f.ing the relevant

I

time frame, sul~ject matter, a11d attendiug circumstan.ces when he denied her motion to set aside
the Decree of Separation. (AppeUant,s Reply Br. at 2.) The Respondent cotu1ters by arguing

that the magistra.te did exercise his discretion an~ found that a nearly two-year delay h1 filili.g the
motion. to set aside did not cm1stitute a reasonable amount pf time pursuant to the rule. ·
A trial court's decision wheth.er to grant relief pursuant to IR.CP 60(b) is reviewed for
abuse of discretion. The decision wi1l be upl1e.ld. if jt appears that the trial court (1) r.orrectl.y ·
perceived. the issue as discretionary, (2) acted within. the boundaries of its discretion and

· consistent with the :applicable legal ~tan~ds, and (3) reached its detem1biation tlu·ough. an ·
exel'cise of reason. A determinatio11 under Rule 60(b) tu.ms largely on questions of fact to be
detennined by the trial cou~i. TI1ose fac~l. findings will be upheld unless lhey Eire clearly

erroneous. If'tl1e trial court applies the facts in a logical nwmer to the cdteria set forth io. Rul.e
60(b)1 while. keeping in. mind the policy favoring relief in doubtful cases, the court will be
. deemed to have acted within its dis,~retion. Maynard v. Nguyen, 152 Idaho 724, 727, 274 P.3d
58_9, 592 (201 J), as cited in Waller 1•. State, Department ofHealth and Welfare, .146 Jdaho 234,
.

.

238, 192 P.3d 1058 (2008).
11!1!!!!!!
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The Appellant a.sbxf the magistrate to set-aside tlie May 8, 2013, Decree of Separation,,
which incorporated the terms of the Stipulated Separation A,.greernent. Jn his Fin.din.gt; c>fFa,~t,
Con.clusions of Law and Oi'de.r, the m.agistrate reasoned that the motion to set as:ide was filed ·
untimely iii.nee it. came nearly two yeiirs after the Decree ·of SeJ>arution was entete.d. In makin!s
that decision~ tlie magi~trate recugnized he- had the discretion to act on the motion, ac:ted withfo. ·
the boundaries of his discretion by· finding the motion was file-d. s.om.e 21 months after the <mtry
o.ftl1e decre.t\ and through au exercise ·of reason, deemed.1he motion untimely. Thus, how the
magistrate ca.inc to his decision i8 :aot clearly erroneous. Likewise, the mn.gistrate qid not abuse
his discretion in coming to that c~110;Iusion. This Court cannot fmd fault with how the judge
applied IRCP 60(b) to the prese11ted. facts. Therefore~ this Court rufir·ms the. magistt·ate~s
dedsion d.enyi11g the motion to set aside the Decree of Separation.
B.

There is substantial and com1>ctent evidence to support the nmgist:rate's decision to
deny the award of separate property to the AppeDan.t through th_e Uecree of
Divo:ree.
Jurisdiction to niodify a property settlement agreement only exists if the agreemen.t is

merged intn the judgment and decree of divorce. Berley v. Smith, 1.49 Idaho 171. 177,233 P.3d
Hl2, 108 (2010). ·To determine the intent of the parties a<1 to merger, the.court must "look first only
to ihe ·four corners of the divorce d.ecree." Id
.

"If the language ofthe decree clearly and
.

unambiguously holds the property settlement agreeme.nt is not merge~, the inquiry is a!~ an end." Id

The inquiry will only move beyond the four cc,mers of tlie decree to the property settlement
agreement 'When the decree is ambiguous and susc~ptib1e to conflicting interpretatior1,;. Id. "'f'he
interpretation of decrees or judgments is generally subjec~ to th.e b'8Ule rules applicable to
co11stJ.ucttoJ1 ofoonttacts." McKoon v. Hathawayt 146 Idaho 106, I09t 190 P.3d 925, 92~ (Idaho

C..'t.App:2008). Whet1 ''the l~11guage qfthe decl'.ce is unambiguous, tl1e dete1mination ofits meaning
and legal effect is a question oflaw over which free review is exercised, and matters outside the.
record should not be ticwd to 0011&1rue it.)) .kl (intemal citations omitted). However~ if the
provisions of an agreement are reasonably susceptible to conflicting- interpretations, th.en the
agreement is ambiguous
and detem1ination o.f its meaning is a question of fact. ld.; First Sec.
.
'

Bankofldahov. MurphA·131 Idaho 787, 791,.964 P.2d 654,658 (1998). '~The determination

whetht.'1· aprovision is ambiguous is.itself a question of law.n Delancey v. DeLancey, l l OldD;ho
.. ! 12!!
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63t 6$, 714 P.2d 32, 34 {1986). Ir1 COI1Struir;g: a contract; the "pri111ary objective" is to illS(X)Vl,;;l'

tp.e :intent of the parties. "[I}n order to eflectuate this objective, the co!'}Uact must he. viewed as a·

i

.,

\\'hole and considered in its entirety:" Bondy v. Le1~~ 12 l Idaho 9931 998, 829 P,.Zd 1342, 1347
'

'l

I

'

(1992). Courts must determine wbetht\r a reasomible conflicting.... interpretation
.
...
.exists..

I
I
I

· Dlil,a~rtey, .110 ldaho at 65, 714 P.2d at 34. It is a rule of com,1.rnctim1 ''that various pmvisions in
a ooniract must be construedJ if possible, so to give force ~nd.effec'l to every pa.rt thereof. Wright

i
~

v. Vutagtr of H~ilder, (>3 Idaho 122, 125, 117 P.2d 1002, 1003 (1941); see George v. Univer:S•ity of
Idaho, 121 Idaho· 30, 36, 8~2 P.2d 549, 555 (Ct.1\pp."1991 }." 1'win Lakes Vill. Property Ass 'n,

In~.

1,•.

Crowl.eA 124Idaho 132, I36t 857 P.2d 611,615 (1992). ' 1Ifthecoutt cluu:ged with

miforci.ng a judgment finds fbe judgment ambiguous~ ·ft may reter to the c-ircums~es
sun·ou11ding the making of 1f1e Judgment in interpreting it, and may tefer to the pleadings and
_other parts ofthc record in the earlier case.n McKo(m, 146 Idaho at 109,190 P.3d.a.t 928. The
-·'iI1.terpretation of an ambiguous j udgi;nent 01· decree will be uphe~d 011 review if it is supported by

substantial and competent evidence." Id.

.

· The magistrate fO\Uld that the Decree of Septlfation div:ided the pe1'sonal property of the
I

o

•

'

•

pal'ties. (Findings ofF~t. Conclusi.ons of Law & Order at 14.) Tile court further found. that the
Decree of Separation was a final jndgment and was clear and unambiguous. (fd. at 15.) As such,
the magistrate did not merge the Decree of Separation in1o the Decree o.f Divorce. Tha Decree of

S1.>;p~1"atio11. the~fore, stands as a contt'actual property settlement agreement approved by the
magistrate. After care:ful review ofth.e magistrate's findings; this Court finds that the ruagistrnte .
believed he had discretion in deter.mining whether the Decree of Separation was a fmal judgment.

'Tile magistrate furth.er acknowl~dged that Ile had di.scretioo to det.emrlne if ~he decree divided the
personal property of th~ parties, and, if so, whether there was any atnlli.g_uity that required ftuther
review of the :intent of the parties regarding the cUvision ofthe property. The magi.stl'ate acted
.

'

wiUtln the bmmdaries of bis_ discretion in. making that determirurti.on. The ·findings are supported,,
ond th~ conch.1..c;ions. of law demonstrate proper application of legal principles to the facts found.
'There.fore, 1his Cotll't fil1ds that the :rµ.agistl'ate propedy applied the appropriate legal standard to
the facts and made a logical, reasoned decision. This Court find, no error based ttpon an alleged
abuse of discretion· and therefo1·e aifmns the magistratets decision.
C.

The magistrate did not err in rmding that the Respondent's health insurance

benefits are not tiinge benefits for purposes of calculating i1:1eome for child support.
!!!!±
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Under the Idaho Child Supptlrt Guidelines~ and now the Idah<l Family I.aw Rufos

CIFLR''); gross income fol' pul'poses of d.eterminiiig income available to a 11arent to .satisf) his or
1

1

.

her child support obligations is defined

as includfrig income from any source. Idaho Family Laiv

R l 26(F)(l )(a)(i); Henderson v. Smith. 128 Idaho 444, 451, 915 P.2d 6~ 13 (19%). Altl1ough the

definition of gross i.ncome is ll(\t exhaustive\ the Supreme Court of!daho has interpreted it as
being a t1uite expansive list subject to a broacl scope ofinclusive sources of income. Henderson,
. 128 Idaho as 451, 9l5 P. 2d at 13. Idaho Family Law Rule 126(f0(2) defines a fringe benefit as

a benefit received by a l?'arent in the course of their empfoyment. That benefit is to be counted as
:income _if it is significant and reduces the personal living ~xpens~s of the parent. Typical fringe .
benefits include a company car, free housing, or'ro01ri and board.

The.Appellant a.r.gue:s that employer-paid health insurance pl'emiums fit the definition of a:
fringe benefi~ .tmrticularly since the Affordable Heal.th Care Act now requires everyone to cal'ry
health care insurance or incur a fmaricial penalty. See 26 USCA 5000A. The magistrate fou11d

that IFLR I 26(F)( 1)(ii)· did not contemplate employel'-paid health care pl'emiums as gross
ir,1come. (Filldings of Pad, Conclusions of Law & Order at 15.) The court re$l0ned that the
Aff01:dable Health C.are Act did not create a. new category of gross ffllllual income simply because
t~e employee's W-2 foim contained information relating to the emptoyeJ.')s contributions. In
~ddition, the magistrate conclude.d that employer-paid. health care premiums

are not a fringe benefit

a.~ contemplated in IFLR l26(F)(2). The magistrate found that health inmmrnce was ·not
substantially similar to·the examples of fringe be11efit"S contained in. tile rule.

Awards of child support tn·e conuni\{ed to the trial court's sound discretion. Bailey v.
Bailey, 101 Idaho 324, 329~ 689 P:Zd 216,221 (Idaho CtApp.1984). They are not, however,

imiignificant or worthy only of summaiy treatme11t merely because they are discretionary. Id.
"\\Then a. judge rules on child support, he dedicates a certain level of future resources to the care
and. development of children. Hil3 ruling profoundly affects the standards of living enj<)yed by
the children ~nd by both of their parent:$." Id. Wb.t'Jl determhiing child support, the court must

consider the financial needs and resouxces of the child and the parents. Nab v. Nab, l 1.4 Idaho
512$ 516, 757 P.2.d 1.231, 1235 (Idaho Ct.App.1988). Idaho Code§ 32-706 sets forlh the

standards relating to chi.Id supporL 1 \Vhen a. trial jud.ge provides 110 explan.ntion for~
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discretio!ll1ry d.ec,isicm, the pa.1:ties and an apj:IBllate oourt mus!: resort to speculation rt1gardhlg tht~

dt~cisionai process. id. .!;found judidaJ di.scretioll is reasoned. discretion and, as such; t..11.e i:easons

for importallt discretionary a.c~ slmuld be stated.

.

.

Id. This is especially trt1e. when a.djuc~icati ve

discretfon directly ·affects the outcome of litigation. The requirement to state reason.s is
intensi.fied where, as here, the discretionary acts have been deemed in1portant enough to merit

!

i

.!

legislative guidelines.
fa this case, the -11,1agh'trate made findings that a child. support order was em:ablishe<l
.

'

I

·d1rougb the legal separation procoodin.g. Further, the amount ordered was i1ot supported by tht~

·----..... ..
-----··--·------·--------·---------------·
(1) In a procer..diog for divome or child support, tlm court may or-der cithlll' oJ'botb. pa!'ents owing a du{-y of support
-.:....

to LI. cltild to pay au mnouutr.easonable or necessary for. h:is or her support and edncation u1r!.il the child is ei.ghtecn
( 1.8) years of age, without regard to madtat misconduct;· after considering all relevant factors which may include:
(a) The financial resources of the child;
(b) The financial resources, tieeds, and obligations of both the custodial aoo.110ncu1,1odia1 parents which ordinarily
shall uot include a pal'ent's community prope1.1y i.nteJ.-est in the finnncial resources or obligations of a i.1louse. who is
not a parent oftheebild, unless compelling rensons exist;
(o) The standard of living the cllild enjoyed dul'ing the marriage;
(d} The pl.1ysical and emoti.onal condition and neoos uf the child end his or her educ.ational 11eeds;
(e) 1'he availabilily of :medical coverage for the child at reasonable cost as defined in section 32-l 2l4B, Idaho Code;
(f) The actual tax benefit recognized by the party claiming the federal child dependency exemption.
(2) If the child. e<mlinues his high school. education subsequent to reru,iiing the age of eighteen (18) yeimi, tbe courl.
rnu.y, in its discretion, and after t"-Onsidtu·ing all l'elevant :mctors w!lich include those set forth in subsection (1) of this
section, order the contin11atioo of support Jlayme11t.-.. until tho child diseontinnets his high school education or re-aches ·
the age ofofoettmn (19) years, whichever is sooner.
(3) All child support o.rders shall notify the obligor that. th~ orde1' will be enforced by inoome.withholdi.ag pursuant
to chapter 12. title 32, ldaho Code. Failure to include thls p.rovisi1m does Mt affect the validicy oftbe support order.
The comt shall requil'e that the social security Dtm1bers of both the obliger fllld obllgeo he included ill the order or
dm:1·ee.
(4} In a proceeding for the support of a child or 11 minor parent the court tnay order the pare1.1t(,;) of each minor
parent to pay an .amount reusonab!e or necessm·y for the support and educatfon of the cllild born to t]1e mi11.or
parent(s) until the minor parent is eighteen (18) year11 of age, after C?nsiderillg all" relevant ncrors whic:h 1nay
include:
·
(u) Tbe fin~cialresourc<'.S of the child;
(b) The finauci.il resources of the minor pareut;
(c) The financial. J'esources, needs and obligations of the parent of the 1ni!lotparentj
( d) ·no pbysil1al and emotional conditlon and needs of the child and hill or her educational needs; and
(e) Th.e availability of medical ooverag-e for the cltild at reasonabk, cost as defined in section 32-1214B, Jdall<l Code.
(5) The legislature hereby authorizes a~d encourages the supnmie court of the state ofldaho to adopt and to
periodicall.y review for modification g11idclines tlmt utili:I.e and im1,1ement the ~l'S set forth in subsections {l}
tlirough (4) of this section to create a unifo1n1 procedul-e fot reaching fair and adeqmite child SUJ~port awards. Tbel.'e
sball 'be a rebl.!Uable preswnpti.on that the amount of tl1e award which. would result from the application of the
guidelines is the !llllount of child suppo1t to be award.ed, unless ~vidence is presented ma. particulaJ· cuse which .
indicates that an application of the guidelines would be UJ\iusi or inappmpriate. If the wurt determ~es that
circumstances exist to pennit a departure from the guidelines, the judge making the determination shall make a
written or specific finding 011 the 1\JCOrd that the ap_pU{'.ation of the guidelines would be unjust OJ' i.nappropiiate _ifi the
. pmticulai· case before tlle court When adopting f,'llidelit1es, the supreme cowt shall provide that in a proceeding to
n1odify an existing award, i,hildren of th~ party requesting the modification who are born or adopk.d after the ei1tiy
of the existing order shall not be con_side,re.(l,

a
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partie:!l' gmss annual·incomes. Therefom, the: court adjusted the child suppoLt order ac:cordil1g to
'

'

the guidelim:,s. In addhion, the magistrate considered. the proposition th.at employerHpnid group
1

health insurance is a fringe benefit as contemplate{! by~ Idaho Family_ R.1~les. I:n hls findings •.

i
!

the magbiro.te determined that lFLR 12.6(F)(l)(ii) di4 not contemplate employer-paid liealtli care

·r

_premi~ru; as gross income. fa addition, the magistrat!;: c-01J.Cluded that employer-paid health care
premiums are nut fiinge benefits as contemplated i11 IFLR .l 26(F)(2). The mat>istrate fou11d that

health insuram.,'e wac; l'IOt substantiaHy .similar to the examples of fringe be11efits COlltained in the

rule.
This Court c-01iclud.es tlmt the magistrate l'ecognized his discretion regal'di11g the

det.enninaticm o.f child support. In additi.011) h.e exercised that discretion by a careful review ~f the
evidence and by stating his reasons w~y a child support adjustment was nere.ssary and wby }re

\

would not consider employer-paid health insurance premfoms to be fringe benefits or gross income.

I
I
I

The n,agis!rate baaed his decision on substantial and compe.tent evidence and did not abuse his
disc.1-etfon. Therefore~ this Court affirm.<; the decisio:n of magistrate. ·

j

CON~l.Jl~19.1X
This Court, sittirig in its appellate capacity, has. reviewed the record made .in the

rnagistrate court, the briefs submitted by counsel and the oral arguments. This Court finds that
the magistrate exercised his discretion in denying the Appellant's request l:o set aside the .Decl'ee
of Separation, denying an award of separate properly to the Appella11t through the Divori~e

Decree, and. determining that employernpaid health care premiums are not fri11ge benefits or
gross income. 'l'.herefore, this Court fi.F'Fll!e.~ the magistrate's ~tecision as it 1.-elates to the
setting aside of the Decree of Sepat"ation, award of separate property through the Divorce Decree
and the c.haractedzatfon of employer-paid health care premiums.

This Court REMANJ?S back tel the magistrate those issues stipulated ·to by the parties
.regarding amounts paid per year for health insm'8Ilce. calculation of overnight !)'tays with the
Respondent, ~d the amount paid by the parties for uncovered medical costs. This case is hel'eby

remanded to the Magi~trate Division, the Honorable Rick Carn.atoll presiding. for further
proce~dings.
IT IS SO ORDERED this .Ttme 6. 2016.

~_c_ll~_
ROBER.TC. NAFTZ
District Judge

...
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CE.RTll'I.CATE OF l\-1AlLING/SERVICE

I hereby ct:itify that on _ ~11t,__9L_...2Qlf1:,_ I mail.ed/sel.'ved a. we oopy of the .Memorandum
Dedsfon a11d Order on the attonmy(s)/person(s) listed below by ~ail with eoirect posb!:ge thereon or causing

the same to be luuid delivered.

~S.Mai!

AP.PELLAN'f'S ATTORNEY~
Peter M. Wells
MAY, RAMMELL & THqMPSON, CHARTERim
P.O. Box. 370
· Pocatello~ [D 83204-0370

or~Mail

D Courthouse .Box.
0Fax:
.

/
IL)'tJ.S. Mail

"RESJ>ONDENT1S A'M'ORNEY:
Jeffery W. Banks
.
HA w1.,EY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

DE-Mail

D Courthouse Box
0Fax:

2010 Jennie Lee Driv·e
Idaho F'aUs, ID 8340~
ROBERT POLEK.T., Clerk

By: - Nl~OLB~ELOACBDeputy Cle11f
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MEMORAl\TJ)UM DECSION and ORDER
CV-20l;M516·'DW
Valonthie v. Valentine.
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Jeffery W. Banks1 Esq., ISBN 5307 .
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
20 lO Jennie Lee Drive ·
Idaho Falls. ID 83404
Telephone: (208) 529~3005
Facsimile: (208) 529-3065
E-Mail: jbanks@hawleytroxell.com
Attomeys for Appellee

.·IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH .TU1)ICIAL·DISTRICT·OF THE
-·sTATE OF.IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
MAGISTRATE DIVISION
.

'

MANDY L. VALENTINE,

) Case No.~ CV-2013-1516-DW
)

·Petitioner,

) MEMORANDUM OF COSTS

vs.

)
)
)

DAN VALENTINE,

)

)
)

. Respondent.

Respond.ent1 Dan .Valentine, by and t;brough his counsel of !CCord, Jeffery W. Banks,
Esq.t submits the following Memorandum of Costs in support of an award of costs in this action,
.

'

in compliance with "r.R.F.L.P. 905.

DESCRIPTION

AMOUNT

Transcript

$50.00

Travel.

$56.16

TOTAL

$106.00

•

PTO

....
47897,vw1.i11 ·1n!-JU.I
171 of 219
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.

STATE OF IDAHO
. Couniy ofBOmleville .

)
ss:
)

I, Jeffery W. Banks~ being first duly sworn upon oath, q.epose and say:
That I am the attorney for Respondent Dan. Valentine in the above foregoing action; that I have
read the foregoing Memomndiun of Costs and that to the best of my knowledge and belief the
items are correct and that the costs claimed are
I.R.F.L.P. 905; that the facts
therei1fstated are true as I verily believe..
l
· J ,·
·

hroompµancev

,

,

l,..,a,,. ... ••'""'

."

I

j
I

.-BANKS

(SEAL)

·ME.'1\1.0RANDIJM OF COSTS .

·f

NOT Y ~ LIC for Idaho
Residing at: J:11111,o ~/5 . .
My Commission Expires: &6t·l~G'oJ8

"n-

....

47897.00fH.8177790.1
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I _hereby certify that I caused a tme and correct copy of the foregoing document to be
s~ved by the method 4Jdicated below and addressed to the following this Z..>11-ay of June, 2016. ·
Peter M. Wells
· MAY RAMMELL & THOMPSON
P.O.Box370
Pocatello, ID 83204-0370

0
0
0
0

tJ.s. Mail, postage prepaid
?d'J;)elivery
Fax 208~23+2961
Overni~t Mail

MEMORANDUM OF COSTS
47R97.0001.it77"9'l.l
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Peter M. Wells
MAY; RAMMELL & TIIOMPSON, CHTD.
Post Office Box 370
·
216 West Whitman Street
Pocatello, Idaho 83204--0370
·Telephone: (208) 233-0132
Facsimile: (208) 234--2961
Idaho State Bar No. 7724
.f'.-,..,,~-.r•;,

::.--.s

E.....,..,...

IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR. THE SIXTH'JUDICIAL DISTRICT
. FOR THE STATE OF ID.AHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
DISTRICT DMSION
MANDY VALENTINE,
Appellant,

vs.

·cASE NO: CV-2013-1516-DW
OBJECTION TO MEMORANDUM OF
COSTS

DAN VALENTINE,
Appellee.
COMES NOW Mandy Valentine, by and through her attorney of record, Peter M. Wells

of the law ffi:m May, Rammell &·Thompson, Chartered, pursuant to Idaho Rule of Family Law·
Procedure 906, and Idaho Appellate Rule 40(d), and hereby objects to the Memorandum ofCosts
filed by Dan Valentine ~ this matter, based on the following grounds and reasons:

Dan Valentine is not the prevailing Party in 1hls action. There wei;e five (5) issues on
appeal. Of those issues, three (3) have been remanded to the District Court. Mr. Valentine
conceded those three (3). issues. Appellant had to file tJ;te Appeal to get Appellee . to concede
these· issues. As a result, if either Party is the prevailing Party, it is Mandy Valentine.
Furthermore, the order of the Collrt w~ entered on the 9th da:r of June, 2016. As of July
5~ 20l~J there is nothing showing· that the Memorandum of Costa ~f Dan Valentine was e"?er

filed. It is Appellant's understanding that Appellee claims to have fax-filed the Memorandum of
Costs on June 29, 2016. If th_is is true, then Appellee has filed his Memorandum of Costs 20 days

from the· date of tlte final order of the Court and is therefore not entitled to costs under I.R.F.L.P.
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906, and Idaho Appellate Rule 40(d).
THEREFORE, Appellant hereby requests this Court to deny Appellee,sMemorandum of
Costs.

DATED this 5th day ofJuly, 2016.

I
l

l
II

.r

I

I
I
II
I
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certify that on this date a copy of the foregoing Objection to Memorandum of Costs was
served on the following named person at the ~ss shown and in the ~ r indicated.

Jeffery Wayne B~
Smith & :aanks, PLLC .
2010 Jennie Lee Drive
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404
jbanks@b.awleytroxell.com

[x] U.S. Mail
· [ ] Facsimile
[x] Email

DATED this 5th day of July, 2016.

-

I
I

.I
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Peter M. Wells
MAY, RAMMELL & THOMPSON, CHARTERED
216 West Whi1man Street
Post Office Box 370
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-0370
Telephone: (208) 233.0132
Facsimile: (208) 234-2961 ·
Idaho State Bar No. 7724

-

·BY

D~r-p t:TY--·CI.• ":UV-t:,.:\

~

"---......~,15"-'r

Attorneys for Mandy Valentine ·
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
FOR.THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
DISTRICT DMSION

MANDY L. VALENTINE,
CASE NO: CV-20i3-1516-DW
(Appellant) Plam1ift7Respondent,

vs.

NOTICE OF APPEAL

DAN VALENTINE,
(Appellee) Defendant/Petitioner.

TO: THE ABOVE NAMED APPELLEE/DEFENDANT/PETITIONER DAN
VALENTINE, T]:JE PARTY'S ATI'ORNEY~ JEFFERY W. BANKS, AND THE CLERK
OF TIIE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: ·
. 1. The above named Appellant, Mandy L. Valentine, by and through her attomey of record,

Peter M. Wells, of the law firm· May, Rammell & Thompson~ Chartered, appeals against
the Appellee/Defendant/Petitioner, DQn Valentine. to the Idaho Supreme Court from the
Memorandum Decision and Order entered in the above-entifle:d action on the 9th day of

June, 2016, Honorable Judge Naftz presiding. A copy of the order being appealed is
attached to this notice, as well as a copy of the final judgment which is the Amended

Judgment and Decree of Divorce issued by the Sixth Judicial District Bannock County
CAS~NO. CV--2013-1516--DW -N<meBOll APPBAL-PAGB 1
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Magistra1e Division da1ed August 24, 2015. ·
2. The Appellant has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the judgments or

orders described in paragtaph I above 'is ari appealable order under and pursuant to Rule
4 and Rule l l(a)(2) of the Idaho Appellate Rules.
3. The preli.minaty statement of the issue on appeal which the Appellant in~nds to assert in
.the appeal; provided, any such list of issues on appeal .shall not prevent the appell~t from
asserting other issues on appeal. The appealable ~ssue is as follows:

a. Whether the Magistrate Cc:,urt and District Court erred in its determination that the
health ~urance benefits provided by AppelJee's employer were not fringe
benefits.for purposes of caloulating the Parties' incomes tu1der the Idaho Child

Support Guidelines.
4. No order has been issued sealing any part ofthe record.
S. A report~'s transcript is not ~equested.
6. In addition to the documents automatically included under ld~o Appellate Rule 28,

Appellant does not request any other documents to be included in the clerk's record.
7. Appellant requests the following Exh:l'bits be copied and sent to the Supreme Court:
a. BxhibitA
b. ExhibitB

8. I certify: .
a. That a. copy of this notice of appeal has not seived on a reporter as no transcript

has been requested.
b. That service has been niade upon all parties required to be seived pursuant to Rule

20.
c. That the appellate filing fee has been paid. .
DATED this .J&iA.!>fJuly, 2016.

MAY, RAMMELL & THOMPSON, CHARTERED
Attorneys for Plaintiff/Respondent

4.~
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

.i

I certify that on this date a copy of the foregoing Notice of Appeal was served on the
following named person at the address shown and in the matter indicated.

I

Jeffery Wayne Banlcs
Smith & Bank~, PLLC
2010 Jennie Lee Drive
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404

UU.S.Mail
[ ] Facsimile
[ JHand Delivery

Judge Rick Carnaroli ·
Bannock County Courthouse
624 East Center Street
Pocatello. Idaho 83201

£ Ju.s.·Mail
[ ] Facsimile
\JJiand Delivery

Judge Robert C. Naftz
Bannock County Courthouse
624 East Center Street
Pocatello, Idaho 83201

[] U.S. Mail
[ ] Fac~imile
~and Delivery

DATED this /

I

iffl day of July, 2016.
,,,, .....
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DJSTRiCT OF THE

.

.

·

2ms AUG 24 PM 3~ 59

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK

BY ·-M. . . . . . . . . . . :. ··~,:~.,..,...
m::1·:.il { GLE;:(i(

lo' ... ,__ __ , _

MAGISTRATEDMSION
MANDY VALENTINE,

)
Petitioner,

vs.
DAN VALENTINEt
Respondent,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

AMENDED JUDGMENT AND
DECREE OF DIVORCE

JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS~
I.·

The bonds of matrimony now existing between the Petitioner and the Respondent are

· ru.s~olved on the grounds of irreconcilable differences and the Respondent is awarded an absolute
decree of divorce from the Petitioner.

2.

The Petitioner and the Respondent are awarded joint legal and joint physical custody of

the minor children, E. V. and l.V. The Petitioner is awarded primary physical custody of the
minor children and the Respondent is awarded visitation with the child as set forth in Schedule A
attached hereto: .
3.

Commencing August 15, 2-014~ the Respondent Dan Valentine shall pay t!te P~titi!Jner

Mandy Valentine child support in the amount of$513.00 per month for the care. custody, support,
maintenance and education of the minor children ofthe parties until ~ach child reaches 'the age of
eighteen (18), or if said child continues his high school education subsequent to reaching the age of
eighteen years, child support payments shall continue until such time as each child graduates from

Decreo efDivorce ·
10328: Henderson

Page 1
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high s~hool or reaches the age of nineteen years, marries or otherwise beoomes emancipated,
whichever is sooner. pur~uant'to Idaho Code Sec. 32-706.·
5.

Respondent shall be entitled to a credit for any overpayments previously made under the

parties' Decree of Separation and his monthly chi1d support payments under this order shall be

reduced by $50.00 per month until the credit has been fully depleted; The adjustments in the
monthly amount to be paid by Respondent and the credit he has accumulated since August' 15, 2014.
shall be calculated by Idaho Child Support Receipting and r~flected in their official records.
6. ,.

Child support payments shall be paid on or before. the 15th day

of each month, commencing

August l :5, 2014, and such pay~ents shall be made through the Idaho Department of Hea1th &
Welfare, Idaho·Child Support
Receipting Services, P.O. Box .70008, Boise, ID 83707-0108.
.

The

support order may be enforced by automatic and immediate income withholding pursuant to Title 32,
Chapter 12, Idaho Code,:

NOTICE OF INCOME WITHHOLDING
This support order is enforceable by income withholding under Chapter 12, Title 32,
ldabo C~. Whenever there are arrearages at least equal to the support payment for
one (1) month, a mandatory income withholding order may be issued by the court to
your employer or other person who pays you income, without prior n12t'" t,g_you. .
It is not necessary for the obligee to apply for support enforcement services under
Title IV~D of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 651 et seq.} to obtain enforcement of
this support order by means of income withholding.
·
NOTICE OF LffiN

. Pursuant to Chapter 12, Title 7; specifically I.C. '7-1206(1)(2)(3) and Chapter l l,
Title 45, specifically, LC. 45-190I(e), this support order shall be enforced b:1t the
filing of a statewide lien upon all real and personal property of the obligor if the
delinqueqcy in the support obligation is equal to $2,000 or 90 days of support,
whichever is less.
·
·

Dec:reuf Diveru.

I0328: Henderson
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7.

l·

Beginning in 201_:S, each party shalt' be responsible to file· separate state and federal

.

.

in~ome tax returns and the paymen~ of any obligations incidental thereto; any refund shalt be

the property of the filing party. Petitioner and Respondent shall file a joint tax return for the
year 2014 at the sole expense of the Petitioner and the Petitioner shall be entitled to any
income tax refund received.
8.

Commencing with the t.ax year 2015, Respondent Dan Valenti~ shall be entitled to claim

the child_ren as dependency exe~ptions for income tax purposes. Petitioner shall. complete IRS Form

833-2 releasing the dependency exemptions to the Respondent.
9.

The parties' chUdren ~ currently co-yered by Respondent's health insurance, available

through Respondent's employer. Should the children become ineligible for said health insurance for
.
.
any :,;-eason. each party sbal1 provide health, hospitalization and accident insurance through his or her
place of employment, whenever such insurance is available at a reasonable rate. for the benefit ofthe
children. Each party shall provide the other party with a copy ofthe policy, identification cards and
the necessary fonns needed for filing of claims. The parties shall also provide ocular, orthodontic,
dental, and psychological insurance for the benefit of the F.ties' minor chil_dren to the extent the

same is available through his .emplo)llllent or other health insurance plan at a reasonable rate. All
health care expenses (including, but not limited to, ~rthodontic, den.~I. optical, medical, counseling,
psychiatric; psychological, addiction treatment, special education. and medication) of the children-not
covered by insurance shall be paid pro rata, 60% by Petitioner and 400/o by Respondent.
Any claimed health care expenses for the children (whether denominated as psychi.atric,
psychologic~, special education, addiction treatment, or. counseling in any fonn, and including
regular medical or dental care), whether or not covered by insurance, which would result in and
actual out-of~pocket expense to the parent who did not incur or consent to the expense of over
$S00.00, m~t by approved in advance, in writing, by both parties or by prior court order, Relief may
Decree of Divorce
I 0328: Henderson
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be ,granted by the Court for failure to cornpfy under extraordinaiy circumstances; and the Court may
in its discretion apportion the incurred expense in some percentage other than ··that in the existing
support order, and in so doing, may consider whether consent_ was unreasonably requested or
withheld. There are no unreimbursed claims for medical expense owing by either party to the other.

I0.

The Court hereby issues a Qualified Medical Chiid Support Order under Section 1169 of

the Emp1oyee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 as amended (BRISA). notifying the

~spondent that failure_ to provide his share of the premium of such health insurance ~overage m.ay

result

in Respondent directly ·enforcing the Court's order to provide health insurance coverage_ .

without further notice to the Responden~ sending a certified copy of said order requiring health
insurance coverage to Respondent's employer by certified mail. return receipt requested.
Respondent shall attach a notarized statement to accompany a certified copy of the aforesaid order,
stating that the order is the latest order addressing health insurance coverage entered by the Court.
The Court shall require Respondent's employer to enroll the children in the health insurance plan as
provide4 · without regard to any required premium for said health insurance coverage of the
Respondent's employee's dependents from· his employee's income or wages. The Court shall retain
jurisdiction to amend any order as may be necessary to establish or maintain a Qoallfied Medical
Child Support Order under Section 1169 BRISA. Fwi:he.rmore, the parties shall be required to
execute any and all appropriate documents to insure that the tenns of a Qualified Medlcat Child
Sup.i?Ort Order are duly adhered to and honored.

NOTICE OF MEDICAL ENFORCEMENT
This order is enforced by allowing the State of Idaho, Department of Health
& Welfin'e or other obligee to enforce medical coverage. That whenever an
obligor parent who has been ordered to provide health insurance coverage for
a dependent child(ren) fails to provide such coverage or lets it lapse, the
Department of HeaJth & Welfare or other obligee may seek enforcement of
Decree of Divorce
I0328: Henderson
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the uovci-age _order as of the effective date of this ordel' under Chapter 12,
Title 32t Idaho Code.
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U1e Petitioner paying 40% and the Respondent 60% of such expenses.

DATFDtbis:z!/'dayof A u g u s 1 , i o 1 s ~

RICK CARN
LI,
·
SIXTH DISTRICT MAGISTRATE

l

·

I
I

Cl.I'.R.TIFICATE OF FINAL JUDGMENT
With respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order it is hereby CERTIFIED,
in accordance with Rule -804 that the court has detennined _that there is no just reason for delay of the
entry of a final judgment and that the court has and does hereby direct that the above judgment or
ol'der shall be a final judgment upon which execution may issue and an appeal may be taken as
provided by the Idaho Appellate Rules.
DATED this~<lay of Augusi, 2015.

.

I
l

~

ruCKCARNARO~
SIXTH DISTRICT MAGISTRATE

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

'

I hereby certify that on the

2B+l·4fay of Augustt 2015, a true copy of this Judgment. was
1

mailed postage pre-paid to:

I

l;

Jeffrey W. Banks

Peter M. Wells
Attorney At Law
P.O. B.ox 370,
Pocatello, ID 83204·0370
· Idaho Child Support Receipting
P.O. Box 70008 ·
B0ise1 ID 83707-0008

' Cf~rhO~-r

Magl~ratec!erk
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SCHEDULEA

I

The custody and visitation schedu;le shall be as foUows until further order of the court:
1. The father shall have one (1) extended weekend· visitation with the children per
month in Moscow, [daho.
2. On or before August l, each year, the father shall provide a list of his proposed
extended weekend visits to the mother. The list shall be based upon the Moscow
public school schedule,

3. The father•s extended visits shall occur in Moscow, Idaho and will not be in excess of
four (4) consecutive overnights.
4. The parties,shall share equally in the fatherts out--0f-pocket costs for gasoline and his
.

.

motel room costs for visits in Moscowt Idaho. If any damage should occur to the
motel room. the father shall be solely responsible for any CQsts associated therewith.
The father shall provide receipts for gasoline and his motel room. The mother shall
reimburse the father within thirty (30) days of his receipts.
5. During spring break from schoolt Thanksgiving and Christmas, the parties shall meet .

to exchange the children in ~ario, Oregon. Ontario, Oregon is in the Mountain

Time Zone MST, so any reference to time of day shall be MST. The father shall
provi~e fourteen (14) days advance notice if he is going to cancel his visitation. The
parties shall each be responsible for their own respective transportation and room

costs, if any associated with these visits.

6.- The father shall be entitled to the first half of every spring break holiday commencing
at 6~00 p.m. MST on the day the children are released from school and ending at 6:00
p.m. MST on the Wednesday before they return to school.

7. In years that end in -an odd number, the mother shall be entitled to the July 4 holiday
and in the years that end in an even number the·father shall be entitled to the July 4
holiday. ~e parent with custody for ~e July 4 holiday shall_ have the children from
6:00 p.m. MST July 3 through 6:00 p.m. MST on July S.
8. In years that end in

an odd nwnhet; the ~er shall be entitled to the Thanksgiving

holiday and in_ the years that end in an even number the mother shall be entitled to the
Thanksgiving holiday. The parent with custody for the Thanksgiving holiday·~hall
.

.

have the children from· 6:00 p.m. MST on the Wednesday the children ar~ t:e}eased
DECREE
.
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from school through 2:00 _p.m. MST on the Swday before the children are to return to
school.

9. The parent with custody for the _July 4 holiday shall have tlie children from 6:00 p.m.
July 3 through 6:00 p.m. July 5.
1O. Every year the father shall celebrate Christmas with the chiidren from 6:00 p.m. MST ·
on the day schopl is dismissed.for the break until 6:00 p.m. MST on December 26.
11. In the ~ e r months, the father shall have visitation with the children commencing
· at 6;00 p.m. MST on the 101h day after the children are released

&om: school and

ending at 6:00 p.m. MST 10 days before they school commences in the., fall.

12, If the ·mother plans

to be in the southeast Idaho area visiting her family, she may

transport the children to Blackfoot for

an exchange obviating the need to meet in

Ontarlot Oregon.. The mother is entitled to up to 2 weekend visits per month in the

months of June, July and August She shall be solely responsible for her travel and
lodging·expenses to eajoy those visits. She shall provide 14 days advance notice of
her. intention to visit and so long as ers visit wi•l ·not interrupt activities already
planru:d for the children she shall be entitled to visit.
13. Ifthe-father_plans to be in the Moscow, Id~o area,. he may transport the children to
Moscow for an exchange o~viating the need to meet in Ontario1 Oregon. The fath~r

may upon 14 days ~vance notice arrange for addition visits with the- children in
Moscow during the school year. He shall be solely responsible for his travel and
lodging expenses to enjoy those visits. He shall provide 14 days advance notice of

his intenti~n to visit and so long as his visit wi~ not interrupt activities already
planned for tbe children he shall be entitled to visit ·
14. Mother is always entitled to the entire Mother's Day weekend with the children and
. Father is always entitled to Father's day weeke1:1d with the children.

15. Both parents shall have and provide opportunity for the children and the distant
parent to communicate by phone, Skype, Facetime, OizmoPalt or other electronic
communication device every Wednesday and Sunday e\'.Cning. The children may use
OizmoPal any time to contact either parent and neither parent shall disable GizmoPal,.
The use.ofGizmoPal shall not unreasonably interfere with custodial time and the use
of the GizmoPal shall not be unreasonably withheld.
DECREE
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16. The parties shall adhere to the terms of their Legal Separation Agreement with respect to
parental conduct and said tenns are incorpor~ted herein by re(~rence imd.as if fully set

forth as an order ofthis court.

17. Additionally, the parents shall commlUlicate weekly via email about the children>s
activities and the upcoming week>s activities.

Each will provide the other with

infonn·atton about the childrents health, education and welfare.

DECREE
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF .BANNOCK

MANDY L. VALENTINE,
Plaintiff-Appellant,

vs.
DAN VALENTINE,
· Defendant - Respondent on Appeal

)
)
) · Supreme Court No.
)
)
) CLERK'S CERTIFICATE
·)
OF
)
APPEAL
)
)

Appealed from: Sixth Judicial District, Bannock County
Honorable Judge Robert t: Naftz presiding
Bannock County case No: CV-2013-1516-DW

Order of Judgment Appealed from: Memorandum Decision and Order filed June
9, 2016 and Amended Judgment arid Decree of Divorce filed August 24, 2015.
Attorney for Appellant: Peter M. Wells, Attomey1 May Rammell .& Thompson,
Chartered, ·Pocatello
·
Attorney for Respondent: Jeffery W. Banks, Attorney, Hawley Troxell Ennis &
Hawley, LLP, Idaho Falls
Appealed by: Mandy L. Valentine
Appealed against: Dan_ Valentine
Notice of Appeal filed= July 18, 2016

Notice. of Cross-Appeal flied:· No
Appellate fee paid: Yes
Request for·additional records filed: No
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Request for additional reporter's transcript flied: No

Name of Reporter: 'N/A
Was Distrlct'Court Reporter's transcript requested? No
Estimated Number of Pages: N/A

Datect<._

~.)

ROBERT ~LEK!,· \ .
Clerk of the District Court

\
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUpICJAL DIS1RICT OF T H E ~
. ·
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNQTJJt JUL ,. . p.
.
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MANDY VALENTINE,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Appellant,

vs.

DAN VALENTINE,
Respondent.

TO:

.

~

I

~

· -ik::i.<5(,_;:t tl~i\

CASE NO. CV-2013·1516-DW ·

REMITTITUR

HONORABLE RICK CA,RNAROLI, MAGISTRATE JUDGE

The District Court having ruled on this case on June 9, 2016, and havi~ remanded the
case back to the Magistrate Judge

for reconsideration on issues stipulated to by the parties' and

having affirmed the remaining issues on appeal and no appeal having been filed, the ruling of the
District Court is therefore deemed final ..
.
.
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Magistrate Court shall forthwith comply with the .

directive of the District Court's decision, if any action is required.

!_ day of July, 2016.
~C.~

DATED this---.,...,.I

ROBERT C. NAFTZ
District Judge

I

.I

I
[

REMITTIWR
Valentine v: Valentine

CV-2013-l.Sl6-DW
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CERTIFICATE
G/SERVICE
I hereby certify that on _.....,J....:;.r~~;..__~20~1~6 I mailed/served a true copy of the
Remittitur on the attomey(s)/person(s) listed elow by mail with correct postage thereon cir ca~ng
the same to be hand delivered.
L'.....,!.•.1..n..u..jli

APPELLANT'S ATTORNEY:
· Peter M. Wells
MAY, RAlvtMELL & THOMPSON, CHARTERED
· P.O. Box 370
Pocatello, ID 83204-0370

~U.S.Mail
.DE-Mail
D Courthouse Box
-0 Fax:

RESPONDENT'S ATTORNEY: .
Jelfery W. Banks
HAWLRY TROXELL ENN1S & HAWLEY LLP
2010 Jennie Lee Drive
Idaho Falls, ID 83404

l2sl: u.s. Mail

MAGISTRATE JUDGE:
Hon. Rick Camaroli
624 E. Center, Room 220
Pocatello! ID 83201

0U.S.Mail

DE-Mail

D Courthouse Box
0Fax:

DE:-Mail

~ Courthouse Box

0Fax:
ROBERT POLEKI, Clerk

. By·

~

.
-~

Deputy Clerk

REMITTITUR
Valenti'ne v. Valentine
CV-2013-1516~DW
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Jeffel'y W. Banlcs, Esq. (ISBN 5307)
HAWLEY TROXELL El'l1NIS & HAWLEY LLP
2010 Jennie Lee Drive
· Idaho Falls, JD 83404 .
Telephone: 208-529-3005
Facsimile; 208-529~3065
Email: jbanks@hawleytl'OXeil.com
Attorneys for Appellee DAN VALENTINE

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
MANDY L. VALENTINE,

)

Case No. CV-2013-1516

•DW

)

Petitioner/Appellant,
vs.

!

ORDER FOR COSTS

)

~).

DAN VALENTINE>

___,,_____________)
Respondent/Appellee.

The Court, having recei~ed Respondent's Memorandum of Costs and good oause

appearing:
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Petitioner, Mandy L. Valentine; shaUpay the law finn
,.

·of Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley, LLP, the

sum of $106.00 and Judgment shall immediately

· be issued there.on.

:

PtuGosr

. DATED THIS J.(l_ day of.J~, 2016.

By~c.U~
·HONORABLE ROBERT C. NAFTZ

l!!I
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ORDER FOR COSTS

I!

IP!

7,_1 Hllllll!i

M

Pagel
47897.0001..8241295.1
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE QE SEBYICE .

l HEREBY CERTIFY that on this /{ day o ~ 6 , l caused to be served a true
copy of the foregoing ORDER FOR COSTS by the method indicated below, and addressed to
each of the following:

Peter M. Wells
MAY RAMMELL & THOMPSON
P.0.Box 370
Pocatello~ ID 83204-0370
Jeffery W. Banks, Esq.
HAV.,:LEY TROXELL ENNIS, et al.
2010 Jennie Lee Drive
Idaho Falls, ID 83404

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Ovemight Mail
DE-mail
~:208-234..2961

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Ovenlight Mail
DE-mail
~:2Q8 ..234w2961

~Ju

!8

SW T

ORDER FOR COSTS

I !!!li.!IZ
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Pago2
47897.0001.8241295. I.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
0.

;

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY_. OF BANNOCK~. '4' · ~~ . :.
~ ' ~· ,•' ~1!. .
ell:.~
MAGISTRATE DMSION
a .. t!l
:.,,o . oo.-n
"11 (')....,
DAN VALENTINE,
Petitioner,
vs.
MANDY VALENTINE,
Respondent,

~¥:.:--~· . ~go

)
)
)
)
)
)

~~

~.

)
)

·~· l_ ~· '

Caso No. CV·2013-IS16-DW

\

~~

~ %"::);

SUPPLEMENTAL AND AMENDEP,
FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS
OF LAW & ORDER

)

The above entitled matter came before the court on remand from the Honorable Robert C.
Naftz'following entry of a Memorandum Decision and Order on June 9, 2016. The matter was
remanded to this court regarding the issues regarding amounts paid per year (by the father Dan
Valentine) for health insurance, c~culation of overnight stays with the father Dan Valentine, and
the amount paid by the parties for uncovered medical costs.
The record at trial was hardly clear. As the stipulation regarding their "agreements" was
recited on the record, counsel and the parties contradicted and interrupted one another with some
.frequency. With regard to the clisputed issues, evidence was lacking, particularly with regard to
the number of overnight visits with each parent during the year. The court did its best to figure
out the likely nwpber of overnights the father might have ifhe exercised all of his visitation and
custody time. The court determined he would have 116 overnight visits.

Following trial, the mother provided-her affidavit and attached the calendar for the
Moscow School District for 2015 to 2016 and a general calendar for the months of June 2015
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through May 2016. Affidavit ofMandy Valentine, filed_ May 21, 2015.

The father did not move

to strike the mother's affidavit. He did not provide an affidavit or calendars outlining the
number of days he would be entitled to under the custody agreement. So, in the court record,
this court has the ability with the mo1her's post-trial submission to better determine on remand
the maximum number of overnight visits and custody the father may have under the agreement
and child support order.
With ~spect to health insllm:1].Ce costs, the court overlooked Defendant's Exhibit D which

clearly shows how much money the father pays for the health and dental insurance for the minor
children.
The District Judge also remanded for the court ''to detennine the amount paid by the .
parties for uncove~d medical costs." This court has already made this determination which may
have been overlooked by the District Judge in the face of the numerous a~signments of error

urged on appeal. Finding of Fact No. 31 addresses the percentages the parties must each pay for
uncovered medical costs as follows:
31.
Based upon the partie.s' gross annual income figures of$37,481.00 for the father
and $25,200 for the mother, the father earns 60% and the mother earns 40% of the of the
parties' combined gross annual income and that these are the appropriate percentages to
· use for sharing work and school related child care and for sharing unreimbursed health
care expenses incurred for the benefit of the minor children.

On remand, the court has checked the mathematical calculations and it appears that the father ,
earns 59.8% of the parties' combined gross annual income and the mother 40.2 % of the parties•

combined gross annual income. Even though it is the mother who appealedt the court will
exercise its discretion to round the father's percentage up to 600A, and the mother•s down ta 40%
so that th~y will not be quibbling over pennies on reimbursement of medical costs for the

children. The court will not disturb finding of fact number 31.
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Now, based upon a preponderance of the evidence, the court enters the following
supplemental and amended findings· of fact_ and conclusions oflaw:
.

,

.AMENDED FINDINGS OF FACT

28.

I

The father has 24 pay periods arutually. It costs the father $50.00 per pay period to

provide medical insurance for the chi~dren as he pays $100.00 for himself and the children per
pay period and would only pay $50.00 per pay period ifhe were only insuring himself.
Likewise, it costs the father $10.00 per pay period to provide vision insurance for the children as
he pays $15.00 for himself and the children per pay period and would only pay $5.00 per pay
period ifhe were only insuring himself. Therefore, the father pays $120.00 per month for
medical and vision insurance for the benefit of the children. Defendant's Exhibit D; _admitted at
trial March 12, 2015. The father's annual co.st of medical an.cf vision insurance for the minor
children is $1,440.00 ($120.00 x 12 = $1,440.00). He does not carry dental insurance for_ the
children at this time. The mother llas no health insurance available to her through .employment ai
this time.

***
30,

The terms.of the parties' child custody agreement allow ~e father a maxim.um

opportunity for 102 overnight visits with the children. The rest will be spent with ~he mother.

By utilizing the mother's calendars which are attached to her post.trial flffi:davit; allowing the
father the opportunity to have as many as 4 overnights per month; and consi~ring the stipulati.o;n
between the parties as to the father's visitation and custody times the court finds as follows:
In June 2015, the father had the opportunity to have as many as 17 overnights;
In July 2015, the father had the opportunity to have as many as 24 overnights;
In August 201"5, the father had the opportunity to have as many as 14 overnights;
In September.2015, the father had the opportunity to have as many as 4 ovemights;
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In October 2015, the father had the opportunity to have as many as 4 overnights;
.In November 2015, the father had the opportunity to have as many as 7 overnights;
In Dt:cember 2015, the father had the opportunity to have as many as 7 overnights;
In January 2016, the father had the opportunity to have as many as 4 overnights;
In February 2016,-the father had the oppertunity to have as many as 4 overnights;
In March 2016, the father qad the opportunity to have as many as 4 overnights;
In April 2016, the father had the opportunity to have as many as 4 overnights; and
In May 2016, the father had the opportunity to have as many as 4 overnights.
The mathematical process of addition, (17+24+ 14+4+4+7+7+4+4+9+4+4 = 102), shows that the
father had an opportunity under the parties' custody agreement and this court's order to have 102
overnights with the children. The mathematical process of division shows by that I 02 overnights

divided by 365 days equals 27.8452% of the overnight custody with the children and 263
overnights divided by 365 days in a year equals 72.05478% of the overnight custody of the
children. The court will exercise its discretion to round the father's percentage of overnight~ up
to 28o/o and the mother's down to 72% so that they will not be quibbling over fractions of ·
peimies in the calculation of child support. The children will spend approximately 28% of the
overnights with the father and 72% of the overnights with the mother.
SUPPLEMENTAL FINDING OF FACT
A calculation of the parties' child support obligations using their respective annual gross

income figures, the amended percentages of overnights with eaeh parent with adjustments for the

actual cost of health insurance as amended, and assignment of the income tax depend~cy
exemptions to the father results in a monthly child support obligation owed by the father to the
mother in a monthly sum of $626.00. See, Schedule B attached hereto.
LEGAL STANDARDS APPLIED
Child support awards rest in the sound discretion of the trial court. Margairez v. Siegal,

I

.i:
~

-137 Idaho 556, 558, 50 P.3d 1051 {App. 2002).
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The Idaho Child Support Guidelines must be utilized to determine the appropriate amount

of child support for n:iinor children. R,ule 126 /FLRP forme~ly Rule 6(c)(6) IRCP.
The best interests of the children require that children be supported by their parents in
accordance with the requirements of the Idaho Child Support Guidelines. Garner v. Garner,

Idaho Supreme Court, Docke.t No. 41898, Filed July 22, 2015, p. 7-8.
AMENDED CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
Based upon the foregoing findings of fact, applying the legal standards above, the court
enters the following amended conclusions of law:

***

s.
A child support order was established in the legal separa~on proceeding brought by the
mother. The father was ordered to pay $689.00 per month for child support. He is current in the
payment of his child support payments under the order. The partiest respective gross annual .
incomes do not support a child support order that requires a similar amount of child support from
the father. See, Schedule B attached hereto. The father should pay child support in the monthly
sum of $626.00 commencing August 15, 2014.

I

In its Amended Judgment and Decree of Divorce filed August 25, 2015, the court ordered
the father pay $513.00 per month. The parties shall be entitled to retroactive adjustment and
credit for any overpayments made prior to the ~try of the decree ~f divorce and for any .
underpayments made for months since entry of the decree.
The father's gross annual income is easily calculated at $18.01 per hour working full.
time for Spudnik. His voluntary overtime pay must be excluded from gross income. His extra
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earnings working another job during harvest season must be excluded. Rule 126(F)(l}(ii) .

IFLRP.
The father's group health insurance benefit is not gross income either. The Affordable
.Care Act did not create a riew category of gross annual income. Since the adoption of the Idaho
Child Support Guidelines, this court cannot imagine that any employer that

was providing group

health insurance benefits could not have provided information that determined its cost to provide
its employees a group health insurance benefit. Under Rule l 26(F)(l )(i) IFLRP and wider the

rule that proceeded it, Rule (6)(c)(6) IRCP, neither employer provided group health insurance
benefits, nor any similar benefits are considered gross income.
Similarly, the Affordable Care Act did not create a new class of fringe benefits. Once
again, employers have been providing group health care insurance for their employees prior to
the enactment and implementation _of the Affordable Care Act. The mother seeks to have the

court classify the employer's contribution for group health care insurance as a fringe benefit.
Again, this is a novel argument, but employers' group health insurance contributions have more
than likely always been capable of calculation and the Affordable Care Act did not make them
any more capable of calculation. The Affordable Care Act simply requires the employer to
provide the costs on an employee's Ww2 Form in order to verify compliance of the employee
with the health insurance requirements of the act. Additionally, health insurance is not
substantially similar to the examples of fringe benefits contained in the rule. See, Rule 126(F)(2)

IFLRP.
The mother is W1employed as a result of choosing to attend law school. She last earned
$25,200.00 as a full-time paralegal. She has never e~ed more. The father speculates that _she
could earn more. He asserts she could earn as much as $14.00 per hour as a paralegal. The
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mother stipulated that for purposes of child $Upport calculation, she should be assigned her last
known wage from 2013. The court concludes that $25,200.00 is what she is capable of earning
As a result, the father's gross annual income of$37,481.00 compared to the mother's gross

.

annual income of$25,200.00, results in the father earning 60% of the parties' c_ombined gross
annual income and the mother 40%.
The mo~her will require child care. Her choice to place the children in full-time child

c·are is based upon what she. was able to find at the University ofldaho ati.d in Moscow. The fact
that she will be a part-time student does not really reduce her need for full-time child care. She
needs time to study outside of her classroom ·hours. Her plan for child care is reasonable and the
father should share in the school related child care costs she incurs on a 60%/40% pro-rata basis.
Since the mother will have 40% of the child care expense, she will certainly be motivated to keep
such costs to a minimum. The mother will be able to attend school. study and to more closely
attend to the children when they
child care. The parties
. are in her care if she utilizes full-time
.
.
shall exchange child care invoices and shall reimburse each other within 30 days of receipt of
child care invoices from one another.

The parties stipulated that the father should claim ·the children as dependents on his
annual income tax returns and that makes sense because he will receive the greatest benefit as he
is the only parent employed at this time. Comm~ncing with the tax year 2015, Petitioner Dan
Valentine shall be entitled to claim the children as dependency exemptions for income tax
purposes. Mother shall complete IRS Form 8332 releasing the depen?ency exemptions to the
father.

***
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8.
There is sufficient evidence to modify child support so that the father's monthly child
support obligation comports with ~e Idaho Child Support Guidelines. His obligation should be
$626.00 per month co1I1J11encing with the date of his petition August 15, 2014.

ORDER
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND DECREED that:
1. An amended judgment shall enter which orders that commencing August 15, 2014, child
support shall continue to be paid by the Petitioner in the monthly sum of $626.00.
2. Idaho Child Support Receipting is ordered to correct its records based upon the

amendments made in this order.

·

DA~tbisl2thdayofSeptem~

I

.l

RICK CARNAROLI
SIXTH DISTRICT MAGISTRATE JUDGE
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that on the J3_aay of September, 2016, a true copy of this Order was
mailed postage pre-paid to:

Peter M. Wells
Attorney At Law
P.O. Box 370,
Pocatello, ID 83204-0370

I

.!

Jeffrey W. Banks
SMITH & BANKS.
2010 Jennie Lee Drive
Idaho Falls, ID 83404

Idaho Child Support Receipting
P.O. Box 70008
Boise, ID 83707-0008

\
.j
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
MAGISTRATE DIVISION
MANDY VALENTINE,
Petitioner,

vs.
DAN VALENTINE,
Respondent,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

.......

Case No.

AMENDED CHILD SUPPORT
JUDGMENT·

JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS:
1.

Commencing August 15, 2014, the Respondent Dan Valentine shall pay the Petitioner

Mandy Valentine child support in the amowit of $626.00 per month for the care. custody, support,
maintenance and education of the minor children of the parties until each child reaches the age of
·eighteen (18). or if said child continues his high school education subsequent to reaching the age of
.

.

eighteen years, child support payments shall continue until such time as each child graduates from high

school or reaches the age of nineteen years, marries or otherwise becomes emancipated, whichever is
sooner, pursuant to Idaho Code Sec. 32-706.
2.

Respondent shall be entitled to a credit for any overpayments previously made under 1he

parties' Decree ofSepar.t.ition.
3.

Petitioner shall be entitled to an arrearage for any tmderpayments made since entry of the

Amended Judgment and Decree of Divorce entered in August 2015. The adjustments in the monthly
· amount to be paid by Respondent and the credit he has accumulated since August IS, 2014,·or the

Deeree ofDlvoree
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arrearage he has accumu_lated si~ce August 2015. shall be calculated by Idaho Child -Support
Receipting and reflected in their official records.
4.

Child support payments shall be-paid on or before the 15th day of each month, commencing

I
'I

!

i

August 15. 2014, and such payments shall be made through the Idaho Departin_ent of Health &
Welfare, Idaho Child Support Receipting Services,

P.O. Box 70008, Boise, ID 83707-0108.

The

support order may be enforced by automatic and immediate income withholding pursuant to Title 32,
Chapter 12, Idaho Code:

NOTICE OF.INCOME WITHHOLDING
This support order is enforceable by focome withholding llllder Chapter 12, Title 32,
Idaho Code. Whenever there are arrearages at Jeast equal to the support payment for
· one (I) month, a mandatory income withholding order may be issued by tb,e court to
your employer or other person who pays you income, wjthout prior notice to you.
It is not necessary for the obligee to apply for support enforcement servi.ces under
Title IV-D of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 651 et seq.) to obtain enforcement of
this suppon order by means of income withholding.

NOTICE OF LIEN
Pursuant to Chapter 12, Title 7. specifically I.C. 1 7-1206(1)(2)(3) and Chapter 11,
Title 45, specifically, I.(:. 45-I901(e), this support order shall be enforced by the filing
of a statewide Hen upon all real and personal property of the obligor if the delinquency
in the support obligation is equal to $2,000 or 90 days of support, whichever is less.
Commencing with the tax year 2015, ~espondent Dan Valentine sha11 be entitled to claim
the children as dependency exemptions for income tax purposes. Petitioner shall complete IRS Form
8332 releasing the dependency exemptions to the Respondent
S.

The parties' chiJdren are currently covered by Respondent's health insurance, available

through Respondent's employer. Should the children become ineligible for said health insurance for
any reason, each party shall provide health, hospitalization and accident insurance through his or her
place of employment, whenever s~ch insurance is available at a reasonable rate, for the benefit of the

Decree ofDlvorc.e
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children. Each party shall provide the other party with a copy of the policy, identificati<;m cards and
the necessary forms needed for-tiling of claims. The parties shall also provide ocular, orthodontic,

dental, and psychological insurance for the benefit of the parties' minor children to the extent the
same is available through his employment or other health insu~ce plan at a reasonable rate. AH
health care expenses (including, but not limited to, orthodontic, dental, optical, medical, counseling,
psychiatric, psychological, addiction treatment, special education, and medication) of the children not
covered by insurance shall be paid pro rata, 60%, by Petitioner and 40% by Respondent.
Any claimed health care expenses for the children (whether denominated as psychiatric,
psychological, special education, addiction treatment, or counseling in any forni. and including regular
medical or dental care), whether or not covered by insurance, which would result in and actual
out-of-pocket expense to the parent who did not incur or consent to the expense of over $500,00, must

I

by approved in advancet in writing. by both parties or by prior court order. Relief may be granted by
the Court for failu~ to comply under extraordinary circumstances, and the Court may in its discretion
apportion the incurred expense in some percentage other than that in the existing support order, and in·

so doing, may consider whether consent was unreasonably requested or withheld. There are no
unreimbursed claims for medical expense owing by either party to the other.
6.

The Court hereby issues a Qualified Medical ChUd Support Order under Section 1169 of

the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 as_ amended (ERISA), notifying the
Respondent that failure to provide his share of the premium of such health insurance coverage may
result in Respondent directly enforcing the Court•s order to provide health insurance coverage, without
further notice to the Respond~nt, sending a certified copy of said order requiring health insurance
coverage t9 Respondent's employer by certified mail, return receipt requested. Respondent shall
attach a notarized statement to accompany a certified copy o~the aforesaid order, stating that the order
is the latest order addressing health insurance coverage entered by the Court. The Court shall require
-Decree of Divorce
1032.8: Henderson
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that on the ·

13 day ofSe~mber,2016, a

true co~ of this Judgment

was mailed postage pre-paid to:
Peter M. Wells
Attorney At Law
P.O. Box 370,
Pocatello, ID 83204-0370

Jeffrey W. Banks
SMIIB & BANKS.
2010 Jennie Lee Drive
Idaho Falls, ID 83404

Idaho Child Support Receipting
P.O. Box 70008
Boise, ID 83707-0008

Magistrate Cl

I
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Case Summary
Case#: CV..ZD13-1516-0W

Mml:iir

earent Information:
Name:

Dan Merrill Valentine

Marltal Status:

Single

Party Association:

Mandy L. Criddle
Single .

Petitioner

Respondent

ICSG Income:

37,481

25,200

ICSG Percentage:

59.80%

40.20%

Attorney's Name:
Attomey's Phone:

Children lnformauon:
Child's Name
IMV
ECV

Blrthdate
28-Aug..2011
30-0ct·2009

% with Father

28.00%
28.00%

Tax Exemption
Father
Father

Cale Support Until
18th Birthday
18th Birthday

Recap of an Q.bJuitions per Month
Monthly Child Support Obllgatlon
· Work Related Child Care Co.s~
Health Insurance Obligatlon
Travel Expenses
Disability and Retirement Dependency Benefits
Tax Exemption Compensation
Total at each parent's obligatlons

Father

M.mbir

547
D
0
0
0
127

0
0

674

48
0
0
0

48

The recommended basic support the Father should pay Is 547 per month
(before other-costs to be considered by the court).

The recommended adjusted ·Support the Father should pay Is 626 per month

(other costs considered by the court included).

Case Comment§
Calo. using Judge's information
Case Summary- Page 1 of 1
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In the D1;i.~tict Court of the Sixth Judicial Olstr•..,i
of-the State of Idaho, in and for the county of Bannock

Dan Merrill Valentlne

vs
Mandy L. Criddle

Petitioner, : Case No. cv..2013-1516-DW

. ·I Affidavit Verifying rncome
I

Respondent,

I hereby state under oath that the followlng Information is true.
A.GROSS INCOME
1. Wages, salary, commissions, bonuses, etc.
2. Rent, royalties, trade, or business income, etc.
3. Interest, dividends, pensions, annuities, etc.
4. ~oclal sec., worker's comp, unemployment, disability, veteran ben.,

etc.
5, Public Assistance, welfare for....... _ Self
Childrel'!
6.Alimony
7. Grants, distributions from·trusts, etc.
B. Other
9. SUBTOTAL
B, DEDUCTIONS FROM GROSS INCOME
1. Straight line depreciation on assets
2. One-half of self-employment Social Security taxes
3, Child support + alimony from another relationship
4. support tor child of another relationship living in the home
5. Deduction for spousal maintenance in this case
6. Non Court Ordered Deductions
7. DEDUCTIONS SUBTOTAL
C. GROSS INCOME AS ADJUSTED
D. IN-KIND B~NEFITS (I.C.S.G. Section 6(b))
E. POTENTIAL INCOME (I.C.S.G, Section 6(c))
F. GUIDELINES INCOME (C + D+ ~) .
G, MONTHLY ICSG INCOME (F / 12 months)

Father

$37,481
$0

Mother.
$0
$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0
-$0
$0
$0

$37,481

$0

$0

$0

$0
$0

$0

$0

$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0

$0

$0

$0
$0
$0

$0

$37,481
$0

$0
$37,481
$3,123

$25,200
$25,200

$2,100

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Date _ _ _ __

· Income Affl.davit - Page 1 of 2

https:/fonllna.ldc:lil~&~PP,a:l.comfRepa"ls.a&pc.?Casel~=6741
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STATE OF IDAHO
County of

)
) ss.
)

SUBSCRIBED and SWORN to before me this--:- day of
1 20__, the
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared
___________, known or identified to me to be the person whose name· is
subscribed to the within instrument and that he/she executed the same.

'!

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the
day and year In the certificate first above written.
·

NOTARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO
Residing at:
My Commission Expires:

Income Affidavit- Page 2 of2
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In the
. o\,"flct Court of the Sixth Judlclal Disti1-.,
. '.
of the State of Idaho, in and for the County.of Bannock
Dari Merrlll Valentina

Petitioner,

vs
Mandy L Criddle

Respondent,

Total ICSG Income:

Case No. cv..2013-1516-DW

·to

Ad)ustme.n.ts Child Support
and Recap of Obligatioa,s

Father's Share
Mother's Share

$62,681

59.80%
40.200k

Single
Single

$37,481
$25,200

Tax Exemption Adlustmant
Child'& Name
IMV

Claimed by
Father

ECV

Father

Exemption Amt

Father's Shara

$1,900
$1,900

$1,136.2000 .
$1,136.2000

Parent Is entitled to:
While parent Is getting:

[

Father owea lL.m per year,

Mother's Share
$763.8000

$763.6000

$2,272

$1,528

$3,800

$0

mz per month for tax exemptions.

Healtb Insurance Adjustment
Total Paid

% Share

Obligation

Amt Paid

Difference

Father

$1,440

59.80%

$861

$1,440

$-579

Mother

$1,440

40.20%

$579

$0

$579'

[

l

Mother .owes &zl peryear, Ml per month for health_ Insurance.

WQrk B~latid CWtca1:1 Ad.iu&tmam
Total Paid

% Share

Obligation

Amt Paid

Difference

Father

$0

59.80%

$0

$0

$0

Mother

$0

40.20%

$0

$0

$0

]

Nothing I& owed by eltheryarent for work relatecl daycare.

IcaY:el E2'g~asas Adiusmi~ot
Total Pafd

% Share

Obligation

Amt Paid

Difference

Father

$0

59.80%

$0

$0

$0

Mother

$0

40.20%

$0

$0

$0

Nothing Is owed by either parent for travel expenses.

. r

Adjustments to Child Support and recap of obligations-. Page 1 of 2
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.Becap of all Obligations per fYlooth
Monthly Child. ~upport Obligation
Work Related Chlld Care Costs .
Health Insurance Obligation
Travel Expenses
· Disablllty and Retirement Dependency Benefits
Tax Exemption Compensation
'

fitbi[

MmbBr

547

0

0

o·

0

48
0

_o

0

127

0

674

48

0

'

Total of each parenfs obligations

The recommei:1ded basic support the Father should pay is 547 per month
(before other costs to be considered by ~a court).

The recommended adjusted support the Father should pay ls 626 per month
(other costs considered by the court included).

commem:
Cale•. using Judge's Information

Prepared By _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date _ _ _ __

Adjustments to Chlld Support and recap of obllgaHons- Page 2 of2
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In the oi~Hilct Court of the Sixth Judicial Dlstri~, '
of the State of Idaho, in and for the County o( Bannock
Dan Merrill Valentine

Petitioner,

vs

Ca~e No. CV-2~13,.1516-DW .

Shared, Split or Mixed Custody

Mandy L, ·criddle

C!::!ILDREN
1. IMV

Respondent,

a1BTHD8IE
~HIL.C~~
28-Aug-2011 2. ECV

4.
7.

5.
8.

10.

11.

1. Monthly ICSG Income (from Affidavit)
2. Share of Income for Each Parent

WorkSheet

131 Bil:ID8If
M>-Oct-2009 3.
6.
9.
12.
MQM
$2.100

alBIHDAT!;;

.tW2

QCM61f!lf;ll

$3,123

$5,223

59.80%

40.20%

(llne 1 fer each parent divided b y Combined Income)

~t:111.CREN ·

3. Combined Child Support Obligation

$1,146

(apply lile 1 Combined to ChUd Support Schedule)

~. Each Parents Child Support Obligation
(line 2 multiplied by line 3 for each parent)

a. Obligation Allocation

(line 4 dlvk:led by the number of chldren)

$461

$685

$230

$34?

6. Allocation to Chlld

'1. Proportional Obligation

i=or each standard-custody child .
11r1ter the amount from line 5. For
each shared or split-custody child
mulUply Hne 5 by 1.5.

Number of overnights with other Line 6 times line 7 for each ch'ld.
oarent divided by 365. If greater or
equal to 75%, enter 1. If less than
or equal tJJ 25%, enter 0.

IMV
ECV

8. Parents Obligation

.M2!n

Did

.Mmn

~

Mmn

$346

$514
$514

28.00%

72.00%
72.00%

$97

$370_

28.00%

$97
.MQM
$194

$370
.$740

$0

$547

$346

S. EACH PARENT'S TOTAL SUPPORT
{total from al boxee)

10. RECOMMENDED SUPPORT
{subtract lesser of fine 9 from greater and enter it under parent with gr•r obligation)

Dad

CAQ

Other Costs to be Considered by the Court

$0

a. Work-Related Child Care Costs
b. Health insurance premium and uninsured health care expenses
c. Disability or Retirement dependent benefits
d. Tax benefit for dependancy exemptions
e. Travel Expenses

~repared By

$-48

$0
$127
$0

..

Date

Shared, Spllt or Mixed Custody Work.Sheet· Page 1 of 1
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This form must be completed ar.Jgiver, to the Clerk of the Court, with a cop) ••i the final order attached.
SUPPORT PAYMENTS UNDER THIS ORDER MUST BE: SENT TO THE STATE OF IDAHO, CHILD
SUPPORT RECEIPTING, P.O. BOX 70008, BOISE, ID, 83707
Date of Order

Case_#

Start of Payments:

County

Bannock

Who Is ordered to pay child support? (full name)

Dan Merrill Valentine

How Much?

$626

How Often?

_ Weekly .l{_ Monthly

Special child support terms In this order (check all that apply):

_ Cost of llvlng increases

_ Modification of'a previous order

_ Decrease for visitation

_ Other-

.ls there an order for Wage Assignment?
Petitioner's full name
6ociaI Security #

_ Yes

.X No (if yes, attach acopy of the wage assignment order}

--------------Dan Merrill Valentine

Date of Birth

.X. Father _ Mother

------

Phone Number

Residence Address

Malling Address (If different than above)
Empl~yer Name and Address.
Attorney_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ Phone_______ City/ State_ _ _ _ _ _ __

----------------------

Respondent's full name Mandy L. Criddle
SocIaI Security #
Residence Address

_ Father
Phone Number

Date· of Birth

.\

l

.X. Mother

------

Mailing Address (if different than above)
Employer Name and Address
Attorney_~~------

Phone_ _ _ _ _ _ _ City/ State_ _ _ _ _ _ __

Chlldren for whom support Is ordered In the order.
Child's Full Name

Socia! Security #

IMV
_E__
cv___________

Date of Birth

Gender

..;.;M'----_ ""'M_______

--------

.If support Is aroered far mare than four chldren, please attach a separate sheet of paper with the Information.

· Prepared By:

Date:

Child Support Order Summary Form • Page 1 of 1
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In the Dis\.-.& Court of the Sixth Judicial DistriJ\... ;:
of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Bannock
Dan Merrill Valentine

Petitioner,

Case No. CV-2013•1516-DW
-

·VS

'

Continued Su'pport Worksheet

Mandy L. Criddle

ResPondent.

As of September 1, 2016, the date of this reparl, the following rates apply:
f!!bi!:;,
~
Support
Health Care

$740

$194
$48

Child Cara

Travel
Dlaability
Tax Exempt

$127

Bottom Line

$868

$242

Father owes Mother $626 ·

As of October 31, 2027, when ECV reaches the age of 18, the following rates apply:
Eillm;
.MQlbE
.Emtmc:
Support
Health care
ChlldCare

$~6

$130
$48

Travel
Disablllly
Tax ElCampt
Bottom Line

$64

$560

$178

F41ther owes Mother $382
As of August 28, 2029 when IMV turns 18, no chlldren-wlll remain In the home.

Continued SupportWor~sheet•.Page 1 of 1
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK

MANDY L. VALENTINE,
Plaintiff - Appellant,

vs.
DAN VALENTINE,

Defendant - Respondent on Appeal,

)
)
) Supreme Court No. 44350
)
)
)
)

)
)
)

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE

I, ROBERT POLEKI, Clerk of the District Court of the Sixth Judicial District,
of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Bannock, do hereby certify that
the above and foregoing record in the above-entitled cause was compiled and
bound under my direction as, and is a true, full, and correct record of the
pleadings and documents as are automatlcally required under Rule 28 of the
Idaho appell~te Rules.
I do further certify that all exhibits, offered or admitted in the aboveentitled cause, will be duly lodged with the Clerk of the Supreme Court along
with the court reporter's transcript and the derk's record as required by Rule 31
of the Idaho Appellate Rules.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal
of said Court at Pocatello, Idaho, this

l!f.._ day o ~ 2016.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
MANDY L. VALENTINE,
Plaintiff - Appellant,

vs.
DAN VALENTINE,
Defendant - Respondent on Appeal,

______________

)
} Supreme Court No. 44350
)
)
)
)
)

) CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS
)
)

I, ROBERT POLEKI, the duly elected, qualified and acting Clerk of the
District Court of the Sixth Judicial District of the State of Idaho, In and for the
County of Bannock, do hereby certify that the following are the original exhibits
marked for identification and introduced in evidence at trial of the above and
foregoing cause, to wit:

DEFENDANT'S EXHIBITS
1. Exhibit "A"

Spudnik

2. Exhibit "B11

W-2

3. Exhibit "C"

Tax Exemption Worksheet

4. Exhibit "D"

Spudnik Employee Benefit Rate Sheet

216 of 219

PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBITS
1.

Exhibit "1"

Earnings Statement

2.

Exhibit "2"

W-2

3.

Exhibit '"3"

IRS Fonn W-2 Reporting of Employer

4.

Exhibit "4"

Messages

5.

Exhibit "5,,

Messages

6.

Exhibit "6"

DVD

I FURTHER CERTIFY that the above exhibits are attached to, and made a
part of, the original transcript on appeal in said cause.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal
of said Court, this the \ LP day o ~

~\lµ... 2016.

(Seal)
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
SfATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK

MANDY L. VALENTINE,
. Plalntiff - Appellant,

}
)

Supreme Court No. 44350

)

vs.

)

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

)

DAN VALENTINE,

)
)

Defendant - Respondent on Appeal,

)

I, ROBERT POLEKI, Clerk of the District Court of the Sixth Judicial District,
of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Bannock, do hereby certlfythat I
have personally served or mailed, by United States mail, one copy of the
REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT and CLERK'S RECORD to each of the Attorneys of
Record in this cause as follows:
Peter M. Wells
May, Rammell & Thompson, Chartered
Post Office Box 370
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-0370

Jeffery Wayne Banks
Smith & Banks, PLLC
2010 Jennie Lee Drive
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404

IN WITNESS WHEREOF; I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal

of said Court at Pocatello, Idaho, this ~ a y ~ 1 6 .

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
SfATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK

MANDY L. VALENTINE,
Supreme Court No. 44350

vs.

)
)
)
)

DAN VALENTINE,

)) (\
\ ~
\ ,JJ:+\J.....
\.:_.C'< '\"ee°"~ ~e~O<<;:;i,
'

Plalntiff - Appellant,

)

Defendant - Respondent on Appeal,

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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I, ROBERT POLEKI, Clerk of the District Court of the Sixth Judicial District,
of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Bannock, do hereby certify that I
have personally se~ed or mailed, by United States mall, one copy of the
REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT and CLERK'S RECORD to each of the Attorneys of
Record in this cause as follows:
Peter M. Wells
May, Rammell & Thompson, Chartered
Post Office Box 370
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-0370

Jeffery Wayne Banks
Smith &. Banks, PLLC
2010 Jennie Lee Drive

Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404

IN WITNESS WHEREOF; I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal
of said Court at Pocatello, Idaho, this

day of Ro\JQn\o0'""~016.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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